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STOP-THE-WAR

TEACH-IN
By Laurie Garrett

It would seem we have entered a time for

social protest. If there was any single spark

that lit the fire under our sonambulistic Rip

Van Winkle campuses it was Carter's State of

The Union address. The President's arrogant

calls foT renewed draft registration and de-

fense of "American Interests" in the Persian

Gulf woke a whole new generation of Ameri-

can youth to the grim realities of U.S. foreign

policy.

There are a few differences this time. While

"movement heavies" from the sixties intro-

duce every statement in anti-draft meetings

with "During the Vietnam War we saw that .
."

young people are moving from a different set

of motivations. True, both the activists of the

sixties and the eighties are committed to so-

cial change and elimination of the draft. But

today's youth are fighting in an age of scarci-

ty, not affluence. The economic realities are

that most high school and college youth are

fighting for jobs in an ever-shrinking employ-
ment market, may see the Army as a viable

employment option, and are primarily moti-

vated by pragmatism rather than idealism.

The lofty aspirations of the middle class lead-

ers of the sixties must now yield to the down-
to-earth thinking of the youth of the eighties.

Because young people today are more
economically oriented, the possibilities of

forging genuine labor-student, minority-white,

and community-campus alliances may be
enormous. Already, most attacks on Carter

have gone far beyond the issue of draft regis-

tration, and have embraced the New Cold
War, disarmament, the energy crisis, and even

monopoly capitalism.

Once again it is exciting that KPFA is

inserting itself into the new dialogue of a

growing social movement. Our role is to pro-

vide as much information to as many people

as possible, presented in an exciting educa-

tional format which challenges the listeners

and participants.

We have chosen to stage a massive Teach-in.

aired throughout the state of California thru

a special link-up of radio stations spanning the

state. We will effectively be reaching every po-

tential listener in California, extending this

impact far beyond the hallowed halls of aca-

demia. In the Wheeler Auditorium on the

U.C. Berkeley campus, Teach-In participants

will share the sensations of a truly vital and
exciting political and cultural event

We are grateful for the strong support the

station has received in preparing this event

from our listeners and from a vast array of

organizations throughout Northern California.

We are particularly indebted to the Berkeley

Students for Peace, the Berkeley Anti-Draft

Coalition, and the Progressive Alliance.

Join us at Wheeler, or over the air, on
Tuesday April 8th and Wednesday April 9th

for what promises to be the most important

radio political event in years.

A list of endorsers of the teach-in can be
found on page 15, opposite the two-day pro-

gram listings for the 8th and 9th. An up-to-

date schedule for the teach-in can be found on
page 1 8. The centerfold is a poster that can be
visibly posted in windows and on doors.

Laurie Garrett, an award winning producer for
KPFA, is the energy behind the Teach-In. With-

out Laurie, it never would have happened.

RE-INVENTING
THE FAMILY

By Louis Freedberg

Way back in the decade of the 70's, one of
the most popular topics on the lecture circuit

concerned "The Death of the Family." Some,
such as David Cooper, a colleague of R.D.
Laing, proclaimed loudly that the "end of the

age of relatives" is at hand. Others, such as

the anthropologist Margaret Mead, were more
sanguine, arguing that every society in Wstbry
has some form of kinship arrangement where-

by children are socialized and provided for.

It has become clear as we embark into the

80's that the family is not dead, in spite of all

the attacks on it, and in spite of the alternative

lifestyles that emerged in response to those

attacks. Yet it is equally clear that the family

is undergoing a major transformation, that we
are in the midst of a perceptible shift away
from the modem nuclear family, and toward
new family forms that have yet to be defined.

There are numerous signs indicating the

change: the national divorce rate has doubled
over the past 25 years, and some observers

now put the rate at 40%; the marriage rate has

declined steadily since 1960, and more recent-

ly at a raster rate than that of divorces; the

number of single parent families has increased

dramatically during the past decade - up
65% for black families and 40% for white fami-

lies; between 1 960 and 1 970 the number of

persons living alone increased significantly,

with the greatest increase among those ber

tween 20 and 34 years of age.

The single parent family has always been

a common occurance in the working class,

particularly among blacks, but only since it

has become prevalent in the middle and upper
middle class has it received any widespread

attention, most noticeably in movies such as

An Unmarried Woman and Kramer vs. Kramer.

Even though the majority of Americans still

get married, there is a growing realization

that those relationships may not last If one

Continued on page 6

ORAL TRADITION OF
FAIRY TALES
By Robert Blv

On Friday April 18th at 7:30 pm, KPFA will

begin a ten part series, 'Fairy Tales for Men,

'

hosted by poet Robert Bly. Each subsequent

program will be heard in that time slot on fol-

lowing Fridays. This article was written for the

Folio as an introduction to that series. A read-

ing by Bly will also be heard as part of the

marathon on Friday April 1 1 at 7:00 pm.

Many things have happened in the study of

fairy tales in the last forty or fifty years. It's

become clear that fairy tales carry a lot of in-

formation about growth, and about stages of

growth. Some of the great fairy tales may have

been written five to six thousand years ago by
people on the level of Jung, Freud, Karen
Horney, etc We mustn't think that we are the

first to have ever made psychological discov-

eries. These men and women in ancient times

had a problem that Freud and Jung didn't

have, namely, that once having made astound-

ing discoveries on stages of growth, for exam-

ple, they simply could not put the discoveries

into book form, as our recent geniuses can do.

In the first place, the psychological language

had not been developed; and in the second

place, there were no libraries. If there was a

library, it was unstable. Nomads could appear

and burn it down. So information ctmld not

be conveyed through what is written. One

solution then is to take your discoveries and

throw them into a story. . .create a tale so

astounding and so vivid that the details will

be remembered for generations. Some succeed-

ed. Bruno Bettleheim found that even if a great

Continued on page 6
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INVESTIGATE
Non-commercial, Listener-sponsored

KPFA-FM 94...

...the first listener-sponsored

radio station in the world,

began broadcasting from

Berkeley in April, 1949.

Since that first broadcast

31 years ago, KPFA has

been bringing you the

most unique radio

programs to be

found anywhere

in Northern

California.
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Name.

YES, rLL DO IT!! I'll support listener-sponsored KPFA.
Sign me up as a subscriber and send me the Folio every month.

My tax-deductible donation is enclosed.

Regular Rate - $30 per year

Student/Low Income rate - $15 per year

BILL OF THE MONTH CLUB:
$S per month - first month enclosed

Group rate • $45 per year

Sustaining rate - $1 00 per year

Additional donation $

We'd appreciate your full

payment now, but if you'd

rather be billed, please tell

us how:

[ ] Semi-annually • tt annual

rate enclosed.

[ ] Quarterly • li annual rate

enclosed (only subscription

of $30 or more)

Address.

Gty -Zip.

MAIL TO: KPFA; 2207 Shattuck Ave., Berkeley, CA 94704
(Fresno area listeners mafl to: KFCF, PO Box 4364, Fresno CA 93744)

Report
_. to the

Listener
Our marathon is going well. As of this writing, we are slightly ahead of our goal and

hopeful of reaching the target of $1 50,000 from new subscribers in early April, this sum
represents approximately one-quarter of our budget. The rest is raised by your contin-

uing renewals, the minithon in October, the Crafts Fair in December, and by some
grants. It would be marvelous if we could celebrate our goal during the Teach-in on
April 8th and 9th, an event that will certainly be the highlight of this year's marathon.

It will be an old fashioned political consciousness raiser just like in the 60's. We have

been provided by the University with Wheeler Auditorium, and the teach-in is being or-

ganized by Laurie Garrett. Be sure to attend or listen to our live coverage.

It is not surprising that KPFA should be so intimately involved in a major political

happening. Political consciousness is, in fact, the lifeblood of this station. The center

of political analysis at KPFA is our Public Affairs Department.

As I promised last month, I intend in each of these columns to reintroduce you to

our staff, with particular attention to the functions of our programming departments.

As with our other departments. Public Affairs is primarily staffed by dedicated volun-

teers. Until this month, there has been only one paid employee in the department, its

energetic and incredibly patient director, Don Foster. At long last. Public Affairs is get-

ting a desparately needed assistant, Richard
4

Buster' Gonzalez.

It is perhaps the most difficult department to administer: it continually tests Don's

previous experience at the Third World Bureau. On the one hand, it is an extension of

KPFA's News Department. It provides lengthy analysis of current events, and coordin-

ates 'crisis' coverage of important national issues such as the Bakke and Webber cases.

It specifically covers local events which have imperative political implications, such as

the benefit for the Melvin Black Committee. The department administers such regular

programs on KPFA as Ken Tiger's Living On Indian Time, Fruit Punch: Gay Men's

Radio, Bill Mandel's Monday evening programs, and Mama O'Shea's friday afternoon

programs. The department also deals with independent producers, such as the Commu-

nity Information Network and the Peoples Media Collective, and special documentary
,

reports. KPFA's most imaginative producers, such as Adi Gevins, Kathy McAnally and

Peggy Stein, as well as scores of others, are coordinated and supported by the depart-

ment. Public Affairs features may be heard on Behind The News, weeknights at 7:00,

and during open hours (Thursdays at noon aand 10:00 pm).

The department also serves another critical function. It is the access point for the

community organizations winch literally deluge the station with public service

announcements. Other groups seek to create their own programs, but lack the training

to be effective on the air. Senior unpaid staffer Philip Maldari is in charge of the depart-

ment's training program.

It is little wonder then that Don Foster longs to escape from the administrative head-

aches in order to return to programming. Yet despite the incredible demands on his

time, he patiently sifts through scores of programming proposals and requests from acti-

vists for air time. It seems that everyone wants to do a radio show.

The conflict between invigorating analytic radio and community service is not easy to

deal with: it takes time and resources to meet the competing demands of access and

effective quality programming. It makes little sense to simply provide program time with-

out the training and equipment to make it worthwhile for you to sit up and listen. The

situation would be hopeless without the consistent support of scores of other unpaid

staffers who are too numerous to name.

But our too few paid staffers need your financial contribution to make it all feasible.

Your subscriptions continue to be the best encouragement to all of us.

David Salniker

KPFA General Manager

• **
KPFA exchanges mailing lists with other organizations to increase our sub-

scribership. If you object to having your name exchanged as a result of be-

ing one of our subscribers, please write to our Subscription Department,

enclosing a recent FOLIO label if possible, and we will delete your name

from our exchange lists.
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ZIONISM AS LIBERATION

Dear people,

You are supposedly a peoples' radio. As per

usual, the JEWISH PEOPLE'S opinion is re-

buked. One day your programming calls us

merely another religion. The next day you
have a show called "Jews Against Zionism,"

truly an off-the-wall view compared to the

Jewish people's collective opinions. Won't
you open your mind to the fact that Zionism

is the liberation movement of the Jewish

people? Being a Zionist does not mean that 1

am an ti-Palestinian or reactionary. We Jews

are tired of being exterminated and defined

by others.

How about a debate with call-ins about this

vital issue.

Disgusted,

Rachel Levy/Oakland

BLUE COLLAR & MIDDLE CLASS

KPFA.

I am a student of Adam Miller's and was listen-

ing to his talk on March 4, 1 980 at 5 pm con-

cerning Mugabe. The host of the show ended

by saying:

"I am 21. Those 19-20-21 year olds in blue

collar middle class Walnut Creek can go fight

in Iran for oil, but here in Berkeley of course

we won't"

1. He has just classified the middle class 1 9-20-

21 year old as being animals only concerned

about their gas tanks.

2. When was he last in Walnut Creek? Berkeley

is more blue-collar middle class than Walnut

Creek.

3. Just what in the hell is wrong with being

blue collar middle class?

Frankly, he showed poor judgement, and lack

of facts. While I realized that Berkeley likes to

consider itself the Athens of the West, the

announcer has the duty and responsibility to

avoid generalizations. If he doesn't the radio

station has failed to be truthfuL KGO at least

recognizes its duty to inform the public of
the announcer's prejudices,

Jim Lynch/Alameda

You're right I'm wrong (even though lam mis-

quoted). -Kevin Vance,

EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST

Good People-

-I always use this time of year to express my
interest in and gratitude toward KPFA in

words as well as dollars.

This year, as always, folk music is my main
reason to tune into and subscribe to KPFA.
The Bay Area is marvellously rich in folk song,

but when I can't be listening to it in a club or

playing it, it's nice to know that'll come into

my home thru the radio. How many people
provide folk music on your station!? The list

is lengthy and you know better than I do, but
here are my favorites: Gerda Daly, Ray Edlund,
Susan Kemes, David Dunaway, Kevin Vance,
Bill Sokol (love those "musical odysseys" Bill,

keep it up) and last but least the early morning
marvel Larry, who's actually in a class of his

own. When I was a teenager, Hoyle Osborne,
the piano player, had a show on WXPN, Phil-

adelphia called "Mosaic" which combined any-
thing from Moussasky (sic) to The Young
Tradition to jazz to Pete Seeger to blues to

Rock'n'roll to lor knows what with his con-

versation and commentary. Many a Sunday
morning my customers got their newspapers
late cause I was glued to the radio wondering
what in HELL Hoyle was going to play next!
It was the jewel of the airwaves and then years
later is still my standard of what good radio

is, Larry (and no one else since) lives up to

that standard perfectly.

1 could go on and on about how much I en-
joy your diversity even though I only listen a
small fraction of it. about how often I check
the Folio before I plan my day, how often I

hype you to my friends, etc. but we both
have work to do. Keep up the good work, es-

pecially in the above mentioned areas. I don't
even mind not always getting the Folio, your
good outshines your bad.

Sincerely,

Ed Silberman

ProscfitCons

YOU GOT IT GOOD!!

TRIBUTE TO A PROGRAMME

Dear Sir,

I would like to pay a tribute to one of your
programmes. Your Thursday evening pro-

gramme, "Music From the Hearts of Space" is

truly outstanding. The music played is always

interesting and original. Nowhere else have I

found a station or programme that I enjoy so

much. My husband and many of my friends

have also commented on the quality of pro-

gramme material on KPFA. It is certainly a de-

light to be able to listen to music a little differ-

ent from that heard on the majority of other

stations.

My only concern is with the time the pro-

gramme is on the air. Like most people, I work
during the day and find it very difficult to

stay awake past 1 1 pm. Is there any way you
could possibly air HOS earlier in the evening,

say between 8 and 11 pm. or on weekends?

Your assistance in this matter would be greatly

appreciated.

Yours sincerely,

Diane Owens/Fairfax

KUDOS ON ARTICLE

KFCF:

The article "America, Eat It or Leave It" was
wonderful, intellectual and one of the best

written I've ever read. The concept(s) especial-

ly were superb and so true, in my opinion. I

teach nutrition/weight control classes and
mainly stress use of plain and simple whole
foods. When is the next program going to be

on? I want to announce it to my classes.

Sincerely,

Gudo Hailstone, R.D./Fresno

The next program for the series is scheduled

for sometime in May. See next month's Folio

for day and time.

PRO, NOT CON
Dear Pros and Cons:

I am very "Pro" about Larry's 'Beedle Urn
Bum' program. I do not get to listen to very

much of it because it is on so early in the morn-
ing, but I set an electrical timer on my tape

deck to record the 4 am out-of-print album.
Can you imagine the pleasure of waking up and
having a new album to listen to?

He also has a fabulous mailing list that lists

the albums and songs he plays on his program.
If he could be on earlier 1 am sure more
people would get a chance to listen to his

program. Thanks being an alternative and pro-

viding the great music with Larry's 'Beedle

Urn Bum' program.

Best regards,

Ron Winegardner/Novato

WRITTEN BY AN ALIAS

Dear Friends,

Listening to your program about Victor Jarra,

1 plan to subscribe soon. Back when Allende

was killed I was in S.F. I noticed some of my
'friends' giving me strange smiles. I was trying

to start working with a Soviet Friendship

Club Mr. Mandel recommended. Then, my ex-

Berkeley Barb'er girlfriend pulled the heavy

trip on me and everything fell apart - she re-

commended I 'go back to LA.' Some people

tried to get me into the Moonies under a ruse,

and finally I ended up in Guadalajara, Mexi-

co almost dying from a Typhoid type condi-

tion as the Mexicans in the hotel grinned.at

'the Gringo,' who couldn't even walk to the

corner drug store, finally an American girl

got him some Lincosin. Well, as an old time

(1963- ) demonstrator, at least I didn't go

to Guyana!

Unido and alone,

'Doug Wilson'/Coulterville

At least Radio Moscow is credible.

INCREASING THE CONSCIOUSNESS

Dear Ray Holbext-

Your special investigation into the word "nig-

ger" was fine: both for its information/enlight-

enment value and for the power of such open
discussion to demystify whatever may be other-

wise taboo. Similar looks into other loaded

words might liberate them (and us) from their

irrational reaction-provoking energy. I believe

people should be conscious of whatever lan-

guage they use, and programs like yours on
"nigger" are a move toward increasing such

consciousness. So thanks!

More generally: "In Your Ear" is one of the

consistently excellent programs on KPFA -

among the two or three best, in my opinion —
and I'm grateful for yr presence on the air

(John Henry's too, of course).

Listening forward to further sounds from
you -

W/best regards

Stephen Kessler/Santa Cruz

KRIS WELCH FAN

Dear Kris,

I just wanted to tell you that I love your pro-

gram and that I have a crush on you that won't

let up.

Great music, interesting interviews, bathroom
humor, and your voice is soooo beautiful.

I live in the sierra foothills, where your signal

comes in strong and you have many listeners.

I listen to your show every time its on just

about, and I encourage you to play more reg-

gae each day. It fits the mood of your program
so well. I've been jonesing to hear Armagedeon
by Bunny Waiter, if you could possible play

that one you would send me into fits of epilep-

tic joy (don't worry I don't have a radio in my
car).

Keep up the good work, Kris and if you have

any more of them autographed photos of your

lovely visage, I'd love to have one to put over

this rude stain on my barn wall.

Love & kisses. Buenos Roaches,

(name withheId)/Calaveras County

NICE RECEIVING THIS ONE

Greetings to Every buddy at KPFA -

You're wonderful! I feel a special affinity for

all of you who dedicate yourselves to bringing

such an incredible array of informative, en-

lightening, and entertaining programs across

the air waves. In these times when it is so

easy to feel cynical about the future of our

planet (Maybe ignorance is bliss, but I want

to know what is going on, and I trust KPFA
to tell me the truth), I am grateful for pro-

gram offerings and personalities which offer

inspiration and balance out my despair. I am
not alone!

I don't like everything on KPFA, but it does

not bother me to tune in and hear something

unappealing (Saturday morning gospel is one

example). That show reaches an audience and

is legitimate, so it deserves to be aired. I sup-

port it, even if I chose not to listen - no sor-

row! I begin each workday with Kris Welch -

I've become quite a fan, because she is real

Just heard Scoop Nisker - please, let's have

lots more of him - and am now listening to

Music from the Hearts of Space - WOW! There

are so many wonderful things presented on

KPFA, I only wish I had more time to listen.

Anyway, in spite of your frustrations and

hassles regarding $ and folios and whatever. .

.

I fully support your diversity, your deter-

mination, your vision. I'm already a sub-

scriber, but I want to help the Marathon

and boost morale around the station, so

here's my meager extra contribution.

Yours in the cause,

Laurie Blackman/Napa

Dear KPFA,

I just received the February Folio and read the
Letters to the Editor. As usual, there was a

liberal sample of letters expressing distress at

the talk/music ratio, the type of music, the

type of talk, etc. and ending with "Let's have
more (one kind of programming) and less

(other kind of programming).

I'd like to say that I like variety, providing, of
course, it's not a variety of crap. I love the

Morning Concert with its leanings toward con-
temporary classical music, a genre of music
that is sadly neglected. Nevertheless, 1 am in-

terested by ethnic music programs, Black mu-
sic programs, and (even) punk and new wave
music programs. I look forward to curling up
with the Evening Reading after the repeat of
The News. I find most of your programs in-

teresting It's true, I don't often listen to the

Iranian Students* Association program be-
cause I don't understand their language (it is

now broadcast in English - ed.) but I feel it

would be selfish and shortsighted of me to

write in demanding "less Iranian language

programs." At its worst, KPFA is 200% bet-

ter than the worthless rest of the radio stations.

In fact, there is no choice in the media. There
is just KPFA. So, complainers, look and see

how good you have it!

David Jaffe

THANK YOU FROM DELLUMS
Dear Mr. Salniker:

As you may know, Ms. Roberta Brooks, an ad-

ministrative aide in my Oakland office was a

recent guest on Harry Sheer's program, "Older

Men, Older Women." We wanted to thank you
for the opportunity to discuss out health legis-

lation on the air.

We have received several calls of appreciation

both for Ms. Brooks' participation in particular

and the program in generaL

Thank you for having programming that is inno-

vative and responsive to the community.

Sincerely,

Ronald V. Dell urns/Member of Congress

CORRECTION
Regarding the Article in December Folio

("Atomic Secrets" by Mark Soler), please ad-

vise Mr. Soler that "The Progressive" is pub-
lished in Madison, Wise, not Milwaukee.

Ric Shimshock/Santa Rosa

LETTER FROM TED JOANS

Dear Comrades-in-peace

I recently received at Timbuktu your Decem-
ber 1979 issue that contained an incredible

article about me. I wish to thank allyall at

Folio, especially the hip dude that wrote the

enormous 'bailler' on the who/what/where/

how/when/and why of yours truly.

It was almost correct (being ego-eccentric was

left out), therefore I complain about the very

first riff that rattled off yall's typewriter, "Ted
Joans is probably the most important Ameri-

can poet in the world today"! Now if the name
Ted Joans was replaced by: Langs ton Hughes,

Allen Ginsburg, Ishmael Reed, Jayne Cortez,

Joyce Mansour, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Jack

Micheline, Gregory Corso, Brian Patten,

Kazuko Shiraishi, Alain Jouffroy, and of course

HrsHjprress Bob Kaufman, ah then gentle

people your article would have been Right-On.

The casuistry of such an article can cause one

such as Kenneth Rexroth to 'eternuer' (and

why not?), after all he is 'an authority' on con-

temporary 'merican poortree,' ntest-ce-pas?

There is nothing in Rexall Drugstore that can

upset Herr Rexroth faster than to mention

'tedjoans.' And yall had the audacity to place

my KPFA Dec. 1 0th program listing alongside

the grey-grim immense emeritus glengary, who
aint yet hip to the fact of being a victim of his

own thang (not being able to jazz/poetry r

swang!). Afterall envy or resentment is only

possible when one can not see their own
'space-time' location. To close, I thank yall

as I think about allyall, and do please learn

to write brother Lamantia's name correctly.

So on the hip riff of His Hipness Bob Kauf-

man's poem, I say 'olive-oil.' "I have folded

my sorrows into the mantle of summer night,

assigning each brief storm its allotted space in

time. .

."

ted
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Lemon Aid
Furnishings
By Ken McEldowney

Whether you are shopping "new" or "second hand," buying furniture carefully can

be extremely difficult. A multitude of sins can be hidden away under the fabric and un-

fortunately you can't take the piece you hope to purchase to a diagnostic clinic for a

check-up. But there are steps you can take to make sure that you do get a good buy that

will last you for a number of years.

Before you leave your house for the store:

1. Measure the room and the wall space you have available for the new piece you are

considering.

2. Check features of the room that might limit your arrangement such as doorways,

windows and hallways. Make sure you leave enough room for doors to open and close

easily.

3. Remember that sunlight from windows and heat from radiators can fade fabrics.

4. Finally measure your doorways to make sure you don't buy a sofa that you can't

even get into your apartment.

So much for the easy part. Once in the store, you need to carefully consider the

frame, the filling and the fabric.

1. A quality frame is important because it is the core of any piece of furniture. It

should be made of well seasoned oven or kiln dried wood. The corner blocks should be

gjued and fastened with screws for added strength. Ideally, the legs should be part of

the frame and not simply screwed on. If you have any questions, ask the salesperson.

Don't be reluctant to look underneath or to have the piece tilted on its side in order

that you can examine it more carefully. Sit on the chair or couch and bounce. There

should be no squeaky sounds or "give" in the frame. Lean back and see it you can feel

the frame. If you can, there is not enough padding. In a quality piece, you will not be

able to feel through the padding on the top of the arms or the front edge of the deck.

2. Next you need to determine the quality of the padding. In California, every piece

of uphostered furniture offered for sale must have attached a label describing the filling

or stuffing materials. Make sure there is an ample amount of filling so that it will retain

its shape for a long time. Springs should be placed close together. Better quality furni-

ture may have 12 coils per seat and no less than eight. Ideally, the springs are placed on

jute or steel webbing and tied with flax twine. The webbing itself should be woven or

interlaced so all bands are close together. A layer of burlap should be placed over the

springs to separate them from the padding. Here too, you will have to rely on the sales-

person for much of your information.

3. The most durable fabric will be either a plain or twill weave. Hold up a piece of

sample fabric to the light to make sure the weave is close. Pull it lengthwise and cross-

wise to check the strength and firmness. Scratch the fabric's surface to see if threads

snag or create runs. If so, its life will be very short. Make sure the design matches at the

seams. Cording, seams and hems should be smooth and straight. Check the tags for clean-

ing instructions.

In California all articles of upholstered furniture must be flame retardant. Filling

materials must be modified to reduce combustion and no cover fabric may be used that

is highly flammable. Furniture must have a flammability label attached. Certain types

of furniture have been exempted, such as pieces designed solely for outdoor use. These

pieces must be so marked.

The Bureau of Home Furnishings is responsible for enforcing California laws pertain-

ing to furniture quality and safety. Stores selling furniture are licensed by the Bureau

and subject to its authority. If you have a complaint with a store which you are unable

to resolve, you should contact the Bureau in Sacramento at 916-920-6952. They can

help settle a disagreement. They can be most useful if you keep all of your saleslips and

make sure any claims made by the store are in writing.

New furniture savings will never be higher at this time of the year, but exercise care

so that you can combine high quality with low cost.

Ifyou need personalized help with your consumer problems, write to 'Lemon/Aid',

331 27th Street, San Francisco 94131. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed en-

velope. 'LemonIAid' can be heard Saturdays at 5:30 pm as part of 'Consumers Cor-

ner.
'
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REPORTS
by Peter Franck

March in New York saw an early spring, and the Annual Meeting of the Pacifica Foun-

dation National Board. Over the weekend of March 8th and 9th, the Board elected offi-

cers for the coming year, grappled with issues such as the need for an affirmative action

plan for Pacifica, the role of station managers, changes in Pacifica staff, and the need for

long-term financial and goal-oriented planning.

The National Board of the Pacifica Foundation has the final authority and responsi-

bility for establishing Pacifica policy and electing the Foundation's officers. Each station

in the Pacifica group has a local advisory board; those boards in turn nominate four mem-
bers to the Pacifica national board. In addition, the President of KFCF in Fresno sits on
the Pacifica Board.

Joel Kugelmass, who has served Pacifica as Executive Director for the last three years,

will be leaving the Foundation in May. Under Joel's leadership, Pacifica has been drama-

tically transformed. Four years ago, the Foundation was a corporate umbrella for sta-

tions which were, in many ways, independent and on their own. Faced with rising costs

and increased government regulation, the Pacifica Board felt that some more coherence

had to be brought to the organization. This led to the decision to hire an Executive Di-

rector and to have a fully staffed National Office. That Office handles services to all of

the stations (such as data processing, billing, the Washington News Bureau, and the Pro-

gram Service).

The choice of a new Executive Director is an important one for Pacifica. The Execu-

tive Director serves as the administrator of station support services, facilitates communi-
cations and policy development throughout Pacifica, is responsible for budget prepara-

tion, and the fiscal management of the foundation, and serves as the representative of

the President. Anyone interested in more information, or in applying for the position,

should write the Pacifica National Office at 5316 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles, 90019.

Applications will be accepted through April 30, 1980.

At the recent meeting of the Board, the need to hire a new Executive Director

prompted the Board to take a close look at the affirmative action policies and criteria

of Pacifica. The basic affirmative action resolution passed in 1976 provides for an affir-

mative action program committed to the hiring of "minorities, women, or individuals

from the working class."

Some board members were surprised to find out that sexual orientation was not in-

cluded in these criteria. Discussion was frankly divided on the question of whether gay

men or lesbian women were a group which is discriminated against, and should be in-

cluded in the affirmative action policy.

For the Executive Director hire, sexual orientation is to be included among the affir-

mative action criteria; however, its inclusion in Pacifica's overall affirmative action poli-

cy has been placed on the agenda of the September meeting of the Board. In the mean-

while, staffs and local Boards are asked to discuss the question and to let their represen-

tatives on the National Board have their views.

Five new members were elected to the Board at this meeting. From WBAI (New

York) Milton Zisman, a certified Public Accountant in Springfield, New Jersey, and

Richard Asche, a trial lawyer in New York. From WPFW (Washington), Ron Clark, Exe-

cutive Director of Rap, Inc., (a community based re-education and therapeutic program

which pioneered the use of ethnic and national identities as tools for personal growth

and the development of coping skills); Thomas Hardy, Professor of Communications at

Howard. University; and Sandra Ratley, News Director of WHUR, Washington.

This was the annual meeting of the Pacifica Board, and officers for the coming year

were elected. They are:

Chairperson: Jack O'Dell, Washington. O'Dell is the International Representative for

Operation PUSH.

President: Peter Franck, Berkeley. Franck is an attorney in private practice.

First Vice President: David Lampel, New York. Lampel is the News Director of Inner

City Broadcasting.

Treasurer: Mifton Zisman, CPA, New Jersey.

Vice Presidents: Jim Berland, manager KPFK; Lome Love, manager WPFW; David

Salniker, manager KPFA; Robert Schwartz, manager WBAI.

Secretary: Delphino Varella, Los Angeles, an immigration attorney.

The fall meeting of the Pacifica Board will be principally concerned with Founda-

tion and station budgets. It will be held in L.A. on September 13-14, 1980.

.State. Zip.

Pacifica is looking for an Executive Director. If you are interested

in applying, please contact:

J. Kugelmass

Pacifica Foundation

5316 Venice Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 9001 9.

Affirmative Action candidates are encouraged to apply.
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BRZEZINSKI'S
AFGHAN
JOKE
By William Mandel

Asked by UC Berkeley student body presi-

dent Karen Westmont in Washington "to justi-

fy covert CIA involvement in Afghanistan,

Zbigniew Brzezinski "only made a joke of it

and responded, 'So what if there is covert acti-

vity by the CIA there?" " (from the Daily Cali-

fornian, Feb. 1 9, 1 980).

Here's what: The Carnegie Endowment for

International Peace is the Establishment think

tank in world affairs- Selig Harrison, a senior

associate there, knows South Asia for 20 years:

he was the Washington Post's correspondent

in that region starting in 1962. He wrote an

article in Foreign Policy, fall 1978, from which

it is clear that a debate was then in progress

within the Carter Administration over what to

do about the Afghan revolution which had

just occurred. His advice was that the U.S.

"should refrain from supporting Pakistani

efforts to destabilize the new regime that

would only lead to a tightening of the Soviet

grip on Kabul."

The entry of Soviet troops did not occur

until December 1 979.

The debate over what to do about Afghani-

stan was apparently still in progress in the

spring of 1979 because Harrison reached out

to a big audience with an article in his old pa-

per, the Washington Post, May 13, 1979. The
headline, which he then proved to the hilt, was

"The Shah, not the Kremlin, Touched Off Af-

ghan Coup." His own words are vastly more
persuasive than any summary. I quote at length,

although this is only a fraction of the five-col-

umn article. Emphases are mine.

"It was the shah of Iran, not Leonid Brezh-

nev, who triggered the chain of events culmina-

ting in the overthrow of the Mohammed Daud
regime (in April 1978). . .Beginning in 1974. . .

Iran, encouraged by the United States, made a

determined effort to draw Kabul into a west-

ern tilted, Tehran-centefed regional economic

and security sphere embracing Pakistan, India,

and the Persian Gulf states. .

.

"Among the less visible aspects of the shah's

offensive was a busy Savak station. . .on visits

to Tehran and Kabul in early 1977, I found

numerous indications of the confrontation

then shaping up between (the Shah's) Iran

and the USSR. In Tehran, high Foreign Minis-

try officials spoke confidently of the leverage

that Savak was exercising on the Daud regime."

Harrison then talked with President Daud:

"Told of this conversation, British Ambassa-

dor to Afghanistan Roy Crook. . .predicted

that 'if it goes too far and too fast,' Tehran's

diplomacy 'will surely upset the Russians and

produce a reaction. .

.'

"The Shah was scheduled to visit Kabul in

June (1 978), and Daud was preparing for a

White House meeting with President Carter in

September in which he was expected to seek

greatly upgraded US economic aid. It was at

this juncture that Afghan Communist leader

Mir Akbar Khaiber was murdered on April 17,

1978. . .On April 24, the seven top Communist
leaders in the country were arrested; on April

25 hundreds of suspected Communist sympa-
thizers were purged from government posts;

and on April 28, Daud was assassinated. . .It

was Daud who forced the issue with the Khai-

ber murder and the subsequent roundup of the

party leadership. . .The Communists were

forced to stage their coup long before they
were organizationally prepared to govern the

country. .

.

"It would be a mistake for the United
States to underrate the elements of strength in

the Soviet position, or to overrate the poten-
tial of the Islamic revolt against the Commu-
nist government. . .the Afghan Islamic groups
were not well organized politically and were
never serious contenders for power. . .It re-

mains to be seen whether the faction-ridden

guerrillas, operating from^ase camps in Paki-

stan, can unite their forces and made effective

continuing contact with the scattered rebel

elements within the country. . .The Pakistan-

based Afghan guerrilla groups have not pre-

viously been identified with Afghan nationalist

tradition. They represent, -for the most part,

the pan-Islamic movement linked with the Mos-
lem Brotherhood. .

.

"It was the principal non-Pathan separatist

group, the Maoist-tinged Setam-i-Milli (Oppres-

sed Nation Movement), that appears to have

been responsible for the abduction of U.S. Am-
bassador Adol'ph Dubs" (who was killed in a

shoot-out). . .The Soviet press has repeatedly

charged that Washington is already aiding the

rebels, naming CIA agents who- are allegedly

assisting guerrilla operations. . .

The Communist takeover in Kabul came
about when it did, and in the way that it did

because the shah disturbed the tenuous equili

brium that had existed in Afghanistan between
the Soviet Union and the West for nearly thiee

decades. . .

"The issue before the United States, put in

its baldest terms, is whether to follow in the

shah's footsteps. American policymakers will

have to decide whether a chancy attempt to

eject the Russians from Kabul. is worth provok-

ing a showdown that could result in an uncon-

trollable pattern of regional destabilization - a

cycle ofchallenge and response in which pro-

phecies of a Soviet expansion could all too eas-

ily become self-fulfilling."

Brzezinski and Carter did not accept Harri-

son's desperate and documented plea, and the

prophecy fulfilled itself.

Why did the Soviets move? Permit me to re-

peat the key sentence above: "Iran, encouraged

by the United States, made a determined effort

to draw Kabul into a western tilted, Tehran cen-

tered regional economic and security sphere

embracing Pakistan, India and the Persian Gulf
states. " When the patented original Truman
Cold War was launched over 30 years ago, its

inspirer Winston Churchill called that area the

road to "the soft underbelly of the Soviet

Union." In those days, Washington knew that

the kind of Afghanistan would not abandon the

neutrality that had stood the country in good
stead since the Soviet recognized its sovereignty

in 1919 and Britain followed suit As a conse-

quence, when we encircled the USSR with alli-

ances, NATO in Europe, SEATO in Southeast

Asia, and then CENTO adjacent to "the soft

white underbelly," Afghanistan was left out!

CENTO consisted of Turkey, Iran, and Paki-

stan. But the shah, installed by the US, and

Savak, trained by the US tried, "encouraged

by the United States," to go further than John
Foster Dulles ever attempted! And when the

shah was ousted and Savak dismantled, Brzez-

inski and Carter went blithely ahead. After all,

Indira Gandhi had been defeated (remember
that she has only just returned to power), Paki-

stan was in the hands of a more reactionary

leader than before (Zia, replacing Bhutto, who
he executed), and China was now our ally.

We also know why Soviet troops were ne-

cessary. The government willing to keep the

US out had been compelled by the threat 6f

physical extermination to take power "long be-

fore they were organizationally prepared to

govern." Its job was to forestall Macbeth after

he had committed only his first murder.

The present government of Afghanistan al-

leges that Amin, the supposedly Communist
ruler killed when the USSR moved in, was a

CIA agent. There is no independent confirma-

tion of this. But we do know (a) that he was

not a Soviet puppet, and (b) that the reforms

conducted while he was in power went at a

speed and in a manner that could only antago-

nize the population. On the former, Harrison,

who seemed to have access to everybody in

that region, reported in an article in the New
York Times this January 13th:

"In two long interviews with Amin in May
and August 1978, 1 found him a formidable,

strongly nationalistic figure who was clearly

not prepared to play the role of a supine pup-

pet. His confident attitude, reflected in numer-
ous off-the-record comments, was that he knew
how to handle and use the Russians, who need-

ed him as much or more than he needed them.

This independent posture was apparent when
Amin continued to attack Khomeini in Afghan
nationalist terms after Moscow softened its.

line toward the Tehran regime. More important,

Amin resisted Soviet pressures for a broaden-

ing and reshuffling of his regime that would
have forced him to share power with Babrak

(Karmal)."

From the Soviet point of view, Amin under-

stood neither the international situation nor

that within his own country. Khomeini has

thus far been an unshakeable anti-imperialist

He insists that the US must admit it put the

shah in power, must admit that it helped him
plunder the country in order that U.S. oil be

able to plunder it more. To Moscow, Kho-
meini's position is a service to peace far out-

weighing his support for Pan-Islamic elements

in Afghanistan. And the.Tadt'is that Iran has

not continued that aid since the Soviet troops

moved into Afghanistan.

Within that country, Amin behaved in a

manner that was suicidal if not, as his succes-

sor Karmal charges, deliberately at American
behest. The status of women in Soviet Central

Asia is superior to that of any other area with

an Islamic tradition by a substantial margin

(see my Soviet Women (1 975) , or my much
earlier The Soviet Far East and Central Asia,

1944). But the Soviets learned very early not

to seek to have girls go to schools taught by

men. Today they are taught by teachers of

both sexes, but that took years to come
about. Amin ignored the lesson, and the out-

raged Moslems killed the teachers, the local

officials behind them, and then took to the

hills or across the Pakistan border.

In Soviet Central Asia, distribution of land-

lords' lands to peasants was so gradual it was

not completed until 14 years after the tsar

was overthrown. Amin rushed it, and as the

Soviet press told its readers (Literaturnaia

gazeta, Jan. 20), the peasants in many cases

tore up the deeds, believing that to take the

landlords' land was a sin. They too followed
their landlords into rebellion. Amin responded
by what observers of all views agree was a

move in the Pol Pot direction: he killed and
arrested on a mass scale.

How was he replaced? We have the official

word of the U.S. government - Hodding Car-

ter in a December 26 press conference stated

that the flying in of Soviet troops began while
Amin was in power and with his knowledge.
This means they have the same basis for being

there as the U.S. troops in West Germany.
Carter said clearly that Amin thought they
were coming to support him.

The Karmal version of what happened
next is this: Karmal returned secretly to Af-

ghanistan 3 weeks earlier and secretly met
with the leadership of the People's Democratic
Party ("communists") which decided that

Amin had to be removed. He was removed,
tried, and executed. Could Amin really not
known of this? In 1964, when Nikita Khrush-
chev was removed as Soviet leader, but neither

executed nor jailed, the Political Bureau de-

cided this in his absence and without his know-
ledge. Certainly if it colild happen in the USSR
it could happen in Afghanistan.

The new government is advancing a pro-

gram as cautious as that of Mugabe in Zimbab-

we. Urban private business is untouched. It

took 1 years for Soviet Asian women to re-

move the veil. That will happen in Afghanistan,

too - when the mass of women themselves

want it. And that will be speeded by jobs out-

side the home which the $1.5 billion in Soviet

aid will make possible. And when the U.S. de-

cides to abandon support for the rebels, Soviet

troops will go home. Unless, of course, Wash-

ington seeks to permanently maintain the

forces in the Persian gulf and the Indian Ocean
that were not there when the Iranian and

Afghan events of 1979 began.

William Mandel has been on KPFA 's airwaves

for over 25 years. A phone-in discussion of
this article can be heard on Monday April 21

at 7:00 pm. Mandel 's hearings before HUAC
and Joseph McCarthy can be heard on Mon-
day April 14th at 7 pm. In addition, Mandel
will be a speaker at the KPFA teach-in on

Tuesday April 8th at 12 noon. William Man-

del 's program, The Soviet Union: A Closer

Look can be normally heard every Monday
evening at 7:00 pm.
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THE ORAL TRADITION
OF FAIRY TALES

Continued from page 1

fairy story is not understood directly by the

consciousness, it is nevertheless stored in the

unconscious, and later in life when the child

needs it, it comes out
So there are treasures in these stories, and

the best way to bring them out is to memorize
them and tell them to others. Wrong to read

them out of a book. It was never done that way.

Fairy tales exist in the floating area of the

psyche. They are psychic material, and that is

not conveyed unless you change the story in

some way to make it yours. It is the obliga-

tion of every teller to change the story - not

the major details - slightly, according to his

or her hangup. Writing them down in one way
was a disaster, because people now simply

read them. I can't tell you how the fairy tales

blossom, once you memorize them. I'll give

you an example. A young man during dinner

at my house said: "Can I tell you a story?"

I said, "CertainlyJ144e tolk a story about a

man who wanted to eat the whole world,

another to drink it up, and I was stunned.

"Where did that story come from?" He said,

"Oh, it's in the Norwegian collection." I

looked it up, and I'd read it two or three times.

The fairy tale blossoms like that because it

goes through the psyche of the person who
memorizes it For example, a witch part .

.

they are infinitely extendable, facial gestures,

hands, silences. Kids love these extensions,

and if you don't like your mother very well,

the witch parts get quite long. And that is an

important piece of information for your child-

ren to have. Similarly, the male giant parts

may get long!

One more point is that fairy tales, being

very ancient come from cultures in which the

idea that there is a man and a woman inside

each person is accepted very well and clearly

understood. Fairy talcs do not have men and
women in them. There are no marriages in

fairy tales. Many people recently have objected

to fairy stories on the ground that the woman
always ends up married. That's a misunder-

fiTw

i^fflffn^S^lS^tewaidwests to theKPFA

^SK^SBBR^A^ ardorFoevg
aazdRoom Tilden Ihrk, Berkeley.

April 9th Join

April 8th Join George Wald. Harvard Nobel Laureate
Michael Klare, Instit. for Policy Studies
Dorothy Healy, Cold War expert
Harry Bridges, Former Pres., ILWU
Ron Dellu,ns. Member ofCongress
David Harris, National Draft Resistance
Angela Davis, V.P. Candidate, CP-USA
Dennis Banks. American Indian Movement
Rev

- Cecil Williams, GlideMemorial Church
Each day, during the cocktail hours, 5pm to 8pm.

(The Brazil Room is located in the middle ofBerkeley 's Tilden Park,
next to the Merry- Go-Round, and above L ake Tilden. Tilden Park is

nestled in tlie Berkeley Hills, directly above the University of Califomia.

,
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Enclose a $5 donation per person and mail to:

UCLab Conversions Project

944 Market St., No. 508
San Francisco, Calif. 94102

(For further information call the UC Lab Conversions
Project at (41 5) 982-55 78.)

I wish to RSVP in the name of
I will be bringing a party of /number I people.

I enclose $ (donation, $5 per person}.

I will be attending the party (s) on April 8rh a pril 9th

(donation $5 per party).

Tickets may also be purchased at the door.

We look forward to seeing you and your guests.

standing of their world. There are no "people"
there. All fairy stories take place within the
psyche of one human being. At the end of
some fairy stories the make and the female
part are married. Some fairy stories, then, or
their plots, work for both a man and a woman.
From the woman's point of view, she needs
to develop her male side, and bring it up until

it is more brave and reasonable, then marry it

The same story can be read from the point of
view of the male who needs to learn to respect
his female side. . .win it from his mother, win
it from the collective, win it from his father,

and so get in the situation in which they can
be married. That's very interesting: fairy

stories often end at the very point when 'real'

life begins. Some fairy stories end: "And they
were married and lived happily ever after."

That means that once an interior marriage has
taken place, between the male and female sides

of yourself, it is conceivable that you could
not get married and have a decent marriage. Be-
fore than, the woman will just - as one says in

modern psychological language - project her
undeveloped male side onto her husband, and
he will project his undeveloped female side on-
to his wife. A lot of disappointed expectations

go on there. So one can say that fairy tales are

the only literature we have in which the inter-

ior male and the interior female and the rela-

tions between them are discussed seriously.

Marie Louise van Franz has done the best

work on fairy tales. She is the genius in the

area. She is sixty-two years old; and has taught
for years at the Jung Institute in Zurich. Some
of her books are An Introduction to the Study
of Fairy Tales and a great work. The Feminine
in Fairy Tales. More recently, she published

Shadow and Evil in Fairy Tales. These are not
books, but lectures that her students have tak-

en down. If you want to get them, or a flyer
listing them, write to Spring Publications, Box 1,

University of Dallas, Irving, Texas 75061. She
and James Hillman, who is American, are the
most brilliant I think, of the second genera-
tion of Jungians, and he is the editor of Spring
Publications.

I have to be careful; I'm giving you a view of
fairy stories which is somewhat one-sided, be-
cause not all fairy stories were written by ge-

niuses. Others simply appear. The culture writes

them. A para-psychologjcaT event may take
place in a village, and after two years someone
has added a detail, after ten years another de-
tail, after Fifty years it is a full blown fairy

story. Then, if you wish, you can make a dis-

tinction between the fairy tale and the folk

tale. The folk tale does not have the informa-
tion in it that I am describing as psychological,

or the result of psychological discoveries. In

a folk tale, the ego often describes how it

fools other people, and that's valuable. Some
folk tales are so funny and so wonderful At
other times the tale doesn't have anything to

say, it's just there for fun.

Robert Bly is one of this country 's most dis-

tinguished and influential poets. His many
books and translations include The Light
Around The Body, for which he received the
National Book Award, The Kabir Book, and
most recently This Tree Will Be Here for a

Thousand Years. Through his press and maga-
zine, now called The Eighties, he has intro-

duced European and South American «

writers' to American readers. He has fust pub-
lished News of the Universe, Poems of Two-
fold Consciousness, a selection af nature poems
with Sierra Club Books. He is currently at
work on a new book titled Fairy Tales for Men.

RE-INVENTING
THE FAMILY
Continued from page 1

projects divorce rates into the next century,

there is the strong likelihood that the majority

of parents will at some time during their life-

time be single parents. In other words, single

parenthood may become the norm.
The American family has undergone major

transformations over the past two centuries,

and parents and children may be in the midst

of yet another major transformation. Histori-

an John Demos , in his study of the Plymouth
colony in the 1 8th century, described the in-

tense integration of the family with the com-
munity:

"At Plymouth, the family was joined to

other institutions and other purposes in an in-

tricate web of interconnections. It did not

stand out in any special way from adjacent

parts of the social backdrop. Family and com-

munity, private and public life, formed part

of the same moral equation. The one suppor-

ted the other, and they became in a sense in-

distinguishable."

The continuity described by Demos was a

product of a number of factors: presence of

the extended family (many generations living

in close proximity); the integration of work

and family life; and the absence of large-scale

institutions, such as factories or schools.

The most significant influence on the fami-

• ly structure in recent years has been the re-

moval of the workplace from the family house-

hold. The nuclear family became isolated in

separate suburban residential units, and the ex-

parent family throughout all socio-economic

classes, we can expect the idealized nuclear

family to undergo even greater changes. Few
single parents can afford the high costs of sub-

tended family has all but disappeared outside

the inner city. The role of the family in soci-

alizing the child has declined dramatically,

and the child now has numerous "parents."

not the least of which are school and television.

As Demos points out. "the family in particu-

lar stands quite apart from other aspects of

life."

With the increasing prevalence of the single

urban living. New problems of child-rearing

must now be dealt with - - the effects of child

care, the integration of new relationships into

an existing,' though fragmented, family struc-

ture, and the economic hardships imposed on

a single breadwinner living in times of soaring

inflation and deepening recession.

It is now virtually impossible to buy a

home without two incomes, which means that

single parent families most often must rent

apartments, which is often difficult in view of

widespread discrimination against families with

children. To complicate matters, most apart-

ments are not designed for families, and single

parent families often find themselves living

in crowded spaces, as of course do other fami-

lies who cannot afford to buy homes.

We are now witnessing several adaptive re-

sponses to the changing family. A few commu-
nities in California have passed legislation

banning discrimination against children. Single

parents are forming networks among them-

selves to help shark child care, as well as food

and rental costs. Support groups for step-

parents and single lathers have attracted a

widespread response.

But because the family is in the middle of

a transition period, several problems have yet

to be resolved. On a basic level, housing will

have to be redesigned to accomodate shared

child-care arrangements or groupings of single

parent families. Emotionally, many single

parents suffer from guilt at "failed" marriages.

Children, in increasing numbers, must adapt

to joint custody arrangements as well as to

step parents and other relationships. But, as

sociologist Arlene Skolnick observes, "like

death and sickness, the need for intimacy and

enduring commitment has outlasted the social

institutions that provided for them in the

past;" existing social structures will have to

be redefined, or new ones created, to meet

those needs for the future.

On Saturday. April 5th, KPFA will present

an entire day ofprogramming. Re-defining the

Family: the Changing Family in the 80's.

A joint project ofKPFA and Youth News, the

day will take a closer look at the black family,

the Jewish family, gay parenting, all with a

special emphasis on single-parenting. Louis

Freedberg is director of Youth News.
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THE RESIDENTS:
A Retrospective

One of the most mysterious and talented

music groups in America, the Residents, will

be featured in a special mammoth retrospec- .

tive of ten years of their music on Tuesday

April 1st at 7:00 pm, hosted by Charles Amir-

khanian.

The Residents are four musicians from north-

ern Louisiana who arrived in the Bay Area too

late to make it big as acid rockers but who
cleverly took their revenge by proselytizing

an uncompromisingly bizarre esthetic which

might be viewed as the earliest precursor of

experimental new wave music.

Taking their name from the commercial

world's direct mail gimmick of anonymously
addressing junk mail, The Residents continue

to release hit after ignominous hit in a grot-

esque medium their manager Jay Clem prefers

to call "New Muwcfc"

Choosing to remain collectively famous
and individually anonymous, the four music-

ians have assiduously avoided revealing their

names to the public. Their music is known al-

most entirely by means of their records. They
have, however, made two public appearances -
one at the Longbranch in Berkeley in June of

1976, and one at the Boarding House in San

Francisco in October, 1971.

At the latter - a Monday night amateur

evening - they were preceded by eight differ-

ent solo acoustic guitar acts. When the four

Residents took the stage and held forth with

their unspeakably discomforting sounds, the

remainder of the evening's scheduled guitar-

ists made a hasty and gracious exit.

In December 1972, the Residents released

their first records - a two disc set of 45's in

a hand-printed silkscreened cover — now a

collector's item of some repute. On February 1

,

1974, the first LP, Meet The Residents, clever-

ly packaged to resemble a Beatles album, hit

the stands. Notes on that album refer to the

Residents' fetish of collecting unusual record-

ings from garage sales and second hand stores.

Also mentioned is the British artist "Snake-

finger" Lithman who, upon hearing the Resi-

dents' music, flew to the West Coast to join

the fledgling group whose contract with War-
ner Brothers just had fallen through.

Perhaps fortunately, the mantle has fallen

to the group's own Ralph Records (444 Grove
Street, San Francisco) label which has pros-

pered adequately enough to produce item

after item of the Residents and occasionally

other musicians as well. Ralph manager Clem
describes the recording studio there as "state

of the art semi-professional." The group has

yet to make its first 24-track recording, and
one wonders how sensational their work could
be in that mode, given the fine results lately

with more modest hardware.

The Residents' most recent LP, Eskimo,

appropriately pressed on white vinyl, has been

selling briskly and has attracted much atten-

tion. A series of episodes are linked together

by a sort of perpetual wind machine, forming

a collection of pieces attempting to recreate

Eskimo ceremonial music. The cover of the al-

bum depicts the four members of the group in

formal evening wear and top hats with giant

eyeball masks where you and I have heads.

This most sophisticated LP in the Residents
v

repertoire is soon to be followed by a 45 rpm
disco version of a selection from music on the

Eskimo LP. Listeners on April first will be

treated to a preview hearing of this new work,

"Diskomo."
Although the Residents themselves natur-

ally have declined to appear on KPFA, "Snake-

finger," their guitarist protege and colleague,

and manager Jay Clem will discuss the Resi-

dents' work and introduce such all time favor-

ites as "Santa Dog," "Sinister Exaggerator,"

"Bach is Dead," "Constantinople," and many
others.

-Charles A mirkhanian

The Residents Retrospective, with their mana-

ger, Jay Clem, and close friend Snakefinger,

can be heard on a special edition of 'Ode to

Gravity' with Charles Amirkhanian, on Tues-

day April 1st at 7:00 pm. Below is a photo of
the group sans disguises.

GOLD IN TRE SNOW:
The 1980 Winter Olympics .

Folio Editor Richard Wolinsky was in Lake
Placid, New York for the last four days of the

1980 Winter Olympics. A documentary on
those four days will be heard on Thursday
April 10th at 10:00 pm.

I've never witnessed anything quite like the

Olympics. Organization on a massive scale,

coupled with huge crowds in a tiny resort com-
munity made the entire experience something

truly unique.

Contrary to many of the media reports,

the transportation problem was minimal when
I was there, and apparently a good deal less

disastrous than ABC let on. There were delays

during the first weekend, but only for one or

two events were they more than minor incon-

veniences. At least this is what I heard there:

some folks might tell you differently.

Prices were outrageous: tickets for the in-

door events (such as figure skating and hockey)

ran over $60 per seat. The outdoor events were

cheaper: $20 could get you into the slalom on
Whiteface. Of course, in order to see the event,

you had to climb uphill for around three quar-

ters of an hour. Or wait on line for an hour and

a half for a skilift to the top. Restaurant prices

were; also ridiculous. A meal for under $10
was well nigh an impossibility. Beer at the

hockey games cost $2; coke cost $1 (and the

glass was not very large).

Due to the bus schedules and the fact that

most people did not stay in town, night life in

Placid was, well, placid. The bars, crowded by
day, were far emptier after 11 pm. Rumors
abounded that there was partying "on the other

side of the lake" but those rumors were not

confirmed. Since no cars were allowed in town,

there was no way to get "to the other side of

the lake."

Going to the events was simple. A drive to

Saranac lake, ($5 parking fee), and a bus into

town or to one of the three out-of-town sites,

(no charge on the buses), and you were there.

Vacancy signs abounded at the end, and most
probably room - prices did drop, so people

could have hitched up from New York and

stayed in town. If you had not bought tickets,

no problem. Except for the last two U.S. hock-

ey games, all scalpers on the street were selling

at below list price. The slalom eventually went
for as little as $5 dollars.

Pins were the thing: each store sold dozens

of tiny metal Olympic pins, which then were

traded. The most beautiful pins were usually

the rarest, and commanded prices in excess of

five times their original cost Commercial pins,

such as those given out by ABC or Coca Cola,

were bought for $5 on Monday and sold for

$75 on Friday. Ousters of pin traders could be

seen on the streets of Placid from morning til

night.

The events themselves: for speed^skating,

television was probably superior. But for the

figure skating, there is no comparison. It's akin

to the difference between ballet live and ballet

The Residents.

on TV. Watching Robin Cousins or Linda Frati-

anne live was a treat worth waiting for. Also,

when you are there, you're spared Jim McKay
and Dick Button, which in itself is almost worth
the price of admission.

ABC ran the events in a way that was dis-

concerting to all spectators, and perhaps to

other media people as well. Their techies were
the worst, it seemed, though I heard that one
of their reporters transcended mere obnoxious-

ness while roaming through the hoi pollol

The athletes and spectators, on the otherlhand,

were all gracious and friendly - as were the offi-

cials, security people, ushers, other media folks,

etc. But the network's presence was ubiquitous.

They treated it all as if it was their private do-

main , which perhaps it was.

All in all, the experience was certainly

worthwhile , though I probably would not do
it again. Oh - even though I had no official

press pass, I was still able to get to a phone for

feeds to KPFA, and everyone (except the Rus-

sians) was willing to talk into my microphone.

'Gold In The Snow, ' a look at those Olympics,

will be heard on Thursday April 10 at 10 pm.

AWARD WINNING PROGRAMS
to be broadcast this month

KPFA's commitment to in-depth reporting

and feature documentaries has long been appre-

ciated by our listeners and supporters. In the

past several years, KPFA has come to be recog-

nized nationally for its excellence in broadcast-

ing. This month will feature some of KPFA's
award winning documentaries.

The Peabody Award, long considered the

most prestigious award in broadcast journalism,

was awarded to Laurie Garrett and Adi Gevins

for a series of programs.aired on KPFA that

ranged from a look at the dangers of recombi-

nant DNA research to an examination of the

swine flu scandal Two programs from this

series, Science Story, will be broadcast this

month. "Fraud In The Sciences" an exami-

nation of fraud and cheating in the scientific

world, and ''Discoveries off the Galapagos

Islands," the narration of an exciting voyage

to the bottom of the ocean floor in search of

new life forms, can be heard on Tuesday

April 1st at 12 noon.

The CPB Awards are given by the Corpora-

tion for Public Broadcasting, for outstanding

programs in the public radio sector. Philip

Maldari of KPFA was awarded the CPB award

for "Gay Freedom Day 1978," a collage of

on-the-street interviews gathered at the largest

demonstration of gay power in the history of

San Francisco. You can hear the program on

Wednesday April 2nd at 1 2 noon.

"California Celebrates The Whales" won
an honorable mention from the Corporation

for Public Broadcasting. It is a tongue-in-

cheek report on Jerry Brown's gala event de-

signed to win the alternative vote. KPFA's

Adi Gevins and Kathy McAnally produced

this program. It will be broadcast on Thursday

April 1 0th at 1 2 noon.

The 1974 Armstrong Award was won by

a KPFA documentary on midgets titled "Little

People" and produced by Larry Josephson. It

will be broadcast on Friday April 4th at 1

2

noon.

Finally, "Hard Rain," an in-depth look at

pesticides won both the Armstrong and CPB
awards and will be broadcast on Monday
April 14th at 12 noon.

-Joanna Brouk

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous pege.

TATTOO

On Saturday April 5th, Tattoo will return

for their third live broadcast on The Midnight

Special at 1 1 :00 pm. Gerda Daly, host of the

program, has been a highly productive friend

to the band, announcing all their local pro-

grams, and keeping hold of Tattoo's 45 rpm

record. The group recently played at a KPFA
staff party, which, judging by the energetic

response, made a number of people happy.

Tattoo's picture can be found in photo-

graph albums all over the world. As the resi-

dent street band at the Cannery and the An-

chorage of Fisherman's Wharf, they have

gained international recognition, even appear-

.

ing in a Japanese travel brochure. But they

have failed to receive the same sort of atten-

tion at home.
The five members of the group have rich

and diverse musical backgrounds. Tom Dunn

supplies bottom on Fender bass when he

isn't singing and playing guitar on his own

songs. His clean bass lines underpin the tunes

with a rock and roll feel. Steve McKenna's

rhythm guitar chops are muscular and precise

to match his powerful vocals. Leslie Vogel,

a classically trained pianist, also doubles on

banjo and recorder. There is both a stately

quality and warmth to her playing. Fred

Simmons has developed his own style of

"folk trombone" which separates him from

just about every other horn player around.

His leads supplant the traditional role of the

lead guitarist. Last but not least, David

Rokeach is one of those rare drummers who
plays with sensitivity and control without

loss of intensity or excitement. In the con-

text of Tattoo, where dynamics are crucial,

the drum work is melodic.

Tattoo is not your typical band. One could

listen to the radio all day and all night for

weeks without hearing anything remotely

resembling its unique blend of music Lusty

vocals and harmonies, and varied arrangements,

create an acoustic sound at once familiar and

totally fresh and new.

Tattoo plays a different repertoire on the

street than it does in club situations. The

street band draws the bulk of its material

from traditional sources as well as from Buddy

Holly, the Rolling Stones, Bob Dylan, and

the Beatles. The Tattoo street band specializes

in up tempo, rousing tunes in order to attract

passers by. David Rubin joins them regularly

to contribute his singing, clarinet and guitar

playing. The Wharf offers a weekly gig and

provides a market for the Tattoo record.

Used to Keep Me Up All Night and Run Away
Home, a self-produced single on their own
label. Over 700 have sold to date.

Tattoo the club band plays mostly origi-

nal songs written by Leslie, Fred and Tom.

The songs are magical experiences through

uncharted regions of the heart, and evoke a

sense of child-like wonderment and innocence

which precedes discoveries and insights. They

have, however, found it difficult to break into

the club circuit for a variety of reasons, among

them the inability fo fit into convenient cate-

gories.

It seems the band does better when work-

ing independently. Last December, it organized

and promoted its own dinner/dance at the

East Bay Center for the Performing Arts in

Berkeley with another band, The Breaks, and

Steve Sullivan from Chez Panisse. The

evening was a total success with both younger

listeners and older folks alike

Tattoo will also be appearing at Gulliver's

Pub on Columbus Street in the city on Thurs-

day April 3rd and at LaVal's Subterranean on

Euclid Avenue in Berkeley on Friday April 11.

-Uregory Gould

Listen to the Midnight Special hosted by

Gerda Daly on Saturday April 5th at 1 1:00

pm for TA TTOO live from KPFA 's studio.

TOUCHE:
A New Musical Instrument

On Monday April 14th, Charles Amirkhan-

ian's program, Ode to Gravity, will present a

new musical instrument, Touche, built by in-

ventor/composer Don Buchla live from the

studios of Buchla and Associates in North
Berkeley.

Touche is a technologically and musically

sophisticated keyboard instrument that intro-

duces several innovative concepts to the field

of performance instrumentation.

It combines both analog and digital circuit-

ry in a unique hybrid architecture that devel-

ops the advantages of both approaches. Usct

communications and data processing are han-

dled by a self-contained 16 bit computer op-

erating under the direction of FOIL, an ad-

vanced interactive music language designed to

facilitate real-time performance.

Sound production in the Touche is accom-

plished with a pipe-lined, multiplexed digital

signal generator that assures absolute pitch

accuracy (crystal derived) and provides tim-

bral possibilities formerly available only to

those with access to major computer installa-

tions. Touche's 24 digital oscillators are com-

bined into eight voices that are playable in a

variety of polyphonic, split keyboard, and mul-

ti instrument modes.

Additionally, Touche contains a specialized

hybrid processor that accepts multiple user in-

puts and simultaneously directs the progress of

64 acoustic parameters, each with a time resolu-

tion of 1/1000 of a second. This facility enables

precise specification of complex sonic detail

and offers expanded possibilities for expressive

articulation.

Touche is fully programmable; in addition

to static values for the various parameters, in-

strument definitions can include complex tem-

poral variables as well as details of the timbral

palette. Up to 64 labeled instrument definitions

are instantly accessible; additional definitions

may be stored on tape for subsequent retrieval.

The price of the instrument on a retail basis

$8500. For further information on Touche,

listeners can write to Buchla & Associates at

P.O. Box 5051, Berkeley, CA 94705.

-Buchla & Associates

Touche will be played on the Evening Concert:

Ode To Gravity, Monday April Nth at 8:00 pm
In addition to Buchla, other guests include Da-

vid Rosenboom, co-designer of the instrument,

who will perform a new work.

PHILIP MALDARI:
Traffic Jam

Philip Maldari's voice is quite familiar to

KPFA's listeners. He has been at the station

since spring 1973 and is one of the Public

Affairs Department's most respected produ-

cers. In 1979, Philip won a Corporation for

Public Broadcast Award (local programming,

special interest category) for his short collage,

"Gay Freedom Day 1978." He is currently

the host of Traffic Jam on Mondays at 5 pm.

Philip was born in South Charleston,

West Virginia, but at the age of six months

moved to Appleton, Wisconsin. His father, a

civil engineer for a milk-processing corpora-

tion, was forced to move to the Bay Area (the

peninsula) when the firm was bought by a

multi-national food processing corporation

based in San Francisco. Philip went to Mills

High School in Millbrae where "I was the

sputnik generation. I was eleven in 1958 when

sputnik went up. I was to be part of the tech-

nological intelligence which would regain

America's leadership. I was pushed, along with

other kids, to become a superscientist. My

goal was to be an atomic physicist."

Philip was studious, "short, and 1 always

got C's in Phys Ed, though A's and B's in every-

thing else." In 1964-5. as the Free Speech

Movement got off the ground in Berkeley.

Philip would hear from friends at UC about

the excitement of student unrest. "1 was still

a Republican at this time," he adds.

But Philip started attending UC Berkeley

the following year nonetheless, and became

an electrical engineering major. He was still

a skeptic about the anti-war movement, and

was down on knee-jerk radicalism ("1 still

am"). Slowly, through issues such as the

establishment of a third world college, the

fracas over Eldridge Cleaver teaching a course,

the draft, and finally People's Park, he became

radicalized. StiU preoccupied with grades, he

eventually graduated Phi Beta Kappa. At

this point, Philip did not know what to do.

He had been trained to be a nuclear fusion

engineer, but instead decided to stay in

school. He went to MIT's Graduate School

of Electrical Engineering in order to develop

a fusion reactor, but instead became involved

in radical anti-war, anti-military research poli-

tics. He dropped out after one term. Over

the next few years, he migrated from Boston

to Berkeley to Boston to Berkeley again, spend-

ing time as a substitute high school teacher,

working briefly for PG & E.

He became involved as a marathon phone

volunteer in the spring of 1973, but still felt

lost in the political happenings of the time. It

was only that fall, when he came out of the

closet, that he found a context for his radical-

ism. He became involved in Fruit Punch, and

learned his radio skills through that program.

As the 70*s progressed, Philip began doing talk

shows involving community access to KPFA.

During 1974, Philip was a picket captain

during the KPFA strike, and helped organize

the unpaid staff as active participants in the

union.

He dropped out of Fruit Punch in the fall

of 1977, because "though I value there being

a gay program, I felt that for myself I needed

to talk about lots of subjects, and not just

about being gay."

Since then, Philip has produced programs

on affirmative action, the housing crisis and

is currently preoccupied with programming

concerning the middle east "I would love

to get paid for doing radio, but most paid

jobs at KPFA concern administrative work,

and I want to produce."

Philip's award winning documentary ,
"Gay

Freedom Day 1978" can be heard on Wed-

nesday April 2nd at noon. Philip Maldari can

be heard every Monday at 5 pm on Traffic

Jam.

KPFA WOMEN'S NEWS

Helen Mickiewicz, former News Direc-

tor at KPFA, has received a small grant from

the Corporation for Public Broadcasting to

anchor the KPFA Women's News program

on Mondays at 1 pm, and to train futute

anchorwomen and producers for the pro-

gram.

To the best of Helen's knowledge, this .

is the first time a woman has been paid at

KPFA to do specifically women's program-

ming. The grant lasts for six months, and

Helen hopes that by that time the News

broadcast will be firmly set on course, with

numerous producers and reporters able to

continue with a strong program.

Helen has been at KPFA for over four

years. She served as News Co-Director with

Alan Snitow, and as News Director last year

during Alan's leave to develpp a national

newscast She has also served in a temporary

capacity as program director.

Women 's News can be heard every Mon-

day night at 1 0: 00 pm following the con-

clusion of the marathon. It will still be

followed by There Is A Woman In This

Town' at 10:30 pin
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BERKELEY SCHOOL BOARD
Broadcast Live On KPFB

For the first time in this station's history,

Berkeley School Board meetings will be broad-

cast live on KPFB (89.3 FM) every Wednesday

night beginning at 7:30 pm. These broadcasts

will supplement the Berkeley City Council

meetings which are broadcast live every Tues-

day night over KPFB from what is now refer-

red to as "The Old City Hall."

KPFA has received numerous requests

over the past years to carry the School Board

meetings, but it only became possible when

the school district recently moved its entire

administrative operations into City Hall,

Which had just been vacated by the City Coun-

cilmembers and staff. The School Board now

holds its meetings in the City Council cham-

bers - the same chambers from which Council

meetings have been brought live on KPFB since

1954. The School Board broadcasts are also a

result of a renewed interest in children and

youth issues signified by the initiation of the

Youth News project at KPFA.
School Board broadcasts will be anchored

and produced by Youth News staffmembers

Louis Freedberg and Sonja Williams. Freed-

berg says that high school students will be

BEHIND THE SCENES AT KPFA

As of this writing, the KPFA marathon con-

tinues to be a success: we have over $75,000

in pledges and are still some 6 days away from

the half-way mark. It would be nice to raise

more than the $150,000 we've set as our goal.

What with the subscriptions problems of ear-

lier in the year and runaway inflation, the

$150,000 will still leave us in a precarious situ-

ation. One thing that will really help: if every-

one who pledges actually sends in their money,

and if we have a really successful renewal rate,

we'll be way ahead of the game. But things

are looking brighter here, and staff members

feel more positive about the future than at any

time since the new subscriptions system shot

our wad last fall.

There are some major personnel changes

at KPFA this month: Bill Blum, our account-

ant, is gone, as will be Jerry Sager, our publi-

involved in the broadcasts, and there is the

eventual possibility that high school students

will themselves anchor them. Freedberg also

states that the broadcasts will be a tremendous

help to the many parents with a direct interest

in what happens in the Berkeley school system

but are unable to attend meetings because of

child care and baby sitting difficulties.

Berkeley listeners can now look forward to

several months of what axe sure to be fascina-

ting - and often stormy - meetings as the

School Board comes to grips with the disas-

trous impact of Jarvis II (Prop. 9) if passed by

the voters in the June elections.

If you live in Berkeley and have trouble

picking up the KPFB signal clearly on your

FM receiver, be sure to attach antenna wire

to the connections on the back of your re-

ceiver. And, passing on advice previously

given in the Folio, if you walk around your

home with a transistor radio tuned to the sta-

tion, you can find where the best place to lo-

cate your receiver would be. There may be

parts of your home that pick up KPFB and

parts that do not
We welcome your comments and sugges-

tions about this latest addition to KPFB's
programming.

—Louis Freedberg.

city person, as of April 1 5th. Program Direc-

tor Eve Buckner is going on maternity leave.

She will be replaced by Joanna Brouk, former-

ly an assistant in the Drama and Literature

Department Richard 'Buster' Gonzalez has

received a grant to be Don Foster's assistant

in the Public Affairs Department. Buster has

been working behind the scenes here for

some months with very little publicity. In the

coming months, you'll learn more about him

in the Folio.

After a very short stint, Tre Arenz has

stepped down as Folio ad manager. She is be-

ing replaced by Maria Gilardin. For the ump-

teenth month in a row: please support the

KPFA folio advertisers. Their money helps

keep the folio above water.

In other news around the station: Helen

Mickeiwicz is now in charge of Women's
News on Mondays at 1 pm. A special thanks

to all the phone volunteers who have come
thus far to help out during the marathon. If

you want to answer phones during the first

two weeks in April, please call Deborah at

848-6767. It's one of the best ways to get in-

volved here, and most of our top program-

mers have come to KPFA through marathon

phonerooms.

Program Changes: Tom Mazzolini is going

off to Europe for a few months, and Blues By

The Bay will be replaced by Owen Maerks'

program, Small Craft Warnings. On Monday,

Tuesday and Wednesday mornings at 11:55,

KPFA will present a short 5 minute feature

titled The Arts News Service. A project of

the Bay Area Arts Service, it will bring you

information on technical assistance and fund-

ing for the arts, cultural policy, arts resources,

jobs and unusual events, and people.in the

arts. It will be hosted by Teri Osman.

We are pleased to thank the following businesses and individuals

who have donated and prepared food for our telephone volunteers

during the first weeks of the KPFA Spring lyiarathon:

La Cocina Mexicana

La Cocina de los Andes

Peet's Coffee

Petrouchka

Au Coquelet

Uprisings Collective

Pirro's Pizzeria

Moishe's Delicatessen

Ay Caramba

Larry Blake's

Le Pique-Nique French Delicatessen

Cafe del Sol

Freight and Salvage

The Good Earth

Barney's

Narsai's

Sandwiched Inn

Top Dog
Cheese Coffee Center

Magnum Opus

Brothers' Bagels

Glenn Snyder

Vickie DuRees

Terrence Bresnahan

Dan Kysor

Steve Robins

Fat Albert's
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MARCH FOR SURVIVAL

Assemble at Union Square - 10 am

No US Intervention in Mid-East or Elsewhere

No Nuclear War

No Registration / No Draft

No Increase in Military Budget

No Nuclear Power

March to Dolores Park for I pm Rally

Volunteers and contributions needed! For

more info, call (415) 752 7 76b (AFSC)

Or write'April 26' 2160 Lake St ,SF.94121

The
California
Institute
of
Asian Studies
A graduate school

where intellect, intuition,

and the ageless wisdom
of diverse cultures

converge.

M.A. and Ph.D. programs in
Asian Studies

East-West Psychology
Integral Counseling Psychology

write:

California Institute of Asian Studies
3494 21st Street, San Francisco 94110
(415) 648-1489, 648-3949

"he San Franclaco Polk Mualc Center end Plowaharee Concert*
proudly present their

SECOND ANNUAL BENEFIT CONCERT
featuring

U. UTAH
PHILLIPS
PRISCILLA
HERDMAN
CHEAP sun
JTIEUPIENAIDIEIlQjr

Friday, April 18, 8pm
TiCketS ^5 advance ^6 door

California Hall. 625 Polk, S.F.

Ticket Information: (415) 441-8910
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1750 Arch
Concerts i

presents

Charles
Holland,

tenor

Dennis
Russell-Davies,

piano

Sunday, April 27, 7pm
St. John 's Church
2727 College A ve. , Berkeley

information and reservations 841-0232

CHARLES HOLLAND. Tenor Charles Holland's career
spans four decades and two continents. Born in Norfolk,
Virginia, he began his career in New York where he was
vocalist with Fletcher Henderson's Dance Band and tenor
soloist wtth the Hall Johnson Choir. In California he appeared
in MGMfilms and had a coast-to-coast NBC radio show. Back
in New York he recordedMarc Blitzstein 'sA irborne Symphony
and Virgil Thomson 's Four Saints in Three Acts. Since 1949 he
has lived in Europe where his operatic performances in France,
England, the Netherlands, and Scandanavia have been highly
praised.

BEJART
IS BACK!

©@XD PRESENTS ... IN PERSON

works by
Mahler
Berlioz

Faure
Vaughan Williams

and spirituals

GRIMBLERNGER
BOOKS - 242 Commercial St., Nevada City, CA 95959 (916) 265-5592

RED VEST PIZZA
"The Pizza Lover's Pizza Place"

BLUE GRASS/COUNTRY MUSIC
at El Cexrito, 10616 San Pablo Ave. 527-4023

Tuesdays Roger SalloOITl 8 to 11 pm

Wednesdays: High Country 8 to 11 pm

Thursdays: The Good Ol* Persons 8 to 11 pm

Fridays: Done Gone 9 to 12 pm

Saturdays: Oakum 9 to 12 pm

Try us out

with our
Discount
Coupon

Maurice Be j art's

Ballet

of the

20th
Century

All choreography by Maurice Bejart.

Program for WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY & SUNDAY
APRIL 23, 24 & 27 at 8 P.M. and APRIL 27 at 2 P.M.

Variations Don Giovanni/Chopin
Bolero/Ravel

Gaite Parisienne/Offenbach -.

Program for FRIDAY, APRIL 25 (GALA) and
SATURDAY, APRIL 26 at 8 P.M.

and APRIL 26 at 2 P.M.
Music by Gustav Mahler

What Death Told Me
from Ruckert Lieder, Des Knaben Wunderhorn

Song of the Wayfarer, from Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen

What Love Told Me
4th, 5th and 6th movements. Symphony No. 3

ZELLERBACH AUDITORIUM, U.C. BERKELEY

Tickets: $15.00 - $6.00 ($13.00 - $4.00 student)

University Box Office, Student Union, Bancroft at

Telegraph, U.C. Berkeley (642-9988); BASS, Ticketron and
major agencies for a service charge. Group rates available.

CHARGE BY PHONE. 642-9988

GALA PERFORMANCE, Friday, Aprir 25 at 8 P.M.

for their Majesties the King and Queen of Belgium
Reception for All

Tickets: $20 - $10 (no student prices)

.A

ORTHOCODE
COMPUTERIZED TYPESETTING AS LOW AS 10 PER WORD

CALL 524-5522
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Tuesday,
April 1st

PROGRAM LISTINGS

6:00 am Face The Day

6:30 AM/FM
Kris Welch celebrates her fifth anniversary on
the air. She's not only getting better, she's get-

ting bigger. News at 7:00 am.

8:00 Pinocchio
The Adventures of Pinocchio was written in

Italy in 1883. It isyjuit^ifferent from the

Disney movie verm>n chilttren are most famil-

iar with. The story begins with a "piece of

wood" which Gepfetto carvls into a marion-
ette. But this pupnet, name! Pinocchio, is

full of mischief. Pmpcchiojwas adapted for

audio by Patti Mort^nsej/and directed by
Bob Lewis. Music anaspecial effects are by
Joanna Brouk. The production features Lucille

Bliss as Pinocchio, Debbie Williams as The
Talking Cricket and Narrator, Gail Chugg as

Gepetto, with Erik Bauersfeld, Tom Luce and
Wanda McCaddon. Part one of four parts.

8:30 More AM/FM
Kris is back, her nose growing ever longer.

News at 8:45 am.

9:00 Morning Concert
The San Francisco Chamber Music Society.

The fifth concert of the 1979-80 season of the
San Francisco Chamber Music Society features

a program of very old and very new music. Per-

formers include William Bennett, oboe; Daniel

and Machiko Kobialka, violin and piano; Jud-
ith Nelson, soprano; Laurette Goldberg, harp-
sichord, and Susan Napper, viola de gamba.
Included on the program is the premiere of a
work by Richard Felciano, as well as other
works by Yun. Rossi, Lanier and Scarlatti. Re-
corded live on March 10, 1980 at the Fire-

man's Fund Forum in San Francisco by your
host, Steve Wolfe.

At 9:00 am, KFCF in Fresno broadcasts the
Fresno County Board of Supervisors.

11:15 Morning Reading
The Language of the Night (2) by Ursula K.

LeGuin. Dorothy Gilbert with the second
reading from the recent volume of essays on
science fiction.

The Residents, on tour at Three Mile Island. A retrospective of the group's work will be heard on
'Ode to Gravity, ' Tuesday April 1st at 7:00 pm.

Ursula K. LeGuin's essays on science fiction &
fantasy. 'The Language of the Night. ' on the
Morning Reading. Tues. April 1. 11:15 am.

12:00 Science Story
KPFA presents two programs from the Pea-

body Award winning Science Story series, pro-

duced by Laurie Garrett and Adi Gevins. To-

day's features are "Fraud in the Sciences," a

look at I Q fraud and cheating in the scientific

world, and "Discoveries off the Galapagos

Islands," the narration of an exciting voyage

two miles to the bottom of the ocean floor in

search of bizarre new life forms swelling from
the radioactive volcanic fissures that burst from
the ocean's depths.

1:00 Padraigin's Potpourri
Who can tell? It is April Fools Day and Pass-

over. One thing we know, Terry Garthwaite
will be in with a taped recording of her Great
American Music Hall gig in January when
she performed with Rosalie Sorrels and Bobbie
Louise Hawkins. One thing guaranteed: it'll

be lively.

At 2:00, KFCF continues its broadcast of the

Fresno County Board of Supervisors.

5:00 Traffic Jam
Host Kevin Vance. Headlines on the hour.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Ode to Gravity:

A Residents Retrospective
One of the most dynamic groups in New Wave
music is San Francisco's own "Residents" —
an underground ensemble which has been com-
posing anonymously and on tape since 1970.
KPFA celebrates a decade of music by the Res-
idents with this special three hour extravagan-

za hosted by Charles Amirkhanian and featur-

ing Snakefinger (frequent guest artist with the

Residents) and Jay Clem (promotion director

for the group's label, Ralph Records). Tonight
we'll hear selections from the complete music
on the Ralph Label and premiere the new 12
inch 45 rpm disco arrangement of a tune from
the Residents' smash hit album Eskimo — it's

called "Diskomo" and it's a killer! Don't miss

"Bach Is Dead," "The Electrocutioner," "Con-
stantinople," "Santa Dog," and much much
more. This is the group that was punk before

punk - no wave before new wave. Although
the identity of the actual members of the Res-

idents will remain a secret, you'll hear every

wacky minute of their greatest hits tonight on
KPFA. Don't miss this pogrom!

I

Ax 7:30. KPFB in Berkeley (89.3 FM) broad-

casts the Berkeley City Council.

9:30 Rising Waters
Militant Drama of the Thirties. Part Three, The
New Theater and the Professional Stage. From
the Theater Union's 'Stevedore* early in the

decade, to Marc Blitzstein's 1937 cantata. The
Cradle 'WW Rock, a. broader segment of Amer-
ican society found its way onto the stage in

the 30's than ever had before. All post-war
theater in this country grew out of a synthe-

sis of strong social themes, international crea-

tive advances and home-grown experimenta-
tion. This program will examine all facets of

the decade's theater life, and will take a look

at the WPA sponsored Federal Theater as well.

Produced by Bill Shields.

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Evening Reading
On the centenary of Sean O'Casey's birth,

KPFA is proud to present a full month of Ev-

ening Readings devoted to the Irish playwright/

activist. Tonight, the first part of a three part

series of excerpts from An Evening With Sean
O'Casey, recorded at the Cannery Theater in

San Francisco on Feb/uary 11i 1980. The
Readers are: t
Bernard Hughes, lasf season's #iost honored ac-

tor on Broadway, vllnner of thp Tony, Drama
Desk and Outer Critic's Circle ;Awards for his

portrayal of "Da." He was thestar of the TV
series, "Doc," and has appearfd in numerous
films and Broadway! productions. He is married

to Helen Stenborg.
\

Shay Duff in, winner of the Los Angeles Drama
Critics Award for "Shay D"uff in as Brendan Be-

han," and film actor in "The Main Event" and
the soon-to-be-released "Raging Bull" with

Robert DeNiro.

Helen Stenborg, star of "Da", with a long list

of film, TV and stage credits, including James
Ivory's recent filming of Henry James' "The
Europeans."

12:00 Red Crystal
Alot of different kinds of music, put together

with taste — to please your aural esthetics. Es-

pecially jazz and blues, spiced by rock. And
brought to you by Susan Sailow.

1:30 am Night Express
Gorman Lee is your conductor on a musical

journey in jazz and blues from one end of the

spectrum to infinity. Join him through the

night til 7:00 am.

Wednesday,
April 2nd
7:00 am AM/FM
Kris chooses someone new to supplant Edward
Everett Horton and Franklin Pangborn in her
affections: Don Defore. News at 7:00 am.

8:00 Pinocchio
Part Two (of four). See listings for April 1 for
details.

8:30 AM/FM continues
Morning News at 8:45 am. Kris for the other
fifteen minutes.

9:00 Morning Concert
Brian Eno makes his third live appearance on
KPFA, introducing a new LP (about to be re-

leased) featuring his work with composer-per-
former John Hassell of New York. The album.
Possible Music - 4th World, Volume I, will be
released on E.G. Editions. Hassell plays trum-
pet in a mode he calls "Fourth World Music" —
a mode which calls into account a sensitivity

to world music traditions. This is exemplified
by the mix of performers present on this al-

bum which includes the virtuoso Brazilian per-

cussionist Nana Vasconcelos and Senegalese
drummer Ayibe Dieng. Charles Amirkhanian
iryour.host.

11:15 Morning Reading
Commensurate Happiness (1) by Ruth Prawer

Jhabvala. Printing in the January 1980 edition

of Encounter, by the writer best known for

her film scripts Rose/and, and more recently,

77?e Europeans.

12:00 Gay Freedom Day 1978
A rebroadcast of the CPB Award winning col-

lage of on the street interviews gathered at the
largest demonstration of gay power in history:

Gay Freedom Day 1978. Produced by Philip

Maldari. Philip talks to live guests in the studio
following the 1 5 minute program.

1:00 Bitches' Brew
Listen and explore the music, thoughts, feel-

ings and dreams of women who love loving
men. Produced by Candice Francis.

5:00 Traffic Jam
Candice continues. News Headlines at 5 pm.

'Bitches' Brew, ' the music of women who
love loving men, Wednesday April 2nd at

1:00 pm.
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A distinctive market
with consistent quality and choice

for the discriminating shopper

Jsedmont
GROCERY COMPANY

PIEDMONT GROCERY & MARKET 4038 Piedmont Ave.. Oakland

WATERGATE MARKET 2390 Powell St., Emeryville

PIEDMONT-TAHOMA Highway 89, Lake Tahoe

Inkworks
collective printing

652 7111

**•*•••••*•••••
BERKELEY WOMEN ' S HEALTH

COLLECTIVE
•Gyn. Exams
•Lesbian Clinic
•Pregnancy tests
•Peer Counseling
•Self-help Groups

2908 Elloworth. 843-9174••••••*••••••••

THE SWALLOW
"The Swallow, a cafeteria type
restaurant par excellence, . . .

the quiches, . . . No one I know
does them better. . . the carrot

cake has achieved a fame all

its own. . The food is remark-
ably varied, well-made and
Original. ..." Patricia Unterman

Sunday Chronicle

U.C. ART MUSEUM
2625 Durant Ave.

Berkeley 841-2409

11am - 5 pm • 7 Days a week

The Crysanthemum Ragtime Band, a group playing music from San Fracisco during the go/den
years, 1880- 1920, will be heard live on KPFA Wednesday April 2nd at 8:00pm

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Fruit Punch presents: S/M,
A Gay Perspective

This marathon special focuses on the often

neglected and too often maligned and misun-

derstood world of recreational sexual fantasy

known as sado-masochism, with special empha-

sis on the San Francisco scene.

At 7:30, KPFB (89.3 FM in Berkeley) broad-

casts the Berkeley School Board meeting.

8:00 Crysanthemum Ragtime Band
This ten member ensemble from the gay com-
munity playing music reflecting early San Fran-

cisco, circa 1880-1920.

10:00 Rising Waters
Waiting for Lefty by Clifford Odets. The
series concludes with this remarkable piece,

which stood at the center of all the many crea-

tive currents of the New Theatre movement.
As Group Theater director Harold Clurman

wrote concerning the legendary opening night

of his company's Broadway production of the

play: "Lefty. . .was the birth cry of the thir-

ties. . .our youth had found its voice."

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Evening Reading
An Evening With Sean O' Casey Part Two, re-

corded at the Cannery Theatre in San Francis-

co on February 1 1, 1980. The readers are

Barnard Hughes. Shay Duffin and Helen Sten-

borg.

12:00 Night Sky Music
Experimental music with Steve Key.

1:30 am Beedle Urn Bum
Larry mixes up a unique blend of folk, pop,

country, jazz, blues, nostalgia and comedy.

Most anything can happen. Complete out-of-

print album at 4 am: Dory Previn, Mythical

Kings and Iguanas (1971). Play lists for each

show (with complete info on all albums used)

available on request.

Thursday,
April 3rd

7:00 am AM/FM
Kris continues her mooning over Don DeFore,

and even tries to watch old "Hazel" reruns to

see her hero. News at 7:00 am.

8:00 Pinocchio
Part Three. See listings for Tuesday April 1st

for details.

8:30 AM/FM continues
Kris wraps it up in italics. News at 8:45 am.

9:00 Dolby Calibration Tone

9:00 Morning Concert
Joanna Brouk plays a special selection of

music from past and present.

11:15 Morning Reading
Commensurate Happiness (2) by Ruth Prawer

Jhabvala. Conclusion to this recent story

about a very complicated family interrelation-

ship.

12:00 Do You Promise not to Tell

Can Journalists Keep A Secret? The Civil Lib-

erties Radio Education Project, a series of six

documentaries by Adi Gevins and Kathy

McAnally, won three national broadcasting

awards. This program examines the erosion

of the First Amendment's protection of

Freedom of the Press.

1:00 The Best of A World Wind
Chana Wilson reviews the past year of her

program and culls out the best of her favorite

music from Africa, Asia, the Americas and

Israel, with an emphasis on wimmin.

5:00 Traffic Jam
Host John Thrasher. Headlines on the hour.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Women and the Military

A program that explores the actual effect of

women currently in the military and what

meaning the draft has for women in relation-

ship to the ERA and the feminist position

against the military. Produced by Adi Gevins

and Karla Tonella.

8:00 Retrospective of Women in

Music, 1925-1980
Susan Kernes features all kinds of music on

this program, highlighting contributions wo-

men have made in the music field. Included

are Dory Previn, Ma Rainey, Billie Holiday,

Sophie Tucker. Abbey Lincoln, Annette Pea-

cock, plus many more, both obscure and

well known.

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Evening Reading
Excerpts from "An Evening With Sean O'Ca-

sey, read by Bernard Hughes, Shay Duffin,

and Helen Stenborg. Conclusion.

12:00 Music from the Hearts of

Space
With Timitheo and Annamystyq.

3:30 am The Early Late Show
John Thrasher ends the day in high fashion.
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Ma Rainey, featured on the Women in Music
Retrospective, Thurs. April 3, 8:00 pm.

Friday,
April 4th

6:00 am AM/FM
Kris receives nasty letters from the fans of

Franklin Pangborn, but does she care? No.

Long live Don uetorel News at 7:00 am.

8:00 Pinocchio
Conclusion. See listings for Tuesday April 1

for details.

8:30 AM/FM continues
Kris for 1 5 minutes, then News at 8:45 am.

9:00 Morning Concert
Hi. This is Charles Amirkhanian. It's February

29th, 1980 and I'm sitting at home at my
typewriter trying to imagine how far behind
we'll be on our fund-raising by April 4th and
wondering what I should do to help out I

think I'll just wait and see where we are and
respond accordingly. Please tune in, take heed

(that rare substance) and get the shell out for

Pacifica.

11:15 Morning Reading
The Book of Martyrs. A history of the lives,

sufferings and triumphant deaths of the early

Christian and The Protestant Martyrs, by John

Foxe (1517-1587). Appropriate to Good Fri-

day we present selections from this classic on

persecution and sado-masochism. Read with

seasonal relish by Erik Bauersfeld

12:00 Little People
This program about midgets was produced by

Larry Josephson at WBAI in New York, and

won the Armstrong Award in 1974.

1:00 Revolution: The Ultimate
Solution

The 80's have begun as a tumultuous decade.

Residue from the blood, sweat nd tears of

the sixties has fermentatfto an iitoxicating

level. Zimbabwe, Iran/Oakland m\6 New York

City have only begu'/to prepareJthe fuel for

the fires which are dlstined tojlurn. Through

music, poetry and coitimwMtfTy we will ex-

plore the rotation of the axis of revolution and

bring you 360 degrees of powerful food for

thought. Produced by Candice & Drepenba.

4:00 Future Theirstory
A collection of short and long comments about

the future of San Francisco as seen by the city's

oldest residents. Gleaned from oral history inter-

views for the upcoming Community History of

San Francisco. Produced by The People's Media

Collective.

5:00 Traffic Jam
Host Robbie Osman. Headlines on the hour.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Poetry Live
At 7:00, A Reading by Prose Poet Russell

Edson, a unique American humorist. Record-

ed at Intersection, February 27, 1980. Pro-

duced by Alan SoIdofsky.

At 8:00, A Reading by Poet and Novelist

Margaret Atwood, Canada's leading writer.

Recorded at Dwinelle Hall on the UC campus,

Feb. 19, 1980. Produced by Alan Soldofsky.

8:30 Live from 1750 Arch Street
An Evening of Comedy! Darryl Henriques,

famed human impersonator, will bring his vast

collection of alter egos to 1750 Arch Street.

Among the characters to be featured in per*

formance will be Rico Vaselino, Joe Carcino-

genni, the Swami from Miami, the Rev. Clyde

Fingerdip, Rattus, the Man who met the

Space Farmers, and Henriques himself, who
will attempt the difficult and unwritten aria

"O Hold The Mayo" from the Pumpernickle

verson of Fettuchini's Picnic Oratorio. Audi-

ence members are invited to bring their own
ham bones. (D.H.) Engineered by Bob Shu-

maker and announced by Eva Soltes.

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 It Ain't Me, Babe
The Songs of Bob Dylan by other artists.

KPFA takes its regular marathon salute to the

innovative singer/songwriter in a different fash-

ion, thanks to the idea of a listener. Tonight,

we'll go through Dylan's songs, in alphabetical

order, and with a few comparisons, recorded

by such artists as Terry Garthwaite, the Byrds,

Happy Traum, Jimi Hendrix. . .oh, the list is

endless. New subscribers this night will receive

a discography of the show. Any suggestions,

rare records, etc would be wonderful. Call

Kevin Vance c/o KPFA 848-6767. (This pro-

gram will run til 6 am Saturday).

'Revolution: The Ultimate Solution. ' Through music, poetry and commentary, a look at the poten-

tial for explosion in the eighties, Friday April 4th, 1:00 pm.

RE-DEFINING
THE FAMILY
Saturday, April 5th

The American family is in a state of transition.

Old concepts of nuclear and extended families

are giving way to new alternative lifestyles and
to the rise of the single-parent family. Today,
KPFA examines the changing family, with a

particular emphasis on the single-parent family

Today's programming is coordinated by Lewis
Freedberg.

6:00 am The Gospel Experience
Traditional and contemporary gospel music

with Emmit Powell.

10:00 The Jewish Family
Why Is This Family Different from All Other
Families? The American Jewish family has

gone through some changes in recent decades.

What does the Jewish family in 1980 look like?

If you're home and not at Saturday morning
services, listen with the family. Produced by
Peggy Stein.

11 :00 The Death of the Commune
What happened to the communes of the six-

ties? How has the communal structure been

affected by the "Me Decade" of the seventies?

KPFA takes a look at 1980 and the commu-
nal family. Produced by Peggy Stein.

12:00 Gay and Pregnant?
A Gay lifestyle does not necessarily exclude

parenthood. Many pay men and lesbians were

parents befoife they were gay, and some have

chosen to h|ve ch/dren after coming out.

Philip Maldatiexamines the Gay Family as

KPFA moves into the 1980's.

1:00 Single Parenting:

The Non-Nuke Family
A special series of programs on single fathers,

single mothers, and the kids who are part of

single parent, non-nuclear families.

4:30 The American Family of the

Eighties

A panel discussion to conclude the day on the

Changing Family. Moderated by Youth News
Director Louis Freedberg.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

6:30 Freedom Is A Constant
Struggle

Voices of people in struggle. With Barbara

Lubinski and Heber.

7:00 Iranian Students' Assoc.
News and analysis of the Persian Gulf region,

now presented in English.

7:30 The Secret's Out
Sittin' down for some jazz with Bari Scott

9:00 The Black Family in the 80's
From the inception of the social sciences in

the U.S., research about the Black Family was
designed to show it in a negative light, so much
so that the deficiency model is now the norm
from which erroneous conclusions are reached.

This documentaryHraws ck\ material gathered

from the Black Fflmily Rdlearch Project of the

Westside Community Mental Health Center and

examines Black ramtWs in general as well as

child rearing and the support systems which al-

low the family to survive in a hostile environ-

ment. Produced by Don Foster.

11:00 Midnight Special LIVE
Fine vocal harmonies with Avalanche, a wo-

men's group. Boogie on down with TATTOO.
Presented by Gerda Daly.

1:00 am Nite Owls On Patrol

The best in music from funk to jazz— with

Julian and Portia.

^=\

THE COMPLETE NATURE FOOD STORE

3939 24th St.

S.F..CA 282-9500

S^on rmncisco

(Reai. rood
\gcompany#

)D)

Open 9-8

7 Days^
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EASTER
Sunday, April 6th
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5:00 am A Musical Offering

Music for the awakening spirit by that unique

soul, Mary Berg.

8:00 Sleepers! Awake
"I am the resurrection, I am the Light, and I

am here every Sunday at this time." —Bill

Sokol. A reconstituted Sokol, after wandering

Galilee and Ashby, cranks up the volume on

Bach.

11:00 An Easter Offering
Mary Berg comes back in a rare daytime appear-

ance with music for connoisseurs.

2:00 Gonna Rise Again
Music to celebrate spring and resurrect the

frozen spirit, with Beedle Um Bum Larry.

6:00 KPFA Weekend News

7:00 Easter In Your Ear
Ray Holbert celebrates the Spring Equinox with

music and tidbits mixed in his inimitable style

with good vibes to renew your spirit.

10:00 I Know What I Like...
Karla Tonella plays her favorites and picks up
where she left off on Thanksgiving.

KFCF 10:00 Just Playin' Folk

Rob Taylor takes over with a presentation of

very special folk music. For listeners in the

KFCF signal area ONLY.

KFCF 11:00 Valley Pirate Radio
A new Ceter Pith episode for Easter Sunday

entitled, "Ceter Pith- Biblical Detective."

For listeners in the KFCF signal area ONLY.

2:00 am Blues In The Night
Susan Elquist blends a combination of blues,

jazz, and soul. Dedications and requests taken

at 848-4425.

!

7:00 am AM/FM
Denny rock and rolls his way through the

morning. Dance, folks. News at 7 & 8:45;

News Headlines at 8:00 am.

9:00 Morning Concert
J.S. Bach: excerpts from the Passion accord-

ing to St John, conducted by Robert Shaw.

C. Koechlin: Les Bandar-log.'

R. Schumann: the E flat major quintet for

piano and strings. Op. 44. Clifford Curzon

with the Budapest String Quartet.

Hosted by Matt Holdreith.

11:15 Morning Reading
A Little Boy Lost by A.E. Coppard.

A chilling record of the Grieves, Eva and Tom,
and their little boy David, who didn't want to

do anything. We hope to bring you more of

the masterly short stories by this English wri-

ter during the coming months.

12:00 Rock V Roll Oldies Show
Join Professor Pop as he journeys back to the

1950's and kicks off the day with a great

blend of rockabilly and rhythm'n'blues.

2:00 Reggae Roots
l-Ray hosts this two hour special delving into

the Jamaican sounds of ska, bluebeat, rock

steady, reggae and dub music.

4:00 Johnny Walker Platter Party

Rock and Roll with this ex-KSAN and Radio

Caroline pirate, as he plays his favorites of the

sixties: soul music, British invasion and new
wave.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Women In Punk
Annex, writer for Search and Destroy magazine,

and interviewer for 'Maximum R'n'R, hosts a

special that looks at the unique contribution

of women in the new wave community.

8:00 Dolby Calibration Tone

8:00 Maximum Rock and Roll

Tim and the Gang mainline the hard-core punk,

both 50's,60's, 70's and 8Cs styles, with a bop
that just won't stop.

10:00 Experimental Energy
Al Ennis brings you sounds you won't hear on
Maximum R'n'R. Music, noise and avant-garde

weirdness of past, present and future waves.

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Experimental Energy
Al Ennis continues his program until midnight.

12:00 Outcastes IV
Join Cosmo Topper, host of the original bay

area punk radio show killed by KSAN. Sounds

from the fringe elements.

2:00 am Black Coffee
A delayed start for Don Foster's Monday

night mix of music and documentaries.
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STOP-THE-WAR
TEACH-IN

Tuesday,
April 8th

6:00 am Face The Day

6:30 AM/FM
Kris prepares for the teach-in today by burn-

ing her credit cards. News at 7 & 8:45; Head-
lines at 8:00 am.

9:00 Disarmament Now!
Last January, members of the American Asso-
ciation for Advancement of Science gathered

in San Francisco for their annual meeting. But
there was a difference, as nearly two days of

discussion were devoted to the current world
crises, disarmament, and the arms race. This

special program provides a look, from the sci-

entists' perspective, at the nuclear weapons
controversy. The program includes Linus
Pauling, George Wald, Daniel Ellsberg, Helen
Caldicott, Edward Teller, Peter Mendohlson,
Richard Barnet, Jonathon King and more.
Produced by Laurie Garrett

At 9:00, KFCF in Fresno broadcasts the Fres-

no County Board of Supervisors. After a brief

break, the broadcast continues at 2:00 pm.

12:00 TheKPFAStop-The-War
Teach-in

Live from Wheeler Auditorium, U.C. Berkeley.

See page 1 8 for details.

5:00 Traffic Jam
Host Kevin Vance. Headlines on the hour.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 TheKPFAStop-The-War
Teacfhln

Continued.

11:30 KPFA Evening News
Delayed rebroadcast.

12:00 Red Crystal
Different kinds of music, put together with

taste to please your aural esthetics, and

brought to you by Susan Sai/ow.

1:30 am Night Express
Gorman Lee takes you on a musical journey

from one end of the spectrum to infinity.

Wednesday,
April 9th

7:00 am AM/FM
Kris wonders why there were no teach-ins

when Caesar conquered Rome. Probably cause

there was no KPFA. News at 7 & 8:45; Head-

lines at 8:00 am.

9:00 Barry Commoner
A special interview with Dr. Barry Commoner,
recorded last week in the KPFA studios. He dis-

cusses the arms race, the energy crisis, and

some possible solutions to the entire mess.

Produced by Laurie Garrett
'

9:30 March 11, 1980 Teach- In

Highlights of a teach-in held on the UC Berke-

ley campus on March 1 1. Features Daniel Ells-

berg, Lee Halterman, ROTC Instructor Capt.

Taylor, Luke Ellis, Ret. Col. Davis, Roger
Pilon, and Pete McCloskey. The subject is the

draft.

10:00 Music of the Anti-Draft

Movements
Past and present. With Susan Kernes.

12:00 The KPFA Stop-The-War
Teach-in

Live from Wheeler Auditorium, UC Berkeley.

See page 18 for details.

5:00 Traffic Jam
Host Candice Francis. News on the hour.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 The KPFA Stop-The-War
Teach-in

Continued.

11 :00 KPFA Evening News
Delayed Rebroadcast.

12:00 Night Sky Music
A program of new wave experimental music
with Steve Key and his guest Ray Farrel.

1:30 am Beedle Um Bum
Eclecticism reigns. A show for those who like

to try a little of everything and to hear a few
old favorites along the way. Complete out-of-

print album at 4 am: Leon Rosselson & Adrian

Mitchell, A Laugh, A Song, andA Hand-Gre-

nade (1968). Larry is your host.

TEACH-IN
ENDORSEMENTS

The following organizations and individuals have endorsed the KPFA Stop theWarTeach-in.We would like to thank
all of them for their support, and wish to express particular gratitude to the students of the University of California at

Berkeley; the ASUC, the Berkeley Students for Peace, the Berkeley Anti-Draft Coalition, the Progressive Alliance.

Abalone Alliance, Northern California

Africa Resource Center
Alliance for Survival, California

American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME)
American Friends Service Committee
April 26th Coalition

Asian Student Union
Assemblyman Tom Bates
Association of Latin American Students
Associated Students of the University of California (ASUC) +>

Berkeley Anti-Draft Coalition

Berkeley Anti-Draft Organization

BERKELEY BARB
Berkeley City Council

Berkeley Grey Panthers

Berkeley Students for Peace
Berkeley Women's Center
Black Students Union
Campaign for Economic Democracy (CED, California)

Center for Veterans Rights, Los Angeles
Citizens Party, Northern California Regional
Coalition Against the Death penalty

COMEXAS
Barry Commoner
Communist Party — USA
Confederation of Iranian Students

DAILY CALIFORNIAN
Democratic Socialist Organizing Committee (DSOC). National Office, East Bay, SF
East Bay Socialist School
Ecumenical Peace Institute

Daniel Ellsberg

Glide Memorial Church
Intercampus Network: Berkeley, Laney, Merritt, Stanford, UCSF, SF State, SJ State. Sonoma State, Sacramento

State. UCD
March 22nd Coalition

Midpeninsula Conversions Project

,
Mobilization Against the Draft

Mobilization for Survival

National Organization of Women Against Registration (NOWAR)
National Resistance Committee
Holly Near
New American Movement, East Bay and SF
Oakland Feminist Health Collective

Linus Pauling

People's Park Council

PEOPLES WORLD
Physicians for Social Responsibility

Progressive Alliance

Rank and File Trade Union Coalition

Redwoods Records
Rock Against Racism
San Francisco BAY GUARDIAN
Science for the People
Spartacus League
Students Against Nuclear Power
Students for Economic Democracy
Superb Productions

Supervisor Harry Britt

Survival Summer
Swords to Plowshares
Teamsters Local 85, President Jack Wemtraub
Teamsters Local 315, Secretary-Treasurer Loren Thompson
Teamsters for a Democratic Union

UC Lab Conversions Project

Unitas

United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers of America (UE)

Veterans for Draft Resistance
Vietnam Veterans Against the War
War Resisters League
Women Against the Draft

Women for Peace, Berkeley

Women's History Research Center

Women's International League for Peace and Freedom (WILPF), SF
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STATEMENT OF INTENT:
"Stop the war? What war?"

True enough, the United States isn't embroiled in war
— not yet. But in the words of arch-conservative archi-

tect of the Cold War doctrine, George Kenan, The
atmosphere in Washington is more militaristic now
than at any time since WW 1

1." For the first time in the

history of the United States the President's staff has
openly discussed with representatives of the press the

use of offensive nuclear weapons against the Soviet

Union. Because the President has received criticism of

his seemingly pro-nuclear stance, he has called for

rapid acceleration of conventional warfare develop-

ment, improvements, and deployment in the Indian

Ocean region. The U.S. Government has carried out

every possible diplomatic slap in the Soviet face short

of expelling the Russian Embassy staff. When diplo-

matic options are exhausted, military options take over.

At home the American public remains grossly misin-

formed about events in Iran, Afghanistan, the White

House and the United Nations. The President has ef-

fectively silenced all discussion of Iran, particularly

from his opposition political candidates. He has ^in-

stituted the draft registration, for men and women, and
expects Congress will quickly endorse his actions.

Despite the wall of silence, a few things are clear:

• There are no grounds for reinstitution of the draft at

this time.

• The Executive Branch and the Pentagon are seri-

ously considering the use of nuclear options in retali-

ation for Soviet troop presence in Afghanistan, and

the American public has no input into the discussion.

• All the talk of war boils down to defense of U.S. oil

companies' interests in the Persian Gulf; if drafted,

young people are going to die in defense of those

interests.

• There has been a virtual press blackout on both the

atrocities committed by the Shah's regime and the

question of why the Carter Administration went

against the advice of the State Department in allow-

ing the Shah to enter the country following pressure

from David Rockefeller and Henry Kissinger.

• Because the atmosphere in Washington is so in-

tensely focused on military preparedness right now,

any form of instability in the geopolitical scene in the

coming months can be a potential source of in-

creased aggravation between the United States and

the Soviet Union. This would include the possible

death of Yugoslavia's Tito, the demise of Khomeini,

collapse of the Zimbabwe peace transition leading

to increased South African troop involvement in the

region, general tensions in the Middle East, political

tensions inside Pakistan, increased military activity

in Central America, and increasing strains between

the USSR and the People's Republic of China. Be-

cause these areas all represent possible sources of

increased tension in the Cold War, they have be-

come sources of anxious attention for the American

people.

• The United States is involved in a Presidential elec-

tion campaign, with all the candidates using the

current world tensions to their political advantage.

From the view of Moscow this creates an air of

unpredictability in American affairs; in short, it

makes the Kremlin nervous. From the perspective of

the American people the election jargon only in-

creases the confusion about current world tensions.

• As part of the electioneering, several candidates

have made remarks which, in light of current global

tension, could be considered highly incendiary. Not-

able among them is Reagan's call for a blockade of

Cuba.

• The Cold War is having its effect at home as well, as

Congress moves rapidly to revitalize the FBI political

operations, the CIA foreign covert activities, and

Defense Department intelligence actions.

These are the points we wish to address in a special

teach-in to be held on the UC Berkeley campus,

Wheeler Auditorium, April 8th and 9th. The Teach-in

will be broadcast over KPFA and KPFB (Berkeley),

KPOO (San Francisco). KZSC <Santa Cruz), KFCF
(Fresno) and KPFK (Los Angeles), effectively span-

ning the State of California. In addition, tapes of all

aspects of the Teach-in will be distributed nationally

thru our Pacifica Program Service and the National

Federation of Community Broadcasters.

The KPFA Stop the War Teach-in will involve both

events inside Wheeler Auditorium and special all day

programming, 9am to midnight, April 8th and 9th. We
invite all potential listeners in California to join the radio

audience if you are unable to attend the events inside

Wheeler Auditorium.

KPFA 94.1FM
KPFK 9D.7FM
KZSC 88.1FM

KPFB 89.3FM KFCF
KPOO

88.1FM
89.5FM



TEACH-IN
PROGRAM
TENTATIVE SCHEDULE FOR THE KPFA STOP THE WAR TEACH-IN, April 8th and

9th, UC Berkeley campus, Wheeler Auditorium. Broadcast LIVE on KPFA, KPFB, KFCF,
KPOO, KZSC, and KBBF. Delayed broadcast on KPFK.

(Note: this schedule is subject to change. Final schedules will be available at the event.

An * indicates a confirmed speaker.)

April 8th, Noon to 5:00 — Session I

12.00-12:30
12:30-12:45

12:45-2:30

The Tools*

Mayor Gus Newport*

George Wald*
Michael Klare*

William Mandel*
Robert Manning*

New Wave political rock band
Formal Opening on behalf of the City of

Berkeley

Harvard Nobel Laureate

Institute for Policy Studies, Washington
KPFA Soviet Affairs commentator
Correspondent for NEW AFRICAN,
Pacifica Radio and LE MONDE
DIPLOMATIQUE

Mark Allen* PEOPLES WORLD reporter

(This session will attempt to provide an analysis of the current world situation, highlight-

ing problems in detente, Cold War tensions. Iran, Afghanistan, and the increasing

militarization of Washington. The forces at play behind the scenes will be examined in

an attempt to understand how the situation reached such dramatic proportions.)

2:30 - 3.00 Margie Adams Feminist musician
3:00-4:30 Michael Lerner' Institute for Labor and Mental Health

Peter Dale Scott* Professor of Political Science, UCB
Doug Dowd* Professor of Economics. San Jose State

Dorothy Healy* Commentator and Cold War expert

4:30 - 5:00 Peter Rowan* Musician, formerly of the New Riders of

the Purple Sage and Old and In the Way

April 8th, Cocktail Party

Cosponsored by the UC Lab Conversion Project and KPFA. the cocktail party provides
participants in the Teach-in an opportunity to have intimate discussions with the
speakers and entertainers involved. The party will take place in the Brazil Room. Tilden
Park. Berkeley. Donation is $5.00. Wine, cheese, and munchies provided.

April 8th, 7:00 to 1 1:00 — Session II

7:00-7:30
7 30-9:00

9:00 - 9:30
9:30- 10:30

Factrix*

Harry Britt*

Harry Bridges*

Charles Schwartz*

Paul Erlich

Raphael Manriguez*

John Thome"

Bagden Denitch*

Abdul Mohammed
Rahman Babu*

Elizabeth Farnsworth*

Ali Alyami*

Father Cuchulian

Moriarty*

Salvadorean
Progressives*

Kate Wolf

NewWave rock group, experimental

SF Supervisor

Former President ILWU
Professor of Physics. UCB
Professor of Population Biology, Stanford
Chilean folk singer

Attorney, member of special commission
to Iran

Professor of Graduate Affairs. CUNY.
expert on European affairs

African expert, Former Foreign Minister

of Tanzania
Latin American affairs expert

Middle East Representative for the

American Friends Service Committee

Folk music.10:30- 11:00

(This session will examine scenarios for the near future, looking first at nuclear
scenarios. After a close scrutiny of nuclear technology, the arms race, and possible

uses for nuclear weapons, there will be an examination of the key "hot spots'" on the
globe where US military intervention and heightened US/USSR tensions are likely to

occur: Iran, Yugoslavia, Southern Africa, the Middle East, and Central America.)

April 9th, Noon to 5:00 — Session III

12:00- 12:30

12:30-12:45

12:45-2:30

2:30-3:00
3:00-4:30

4:30-5:00

No Alternative*

Mayor Lionel Wilson

Jack McCloskey*

Giles Gaulman*

Mel Escueda*
Bob Marrow*

Ron Kovic*

Gary Lapow
Helen Michaelowski*

Bella Abzug
Gloria Steinem
Dave Harris*

Lee Thorne*

Rob Boudewijn*

Folk music

New Wave political rock band
Formal welcome on behalf of the City of

Oakland
Veterans Resisting the Draft, expert on
Agent Orange health impacts

Veterans Resisting the Draft, expert on
Black Vets and bad discharges

Swords to Plowshares, Asian Vets

Swords to Plowshares, expert on vets

unemployment
Author of BORN ON THE FOURTH OF
JULY
Folk music
Women Against the Draft

National Draft Resistance

Swords to Plowshares, expert on the his-

tory of veterans resistance

Veterans Against the Draft

Protest singing

(This session will examine the draft, first from the veterans' perspective, followed by a

look at resistance. Gay resistance, women's resistance, and pacifist resistance will be

examined.)

April 9th, Cocktail Party

See April 8th; repeat of same event, with different "celebrities" present.

April 9th, 7:00 to 1 1:30pm — SessTon IV (Berkeley Community Theater)

7:00 - 7:30

7:30-9:00

9:00-9:30
9:30-10:30

10:30- 11:30

Contractions*

Rev. Cecil Williams*

Dave McFadden*
Mike Baratz*

Dennis Banks*

Karen Westmont*
Lennie Anderson*
Ron Dellums*

Angela Davis*

Daniel Berrigan

Vanessa Holton*

Judy Clavir Albert'

The Dead Kennedys*

NewWave rock band, women's group

Glide Memorial Church
Midpeninsula Conversion Project

Exec. Secretary, SEIU Local 715, San
Jose
Representative of the American Indian

Movement
ASUC President. Berkeley

Folk music

Member of Congress
Vice Presidential candidate, CP

OCAW
Representative of Survival Summer
New Wave political rock band

(This session will look at the domestic impacts of increasing the military budget, and try

to provide a sense of direction for activities centered around the increasing militariza-

tion of Washington and the draft.)
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'Gold In The Snow, ' an examination of the 1980 Winter Olympics In Lake Placid, Hew York, will
be aired on Thursday April 10th at 10:00pm.

Thursday,
April 10th

7:00 am AM/FM
Kris celebrates the astrological month of Aries
by Ramming her head against a wall. KPFA
News at 7 & 8:45; News Headlines at 8 am.

9:00 Dolby Calibration Tone

9:00 Morning Concert
Madeleine Milhaud Live at KPFA.
KPFA joins Bay Area music organizations in

saluting the music of the late French composer
Darius Milhaud. Today Charles Amirkhanian
talks with the composer's widow, Madeleine
Milhaud, who is visiting here from Paris to at-

tend numerous concerts of Milhaud's music.

A frequent performer of Milhaud's music,

Madame Milhaud reminisces about their fre-

quent visits to the Bay Area and to Mills Col-
lege, where Milhaud taught every other year
from 1 940 to the late 1960's. We hear a selec-

tion of rare Milhaud tapes during the course
of this morning's broadcast.

11:15 Morning Reading
The New Melusina (1) by Johann Wolfgang
Goerhe. Goethe's fantasy about a pixie prin-

cess who searches for a human mate. First

published in 1 81 7 and later included in Wil-

helm Meister's Wanderings. Read by Erik

Bauersfeld.

12:00, California Celebrates The
Whale

One of Guv. Jerry's first attempts at corraling

the alternative vote was a gala event in Sacra-
mento in 1976. 'California Celebrates The
Whale" was a marathon political-social-cultur-

al headwater for the environmental set.

KPFA's Adi Gevins & Kathy McAhally were
there. Their perceptive tongue-in-cheek report
won an Honorable Mention from the Corpora-
tion for Public Broadcasting.

1:00 The Best of Focus on Women
In Music, Part II

Tune in for more highlights of special Focus

shows past, from the collective that brings you
music made by women on Saturday mornings
from 10:30 til noon. Produced by Kerri Teg-

man and Jolie Pearl.

5:00 Traffic Jam
With John Thrasher. Headlines at 5 pm.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 The Left, as we enter the 80s
"The Left just left others wonder what's left

of the left." A forum on The Left in the

1980's sponsored by the Berkeley Journal of

Sociology provides the material and focus

for discussion by noted Bay Area journalists

on which way for the political left in the

U.S. this decade. Moderated by Larry Bensky,

now News and Public Affairs Director with

KRE-KBLX in Berkeley.

10:00 Gold In The Snow
A Look at the 1980 Winter Olympics in Lake
Placid. The Olympics, a 20th Century sports

tradition, are in trouble, what with boycotts,

political ization, commercialization. Richard
Wolinsky was in Lake Placid for the final

four days of this year's sports spectacular.

In this documentary, he looks at the various

aspects of life in Placid, from discussion of

the summer boycott of Moscow, to the con-

troversy over the Olympic Village/Prison.

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Evening Reading
Readings from the Autobiography of Sean

O'Casey, read by Sylvia O'Brien and recorded

at WBAI in New York. The Evening Readings
for the rest of April will be devoted to ex-

cerpts from the volumes of the autobiography

of the Irish dramatist. From the preface to

Book 6: "Born in the back streets of Dublin,

suffering from weak and diseased eyes, he

lived in poverty and physical hardship for many
years. In his late teens, he became a manual
laborer and after working on the roads or in

the docks from five in the morning to six at

night, he would spend his evenings helping

the cause of the Gaelic League and Sinn Fein.

He became Secretary of the Irish Citizen Ar-

my and a founder member of the Irish Labour

Party. Although his first published work was.

in 1 907, not until the success of Juno and the

Paycock in 1 925 did he give up manual work
and become a full-time writer. While such

plays as Purple Dust lay unheeded by West

End theatre managers, O'Casey wrote his

memorable sequence of autobiographies.

The autobiography ends eleven years before

O'Casey's death from a heart attack in 1964"

and spans six volumes. KPFA is proud to

present this feature on the centenary of

O'Casey's birth. Sylvia O'Brien is currently

starring as the mother in the Broadway pro-

duction of Da. She first came to America with

the Irish Festival Players and stayed on to per-

form in Josef D., The Loves of Cass McGuire
and Conduct Unbecoming.

12:00 Music from the Hearts Of
Space

With Timitheo and Annamystyq.

3:30 am The Early Late Show
John Thrasher never thought he's still be
doing this in April.

Friday,
April 11th

6:00 am AM/FM
Kris holds her midsection up to the micro-
phone so everyone can hear little Krisetta
kicking, (sorry, Kris). News at 7 & 8:45;
News headlines at 8:00 am.

9:00 The Best of
The Midnight Special

KPFA celebrates the 25+ years of live folk
music on its airwaves with a full day special.

Gerda Daly, Susan Kernes and Kevin Vance
will present some of the best recordings of ar-

tists, well known and unknown, that have
graced our studios in the past year and a half.

Some of them are: Leon Rosselson, English
topical singer/songwriter; Hokum W. Geebs,
who just considers himself an entertainer; Pete
Rowan of Free Mexican Airforce fame; Local
Bluegrassers Back Up and Push; Horsin'
Around and Oakum; Oak Ashe and Thorne,
the merry caroleers of the Dickens Faire, and
many other events; plus an excellent show put
on by the San Francisco Folk Music Club
with Faith Petric. Watch for friends to drop by
live and tune in for surprises.

5:00 Traffic Jam
Host Robbie Osman. Headlines on the hour.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Robert Bly
Robert Bly reads his poems and translations

recorded October 1979 in the First Unitari-

an Church in San Francisco. Produced by
Alan Soldo fsky.

Pete Rowan of Free Mexican Airforce, taped
at KPFA, on 'The Best of the Midnight Spe-
cial, ' Friday April 1 1 beginning at 9 am.

8:30 Live from 1750 Arch Street
§an Francisco Guitar Quartet. Music for four
guitars since 1970, including:

Federico Torroba: Sonata-Fantasia (US pre-

miere).

Paul Dresher: Quartet

James Colgan: Fugue & Allegro

Gilbert Biberian: Three Valses

Reginald Smith Brindle: Concerto de Angelus
Fernando Sor: Quartet

Scott Joplin: Rags for four guitars.

The San Francisco Guitar Quartet: James Col-

gan, Timothy Fox, Geoffrey Stewart and Lynn
Zemlin have been performing together through-

out the Bay Area for the past year. Bob Shu-
maker, engineer; Eva Soltes, announcer.

10:30 Midnight Special Overflow

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast

11:30 The Cruisin' Show
Hot rocks and doo wops with Carl Stolz.

1:30 am Bay Leaf Experience
Jazz, blues, fusion. . .with Chris Lewis.

i

94.1 GREATEST
ALTERNATIVE RADIO
HITS

Saturday,
April 12th

_

6:00 am The Gospel Experience
Traditional and contemporary gospel music
with Emmit Powell.

9:00 The 94.1 Greatest Alternative

Radio Hits of All Time 2
You buttered your bread, now you have to

lie in it... as KPFA plays your pick of the hits,

in the order that you picked them. Join us at

94.1 FM beginning at 9 am for the hit parade
only a KPFA listener could love, as we start

the alternative countdown with alternative

radio hit number 94.1. Then stay all day for

some big surprises: look for your vote among
the hits, cast veiled aspersions on the odd
taste of your fellow music lovers, and gather

friends together to share the suspense as we
inch our way towards the big one: Alternative

Radio Hit Number Point One!

6:0Q KPFA Evening News

6:30 The 94.1 Greatest Alternative

Radio' Hits of All Time 2
Continued. Just when you thought it was

safe to turn on the radio, the countdown con-

tinues, and the suspense is killing usl Will it

be Balkan Folkdance? Beethoven's ninth?

Led Zeppelin? Only one can be number point

one — stay tuned to the bitter end for the

finale they'll be fighting over for the next

year. (This whole thing is being coordinated

by John Rieger, so send your death threats

to him — ed.)

11:00 Midnight Special LIVE
Live folk music from the KPFA studios.

1:00 am Nite Owls On Patrol
The best in funk, jazz and soul - with
Julian and Portia.
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2441 SHATTUCK AVENUE *fSA* FINE BOOKS WANTED
Hardbacks - Paperbacks - Libraries - Collections

Estate Appraisals - Top Cash Prices Paid.

Open 7 days till I 1 p.m.

Complete Printing Service

albany
press

1343 POWELL STREET
EMERYVILLE CALIFORNIA 94608
(415) 428-1800

Berkeley
Chiropractic
Hamilton Chiropractic Offices

David M. "Mik" Hamilton, D.C.

Corrective Care • Health Maintenance
all insurance plans accepted

- AVAILABLE FREE: Call or Drop in

1. Chiropractic Information Booklet

2. Family Health Newsletter

3. Chiropractic Education Class

526-3362
Our New Location: North Berkeley, between Neilson and Curtis

1313 Gilman Street Berkeley
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AMONG FRIENDS

Sunday,
April 13th

5:00 am A Musical Offering
A wide variety of music, featuring unique re-

cordings, and hosted by Mary Berg.

Music Among Friends: Plan to be near your

radio to catch this day of music and good com-

pany. Many of KPFA's musical friends will be
here live to share the day, and we'll have special

recorded interviews with Tom Paxton and Tom
Lehrer.

8:00 Kate Wolf and Friends
A long-time friend of KPFA, and an evermore

impressive singer/songwriter, Kate will be here

with her friends first-thing, providing a warm
Sunday morning wake-up.

9:30 Holly Near
Holly's been working for years to develop wo-

men's political music and traveling around the

country to share it with people. She's coming

to KPFA to help with the Marathon and in-

introduce some exciting new material. Also

included are the following musicians: Adrienne
Torf, Nancy Vogl, Robin Flower, and Laurie

Lewis. Engineered by Susan Elisabeth and
Fran Tornebene.

11 .00 Reilly and Maloney
Ginny Reilly and David Maloney have long

been popular with Bay Area folk music audi'

ences. Their new record. Good Company,

is about to make them popular across the

country. We're glad they've decided to spend

some of this day with us. It promises to be a

delightful hour of live music.

12:30 Tom Lehrer Talks Back
In a last ditc

Doug Maisel,

interrogated

found him qui

stances (Santa

thing since 1 965, so

to be clever and different,

and Paci Hammond
for two hours, and

given the circum-

sn't recorded any-

k makes him so fasci-

nating? You'll see. Produced by Paci Ham-
mond.

2:30 Tom Rush
Tom Rush, who has been writing wonderful

songs for a long time, has also introduced

many people to the works of Jackson Browne,

Joni Mitchell, and James Taylor. Listen in

this afternoon to Tom Rush as he sings some
old favorites and new songs, and talks with

Kate Wolf and Doug Maisel in KPFA's Studio

A. You may also hear portions of his recent

performance at the Great American Music

Hall.

5:00 Klezmorim
The Klezmorim keep today's programming
cooking with their high energy, raucous, pas-

sionate, old world cabaret jazz and soul music.

6:30 KPFA Weekend News

Touche, a new musical instrument designed by Don Buchla and David Rosenboom, will be per
formed upon on 'Ode to Gravity,' Monday April 14th at 8:30 pm.

7:00 Tom Paxton
A special visit with one of our favorite per-

formers and songwriters. Recorded at KPFA's
sister station, WBAI in New York by Robbie

Osman especially for today's programming.

KFCF8:00 Fresno Live
Orpheus concert under direction of Jack Fort-

ner. Works by Hjndemith, Camille Saint-Saens,

Milhaud and Dvorak. Performed in Fresno on
February 24th and recorded by KFCF's
Rychard Withers. For listeners in the KFCF
signal area ONLY.

8:30 Robin Flower and Friends
Robin Flower, Laurie Lewis, Nancy Vogl and

friends are dazzling audiences with Double

Fiddles, Fancy Guitar picking, brilliant arrange-

ments and wonderful songs. Don't miss this

special program!

Music Among Friends was produced with help

from: Robbie Osman, Paci Hammond, Nancy

Guinn, Kate Wolf, Doug Maisel, Susan Elisat.

beth, Kevin Vance, Howard Felson, Fran

Tornabene, John Rieger, Sharon McCorkell,

Deborah Kingsbury, Robin Steinhardt, Norma
Smith and lots of musicians, phone volunteers

and staffers. Thanks to you all.

KFCF 10:00 Just Playin' Folk
More of the latest releases with Rych Withers.

For listeners in the KFCF signal area ONLY.

11:00 State ov Emergency/
Prison Poetry

Prisoner programming. With Max Schwartz and

th Freedom Collective. Call-ins at 848-4425.

All prisoners who wish to add their names to

the 'Write to Prisoners' list on the Folio classi-

fied page, please write to 'Prisoners List,' KPFA
Folio, 2207 Shattuck Ave., Berkeley, CA 94704.

KFCF 1 1 :00 Valley Pirate Radio
Phil returns with another "Radio Free Friant."

For listeners in the KFCF signal area ONLY.

12:00 Late Night Cafe
Songs and melodies with Phil Allen.

2:00 am Blues In The Night
Susan Elquist blends a unique combination of

Blues, soul and jazz. Dedications and requests

taken at 848-4425.

Monday,
April 14th

7:00 am AM/FM
Denny grinds his teeth in time to the music

of Ravel's 'Bolero,' causing extensive dental

decay. KPFA News at 7 & 8:45; Headlines

at 8:00 am.

9:00 Morning Concert
A. Bruckner: the Adagio from the Symphony
No. 7 in E major. Conducted by Wilhelm Fuert-

wangler.

G. Mahler: Kindertotenlieder, sung by Kath-

leen Ferrier.

JL Haydn: String Quartet in B flat major.

Op. 33, no. 4. The Dekany Quartet.

Hosted by Matt Holdreith.

11:15 Morning Reading
The Letters of Gustave Flaubert. Selections

from the new Harvard University Press volume

edited and selected by Francis Steegmuller.

Read by Erik Bauersfeld

12:00 Hard Rain
A documentary about pesticides produced by

Laurie Garrett.

1:00 The Aloha Spirit

Music of the Hawaiian Islands, from pre-Euro-

pean chants through contemporary pop music.

Lots of slack-key guitar, steel guitar, falsetto

singing, and much more. Peter Moon, Genoa
Keawe, Gabby Pahinui, Sol Hoopii, etc.

Beautiful music and happy spirits. Hosted by

Beedle Um Bum Larry.

The Letters of Gustave Flaubert, read on Mon-
day April 14th at 11: 15 am.

5:00 Traffic Jam
Host Philip Maldari. Headlines on the hour.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 A Festival of Bill Mandel
Hearings

By listener request, the HUAC hearing in 1960,
and a hearing before Joe McCarthy in 1953.

Phone ins follow the tapes. Hosted by William

Mandel.

8:30 Dolby Calibration Tone

8:30 Ode To Gravitv: Touche
Charles Amirkhanian introduces a live broad-

cast from the North Berkeley studios of

Buchla and Associates. Tonight, inventor/com-

poser Don Buchla introduces to the public his

latest new instrument: Touche, a technologic-

ally and musically sophisticated keyboard in-

strument that will revolutionize live-electronic

performance. David Rosenboom, co-designer

of the instrument, will perform a new work on

Touche, and many dignitaries and special guests

will comment on the new invention (see Off-

Mike for further details).

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Evening Reading
Readings from the six-volume Autobiography

of Sean O'Casey read by Sylvia O'Brien.

12:00 Blues By The Bay
Tom Mazzolini, the Sol Hurok of the Blues,

takes a group of musicians on a tour of the

European continent. Tonight will be his last

program before he leaves the United States

for two months. Join him for this special fare-

well program.

1:30 am Black Coffee
Music and documentaries with Don Foster. "\

Guitarist Peter Moon is featured on The Aloha

Spirit,' Monday April 14th at 1:00pm.
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CORNUCOPIA
Cafe & health food store
408 Pacific Avenue
398-1511
breakfast and lunch

8 3:00 Mon. - Fri.

Soups, Salads &
Sandwiches to eat

in or out

£tf
free

delivery
& catering

4iA recent entry to the

food scene, PpULETis the

most distinguished of all

East Bay delicatessens."
*

hmlcl has spread its wings! In addition

in en' usual take-fnnue thicken entrees, u v

unit I'.nr i mnfnriable seating l«r lunch

.iii,l macks Hnt simps andhmdnum specials

daily, plus • nffee '"•I inn xnvn dessertt

International

Catering Availabli

16X5 Shanuck .11 Virginia

Hvrkvlvy.tl4f-fVI2

Open Moii-S.k 10: to-

il \tjtli .1

M '"< l/» >
"•'

\ni.UiH*
I',

"'nil. J

Real

Good Karma
Natural Food Restaurant
at 18th and Dolores, SF
Full dinner 'til 1 0pm
OPEN 5-1 lpm
hoio open every night

621-4112
Fresh Salads. Soups. Homemade Bread and Pies.

Golden Tempura. Tofu Dinners.Wokfried Vegetables,

Mlghtly Specials. Honey Ice Cream. Herbal Teas Finest

Coffee C Hot Chai !

EID'S

TELEVISION
free Estimates on TV Repair

25'. discount on all cwris

work guaranteed six months

will buy TV's working 01 not

1708 Grove, Berk. 848-5000

Mon. Sat. 1-6 pm

The GoldenNagas
Beautiful Japanese-style

FOLDING BEDS

Quality since 1973

3103 Geary Blvd./S.F. CA 941 18/752-7693

Monday - Saturday 1 1 a.m. - 6 p.m.

OPEN THURSDAY TIL 9

FOTONS
WARM FLUFFY QCIILTS

(JNIQCIE SILKSCREEN DESIGNS

FOLDING FRAMES

LOW TABLES

Call For Free Brochure

The Media's Power
in Social Change
LEARN MEDIA THEORY AND THE PRACTICAL
SKILLS NECESSARY TO AFFECT SOCIAL CHANGE.
This Summer Goddard's unique Community Media Program will study firsthand the

electoral process and Mass Media. Students will cover the Republican and Democratic
National Conventions
TV - 1/2" videotape convention coverage. Radio - Goddard's 800 watt WGDR-FM will

join Pacifica and the New England Radio Alliance at the conventions. Print - Production
of a special convention newspaper.
June 2 - August 22, 1980. Fully accredited. Options for continued B.A. and MA,
study. Equal Opportunity Admissions.
CONTACT: Community Media, Box CM-86. Goddard College, Plainfield. VT 05667
802/454-8311.

HAIR: one of the many growing things in need of nourishment, love and care.

PHONE: 845-2226
Open Tues-Sat

ORGANIC PRODUCTS

2440 Bancroft Way, Berkeley,

evening appointments

(except Sat.)

PSYCHEDELIC DAY
Tuesday, April 15th

6:00 am Face The Day

6:30 AM/FM
Laurie Garrett joins Kris this morning to fondle
memories of music inspired by the deeper, us-

ually inspired by the deeper, usually hidden re-

cesses of the mind. The San Francisco Psyche-
delic Sound of the Sixties. . Jt's all there, with
fun and games with R. Crumb and the gang.

9:00 Morning Concert
Today's program is the first of four Tuesday
morning concerts devoted to the music of
Darius Milhaud.

Le Carnaval d'Aix(1926) Seaman, piano; Mil-

haud, Orchestra of Radio Luxemburg, *Can-
dideCE 31013 (18 min).

Concerto No. 2 for Violin & Orchestra (1946)
Gertler, violin; Smetacek, Prague Symphony
Orchestra. 'Supraphon 1 1 1 1 20 (28 min).

Concerto for Percussion and Small Orchestra

(1929-30) Daniel, percussion; Milhaud, Or-

chestra of Radio Luxemburg, "Candide
CE 31013 (8 min).

Opus Americanum No. 2 (Moses) (ballet

suite- 1940) Milhaud, French National Radio-
diffusion Orchestra, Capitol P 8114 (32).

Protee - Symphonic Suite No. 2 (1919)
Abrabanel, Utah Symphony, •Angel S-37317.
Brought to you by your regular Tuesday
morning host, Steve Wolfe.

At 9:00, KFCF broadcasts trie Fresno County

Board of Supervisors. After a lunch break, the

meeting resumes at 2:00 pm.

Two tales of madness by Guy de Maupassant

can be heard on 'The Morning Reading' on
Tuesday April 15th at 11: 15 am.

11:15 Morning Reading
Madness by Maupassant.

Two tales of madness by the master story tel-

ler Guy de Maupassant: The Mad Woman and
77je Diary of a Madman, the latter an interest-

ing contrast to the story by the same name by
Gogol. Read by Erik Bauersfeld

12:00 Psychedelic Boogie
With Laurie Garrett and friends. Tapes of Tim
Leary and Ken Kesey intertwine with rare re-

cordings of Santana, Van Morrison, the Jeffer-

son Airplane, the Grateful Dead, and all the

groups which put San Francisco on the map
in the sixties. Laurie Asks, "Where did it all

come from; What were its roots?" Which leads

to Jimi Hendrix, the Mothers of Invention, the

Beatles ("Rubber Soul" through the double

White Album), the Merry Pranksters, and jazz

overtones.

5:00 "Traffic Jam .

With Kevin Vance. Headlines on the hour.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Inflation: The Invisible Thief

The KPFA Public Affairs Department takes a

look at the curse of our modern economy,

then, now, and in the eighties.

At 7:30, KPFB, 89.3 FM in Berkeley, broad-

casts The Berkeley City Council.

8:00 Psychedelic Roots:

Where Did They Go?
Barry Melton and Country Joe McDonald join

Laurie Garrett for an evening of musical fun,

raps, and special recordings of Country Joe &
The Fish out takes. Besides playing great musid

the group tries to figure out what gfot the wholj

psychedelic scene going, and why it died. The

big question is "Why aren't mass outdoor con-

certs fun anymore?"

11 :00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Evening Reading
Readings from the six-volume Autobiography

of Sean O'Casey. read by Sylvia O'Brien.

12:00 Red Crystal

Different kinds of music, put together with

taste, to please your aural esthetics. Especially

jazz & blues, spiced by rock, and brought to

you by Susan Sailow.

1 :30 am Night Express

Go/man Lee takes you on a musical journey

from one end of the spectrum to infinity.
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Wednesday,
April 16th

7:00 am AM/FM
All's right with the world, the marathon is over,

and Kris can stop asking for money. We think.

News at 7 & 8:45; News Headlines at 8:00

9:00 Morning Concert
Hosted by Richard Friedman.

11:15 Morning Reading
Elbow Room by James Alan McPerson. Adam
David Miller reads a story from Elbow Room,
a collection of stories which joins Hue and Cry
in McPherson's distinguished canon. It won
the Pulitzer in 1978. At 11:55, The Arts News
Service, a new five minute program heard

every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday at this

time slot, a project of Bay Area Arts Services,

bringing you information on technical assist-

ance and funding for the arts, cultural policy,

arts resources, jobs, unusual events and people

in the arts, with Teri Osman.

12:00 U.C. Noon Concert
Tribute to Milhaud:

Couronne de Gloire. Raymond Martinez, bari-

tone; Peter Rubardt, conductor.

Pieces for cello and piano. Paul Hale, cello

;

Annette Cohen, piano.

Ed Cumming hosts this live broadcast from
Hertz Hall in Berkeley.

1:00 Folk Music from Near and
Far Out

Music from every where and every time. Pre-

sented by Gerda Daly , with the aid of her ex-

tensive record collection, and live musicians.

3:00 the Reggae Experience
The music of Jamaica. Give thankx and praise

with Drepenba.

5:00 Traffic Jam
Host Candice Francis. Headlines on the hour.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Behind The News
7—7:30, Live Wire, a cultural magazine with

live interviews, feature reports, and remote

broadcasts from locations throughout the Bay
Area. Broadcast from the studios of the Com-
munity Information Network in East Oakland.

At 7:30, KPFB, 89.3 FM in Berkeley broad-

casts the Berkeley School Board meeting.

8:00 Music In America
Black Shadow Tapeworks. "Oakland's Great-

est Hits." Thirty five years of Oakland R8«B
hits, 1945 to 1980. No obscurities tonight,

folks, just big hit records by Oakland artists

like Saunders King, Ivory Joe Hunter, Lowell

Fulson, Sugar Pie DeSanto, the Four Deuces,

Jimmy McCracklin, the Fabulous Ballads

and more - - records that got played on the

radio, records that made jukeboxes jump!

Special guest Lee Hildebrand, ace music critic

of the East Bay Express, provides rare records

and expertise. Your host, up to a point, black

shadow.

10:00 Fruit Punch:
Gay Men's Radio

Sir Roger Casement, Traitor. A dramatization

of the trial of the famous Irish patriot, Roger

Casement, and the attempts by the British

court to use his homosexuality to silence and

convict him. Performed by the Berkeley Stage

Co. and directed by Drury Pifer in 1977.

11:00 KPFA Evening News

11:30 Evening Reading
Readings from the Autobiography of Sean

O'Casey, read by Sylvia O'Brien.

12:00 Night Sky Music
Experimental NewWave Music with Ray Par-

rel and Steve Key.

1:30 am Beedle Urn Bum
You'll sure miss plenty if you don't try some.

Music of many times and kinds, mixed by

Larry. Complete out-of-print album at 4 am:
Maggie & Terre Roche, Seductive Reasoning

(1975), the precursor of the now popular

Roches.

Thursday,
April 17th

7:00 am AM/FM
Kris Welch, pen in hand, writing strange hiero-

glyphs on the studio wall, is caught and appre-

hended by a reincarnated self of Ramses IV.

News at 7 & 8:45; News Headlines at 8:00 am.

9:00 Dolby Calibration Tone

Composer Darius Milhaud is featured on the U.C. Noon Concert Wednesday April 16 at 12 noon, as

well as the Morning Concerts of Tuesdays April 15th, 22nd and 29th at 9:00 am.

Mother Jones. The editor of Mother Jones mag-
azine, interviewed Thurs. April 17, 7:30 pm.

9:00 Morning Concert
Music of 15th Century England.

John Dunstable: Beata mater; Preco prohemin-

encie. Pro cantione antiqua, London, 'Archiv

2533291 .

John Dunstable: O rosa bella; Quam pulchra

es, Musica Reservata, 'Turnabout TV 34058S.

Richard Davy: Passion According to St Mat-

thew, Purcell Consort of Voices, *Afgo ZRG
558.

Music of the Hundred Years War, Musica reser-

vata. 'Philips SAL 3722 839 753 LY.

The Eton Choirbook:

Walter Lambe: Nesciens Mater

John Browne: Stabat Mater

Nesbett: Magnificat

Robert Wylkynson: Salve Regina

William Comysh: Ave Maria

Fawkyner: Gaude Rosa; The Purcell Consort

of Voices, *Argo ZRG 557. Program presented

by James Mitchell.

11:15 Morning Reading
Devotion (1) by Botho Strauss. A haunting

novella of obsession by the modern German
playwright.

12:00 Lunch Box
An opportunity for KPFA programmers to ex-

periment with radio sounds and sensibilities.

1:00 Sing Out!
A special program on Leadbelly, Huddie Led-

better. King of the Twelve String Guitar. Born

in 1885 in Mooringsport, La., Huddie was

raised in the poor rural black south. From the

time he was ten, he played accordian and gui-

tar: work songs, spirituals, lullabies, field hol-

lars, and hymns. Ledbetter was "discovered"

by John and Alan Lomax in 1933, and became

one of the first black traditional singers to sing

for northern audiences. Leadbelly had his

doubts about folks up north, however, and con-

tinued to return to his native land; all the while

inspiring a new generation of black and white

musicians: Sonny Terry, Pete Seeger, Taj Ma-

hal, Ry Cooder and many others. Produced by

David Dunaway.

3:00 An Earful of Smiles
Most probably live music from the KPFA
studios, with Stan Dingovation.

5:00 Traffic Jam
With John Thrasher. Headlines on the hour.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Behind The Mews
7:00-7:30, Out On The Streets, a San Francis-

co Audio Magazine, produced by The Peoples

Media Collective/H'aight Ashbury Community
Radio.

7:30-8:00, An Interview with the Editor of

Mother Jones. Alarmed by the rapid spread of

pornography today, many feminists are calling

for its restriction or censorship. He
Mother Jones editor Deirdre Engli^i, herseT<

prominent feminist writer, argues
j

posite. Censoring pornography, she^

vocatively, plays right into the hands^

lucrative industry by giving its product the

added allure of something illicit. She is inter-

viewed by Adam Hochschild.

8:00 World Music
Presented by Jon Longcore.

10:00 Now Everyone Knows
About Childcare

Cliff Roth and Norma Smith of KPFA talk

with fathers-of-small-chikdnan Stephen Vin-

cent and Arthur Coleman about their experi-

ences, thoughts and feelings as parents. Ste-

phen is also a poe^t (Now Everyone Knows
About Childcare) and publisher (Momo's
Press and Shocks magazine), and Arthur is

the author of Sky Mother/Earth Father. "
'.

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Evening Reading
Readings from the Autobiography of Sean

O'Casey, read by Sylvia O'Brien.

12:00 Music from the Hearts of

Space
With Timitheo and Annamystyq.

3:30 am The Early Late Show
Hosted by John Thrasher.

I

I

Friday,
April 18th

6:00 am AM/FM
Kris orders Lox from a local store, which then

delivers Liquid Oxygen in a barrel. Typical for

Berkeley. News at 7 & 8:45; Headlines at 8 am.

9:00 Morning Concert
Keyboard Concerts 1980: Philip Lorenz.

Mozart: Rondo in D, K. 485
Schumann: Fantasie in C, Opus 17.

Brahms: Rhapsody in E-flat, Op. 1 19, No. 4.

Mendelssohn: Scherzo a Capriccio in f-sharp.

Busoni: Sonatina, "In Diem Nativitatis Christ!

MCMXVII; Elegy, "All Italia!"

Debussy: La serenade interrompue; Hommage
a Rameau; L'isle joyeuse.

Widely hailed pianist Philip Lorenz performs a

varied selection of music at the Northwest

Church, recorded February 22, 1980 by Randy
Stover of KFCF.

11:15 Morning Reading
Devotion (2) by Botho Strauss. The second of

two readings from this novella in the form of

a diary.

12:00 New Horizons
The Right to Right Livelihood. Theodore

Roszak, author, historian, and social philoso-

pher, observes that an increasing number of

people find that the nature of industrial eco-

nomics is depersonalizing and intolerable,

largely because of its primary emphasis on

material growth. He examines ways in which

work can become personally fulfilling and

gratifying. Co-hosts: Will Noffke and Maggie

Kurzman.

Pianist Philip Lorenz can be heard on the

Morning Concert, Friday April 18th at 9 am
as part of the Keyboard Concerts series.
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5ak^fre>h by hand,daily.

Mon.-Sat.
8-6:00

Sunday
8-3:00

1281 Gilman St.

Berkeley, CA
Phone:524-3104

Our Other Outlet

THE EDIBLE COMPLEX
5600 College Ave.

Oakland 658-2172

PHOTOLAB
Custom photogtaphic services

1908 Ateatra*

Berkeley, CA. 65^6773

NOT JUST A COMIC BOOK SHOP,
BUT A CULTURAL PHENOMENON!
• Art Portfolios • Small Press • Fantasy Media

\

BERKELEY • 2461 Telegraph

415-845-4091

SAN FRANCISCO • 722 Columbus
415-982-3511

• 650 Irving 415-665-5888
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THE SOCIETY FOR ACCELERATED LEARNING & TEACHING
Annual Conference

EDUCATION IN THE 80'S

APRIL 25-27, JACK TAR HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO

Lectures and workshops on new learning techniques

will include

VISUALIZING

SUGGESTOLOGY
HOLISTIC LEARNING
COMPUTER-LEARNING
CONFLUENT EDUCATION

SOPHROLOGY
PSYCHOSYNTHESIS

WHOLE-BRAIN LEARNING
TRANSPERSONAL EDUCATION

NEURO-LINGUISTIC PROGRAMMING

NEW APPROACHES TO SPORTS.

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL FITNESS""inmmm fc »

min ium"" '

At the conference you will not only hear about and experience

these exciting, innovative ways of learning, you will also find our

where, when and how you can get trainings in these methods so

that you can use them for your own personal growth, or in the

classroom, if you are in the teaching profession. One unit of

academic credit is available for attendance.

The presenters will be -

George Leonard

Charles Garfield

Beverly Galyean
Georgi Lozanov
Susan Campbell
Harry Stanton

Charles Schmid
David Hurt

Steve Halpern

Alberto Villoldo

Arthur Hastings

Carole Austen

Stanley Krippner

lean Millay

John Gowan
Gerry Glassmeyer

Anna Halprin

Donald Schuster

M.........»^»'^^»»"""
,",,,^^" '

For a brochure with the full program and registration form,

write to - S.A.L.T. Conference
1 476 California Street

Box 339 •

San Francisco, CA 941 14 or call (415) 552-2819.
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The cover art for 'The Snow Queen/ a new science fiction novel by Joan Vinge. Ms. Vinge will be
interviewed on 'Probabilities' Friday April 18th at 10:30 pm.

1:00 Shoutin' Out With
Mama O'Shea

Shout out and fight back. Call in at 848-4425.

3:00 Panhandle Country
The finest of traditional country music, blue-

grass, western swing, cajun, honky tonk, old-

timey and country jazz. With Tom Diamant

5:00 Traffic Jam
Host Robbie Osman. Headlines on the hour.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Behind The News
Bay Area Arts. A look at the local arts scene

with Padraigin McGillicuddy & Erik Bauers-

feld. Art Talks with Don Joyce and Jane Hall.

7:30 Fairy Tales For Men
Robert Bly conducts the first in a series of ten

discussions of the development of the mascu-

line personality as viewed through fairy tales

and mythology. In this first program, Bly talks

about the relationship between psychic mater-

ial and mythology.

8:00 Planet On The Table
Poetry reading with Larry Levis, winnter of

the Lamont Selection of the American Aca-

demy of Poets for his 1977 book. The After

life. Recorded at Cody's and produced by

Alan Soldofsky.

8:30 Live from 1750 Arch Street

Karl Goldstein, piano. This program includes:

Mozart: Sonata in D, K. 31 1.

David Brin: Baroque Suite (world premiere)

Chopin: Fantasy

Brahms: Variations and Fugue on a Theme

by Handel.

Karl Goldstein graduated from the Juilliard

School of Music. He received the Harriet Hale

Woolley Scholarship for study in Paris, where

he was a student of Jacques Fevrier. He has

concertized in Europe and appeared as guest

artist on the steamship Queen Elizabeth when

he returned to the U.S. Karl Goldstein currect-

ly teaches privately in Berkeley. Bob Shumaker,

engineer. Eva Soltes, announcer.

10:30 Probabilities
KPFA's science fiction program, now in its

fourth year, continues with an interview with

Joan Vinge. Ms. Vinge is author of the recent-

ly published and highly acclaimed novel, The

Snow Queen, as well as the author of the

award winning story Eyes of Amber. She talks

about her career and about the role of women
writers in sf, with Lawrence Davidson and
Richard Wolinsky.

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 The Cruisin' Show
Hot rocks and doo wops with Crazy Carl.

Saturday,
April 19th

6:00 am The Gospel Experience
Traditional and contemporary gospel music

with Emmet Powell.

9:00 News and Views

9:30 Younger Than You
Produced by Carce/I King

10:30 Focus On Women In Music
Sonic Healing. Sound can be a powerful force

to integrate, energize and inspire. Today we
will hear some of the work that women are

doing in composing music as a tool for healing.

Produced by Kori Kody.

12:00 Women's Magazine

2:00 Ahora
Latin music, news on the hour, special features,

and information on what is happening in the

Raza community in the Bay Area.
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5:00 Enfoque Nacional
Spanish language news magazine.

5:30 Consumers Corner
With Lemon/Aid hosted by Ken McEldowney.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

6:30 Freedom Is A Constant

Struggle
Voices of people in struggle. Produced by Bar-

bara Lubinski and Heber.

7:00 Iranian Students' Assoc.
News and analysis of the Persian Gulf region,

now presented in English.

7:30 The Secret's Out
Sittin' down for some jazz with Ban Scott

11:00 Midnight Special LIVE
Live folk music from the KPFA studios.

1:00 am Nite Owls On Patrol

The best in music from funk to jazz— with

Julian and Portia.

1:30 am The Bay Leaf Experience

Jazz, blues, fusion, presented by Chris Lewis.

Sunday,
April 20th

5:00 am A Musical Offering
Music of all kinds, featuring unique recordings,

hosted by Mary Berg.

8:00 Sleepers! Awake
A bit of Sunday tradition with Bill Sokol.

11:00 Jazz, Blues
With Phil Elwood or Chris Strachwitz.

1:00 Across The Great Divide
Folk and popular music with Robbie Osman.

2:30 Sunday Opera
Catalani: La 'Vally. Concluding our Catalani

cycle with a live performance given in New
York in March 1968 with Renata Tebaldi,

Carlo Bergonzi and Peter Glossop. Produced

by Bill Collins.

5:30 Latin America Forum
John Clements hosts a look at Latin America

and its press. Call ins at 848-4425.

6:00 KPFA Weekend News

6:30 World Press Review
African Press Review. Hosted by Walter

Turner. Call-ins at 848-4425.

7:00 In Your Ear
Tonight we present some of the influences of

electronic music on jazz and other contempo-

rary musics including Josef Zawinul,Stevie

Wonder, Brian Eno, Chick Corea, Dieter

Moebius and more. Produced by The Third

World Department & John Henry & Ray
Holbert

10:00 State ov Emergency/
Prison Poetry

Prisoner Programming. With Max Schwartz and

th Freedom Collective. Call ins at 848-4425.

KFCF 10:00 Just Playin' Folk
For listeners in the KFCF signal area ONLY.

KFCF 10:30 Inside/Out
A report on the Fresno County Jail. Produced

by Dave Davis and Charolette Moore. For

listeners in the KFCF signal area ONLY.

KFCF 11:00 Valley Pirate Radio
Program Four. For listeners in the KFCF sig-

nal area ONLY.

12:00 Late Night Cafe
Songs and melodies with Phil Allen.

2:00 am Blues In The Night
Susan Elquist blends blues, soul and a taste of

jazz. Dedications, requests at 848-4425.

Monday,
April 21st

7:00 am AM/FM
Denny receives the coveted Herb Oscar Ander-

son Award for Best Early Morning disc jockey

and interviewer who appears only on Mondays.
News at 7 & 8:45; News Headlines at 8 am.

9:00 Morning Concert
Mendelssohn: Trio in D minor for piano and
strings. Op. 49.

A Webem: Six bagatelles for string quartet

Opus t(L

A. Webern: Five pieces for orchestra. Op. 11.

Beethoven: The Violin Concert in D major.

Op. 61. Yehudi Menuhin.

Hosted by Matt Holdreith.

11:15 Morning Reading
Thursday's ChiSd (1) Ed Robin introduces a

program of readings from the recent volume
of short stories by Bay Area writers.

At 11:55, The Arts News Service, with Teri

Osman. •

12:00 Comparatively Speaking
Hosted by Matt Holdreith.

1:00 A World Wind
Music from Asia, Africa, the Americas, the

Caribbean. Emphasis on wimmin. Hosted by

Chana Wilson.

3:00 Music from Alkebu-Lan
Music from the mother continent, known to

most as Africa. With Candice & Drepenba.

5:00 Traffic Jam
Host Philip Maldari. Headlines at 5 pm.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Behind The News
7—7:45, The Soviet Union: A Closer Look.

Readings, question/answer period, interviews,

etc. Call-ins 848-4425. Tonight's program will

be about William Mandel's article on Afghani-

stan elswhere in this Folio. Hosted by William

Man del.

8:00 Dolby Calibration Tone

8:00 Evening Concert
Doulce Memoire. Hosted by Ken Johnson.

10:00 Women's News

10:30 There Is A Woman In This
Town

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Evening Reading
Readings from the autobiography of Sean

O' Casey, read by Sylvia O'Brien.
,

12:00 Small Craft Warnings
Tom Mazzolini is on leave through the month
of June. In his place, guitarist/composer/per-

former Owen MaerCks sits in with a new show
with music ranging from blues, avant-garde

jazz and salsa to world music, new wave, down
home and back. Owen was music director of

WCUW (Worcester, Mass.) for five years before

coming to the West Coast.

1:30 am Black Coffee
Music and documentaries with Don Foster.

Tuesday,
April 22nd

6:00 am Face The Day

6:30 AM/FM
Kris Welch, the demon barber of Shattuck Av-

enue, has another close shave (with apblogies

to Stephen Sondheim). News at 7 & 8:45;

News Headlines at 8:00 am.

9:00 Morning Concert
Today's program, the second of four Tuesday

morning concerts devoted to the music of Dar-

ius Milhaud features some of his chamber mu-

sic:

String Quartet No. 1 in B (1912) WQXR Quar-

tet, Polymusic 1004 (29 min).

Quintet No. 2 for 2 violins, viola, cello & bass

(1952) Thompson, Bass, Stanley Quartet, Con-

temporary CR 103 (15).

Sonata No. 2 for Violin and Piano (1917)

Gertler, violin; Andersenova, piano *Supra-

phonSV8408(16min).
Suite for Violin, Clarinet & Piano (1936)

Musici Moravienses, "Supraphon 111 2147
Scaramouche for Two Pianos (1937) Ivaldi

& Lee, pianos 'Connoiseur Society CS 2101.

Presented by Steve Wolfe.

At 9:00, KFCF in Fresno broadcasts the Fres-

no County Board of Supervisors meeting.

11:15 Morning Reading
Thursday's Child (2) Ed Robin with the sec-

ond of two readings with the authors of stor-

ies in the new publication of Bay Area writers.

at 1 1 :55# The Arts News Service with Teri

Osman.

Afghani guerrillas capture a Russian soldier. William Mandel's 'The Soviet Union: A Closer Look'

will focus on Afghanistan, and on Bill's article on page 5. Monday April 21st at 7:00pm.

CHEST BED FACTORY

i^a DOUBLE SIZE $197.
with headboard

FREEBROCHURE (415)472-3191

.""v.W."..".V',V» NorthgJt* InduHnal P«rV rtjr of building

mflflJJJ^] 55 Mitchell Blvd. San Ralael

color tv repairs by

FLATLANDS TV
(not only) of berkeley

2124 dwight way, near shattuck

• No repairs lhal cost more
than the set is worth

• Authorized warranty iactory

service on SONY, HITACHI
& SHARP

• All brands repaired,

ADMIRAL to ZENITH.
American and Japanese,

old and new
• ln-shop repairs only, to save

us time and you, money
• I year labor warranty on

all solid state TV repairs

• Free estimates gladly given

• Expert troubleshooting and
careful repairs that last

• Factory-original part6 or

better quality installed

• All parts removed are
returned

• Extra fast service for those
special cases

• State repair license #17746
• Credit Cards OK

HOURS 10:30 TO 600 MON/SAT
ANY QUESTIONS AT ALL?

CALL 548-8257
miiii »"w^"*" » y' "jjp':

Since 1906

EVERYTHING
MUSICAL

GUI TARS#PIANOS

~>INSTRUIVFI\ITS#

Lessons on Most

Instruments

Piano, Guitar, Flute, Etc.

GTupper & fteeb
2277 SHATTUCK AVENUE

BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA

PH 841-1832
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Percussionist David Moss' piece, 'Tongue/Touch/Terrain' will receive its KPFA premiere on 'The
Morning Concert' Wednesday April 23rd at 9:00 am.

12:00 Older Men, Older Women
With Harry Sheer and Teddy Lewis.

1:00 A Terrible Beauty
Celtic Magazine of the Air. Hosted by Padra't-

gin McGillicuddy.

At 2:00, KFCF in Fresno continues its airing

of the Fresno County Board of Supervisors.

3:00 Sounds
The wide range of Black music, past and pre-

sent, in all styles, with Craig Street.

5:00 Traffic Jam
Host Kevin Vance. Headlines at 5 pm.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Behind The News
At 7:30, KPFB, 89.3 FM in Berkeley, broad-

casts The Berkeley City Council.

8:00 Maximum Rock and Roll
With Tim and the Gang of Four.

10:00 Living On Indian Time
Tune in for all the latest information, news,

events, and music for Native Americans. Pro-

duced by Tiger.

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Evening Reading
Readings from the autobiography of Sean

O'Casey, read by Sylvia O'Brien.

12:00 Red Crystal .

A lot of different kinds of music, put together

with taste - to please your aural aesthetics.

Especially jazz & blues, spiced by rock. And
brought to you by Susan Sailow.

1:30 am Night Express
Gorman Lee takes you on a musical journey

from one end of the spectrum to infinity.

Wednesday,
April 23rd

7:00 am AM/FM
Ah, sweet mystery of life! The birds sing, the

bees hum, the Welch yawns. News at 7 & 8:45;

News Headlines at 8:00 am.
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9:00 Morning Concert
The Modern Composer Refuses To Die.

Bob Davis: American City Anthem; Technolo-

gy Declines; Tarn-Lin. electronic music, KPFA
tape (stereo •) (6 min, 6 min, 18 min).

David Moss: Tongue/Touch/Terrain (1979)
Moss, percussion & voice 'Mossmusic Tape.

Herbert Bielawa: Partially Debugged (1979,
electronic music for the dance by Ruth Lang-

ridge • KPFA tape (35 min).

LouisVirie Blanche: Skylight Craw/out Radio
Magic Down to Me (1976) electronic music
•KPFA tape (15 min).

These tapes were submitted by composers for

airing on KPFA. All are unpublished and are re-

ceiving their first KPFA hearing this morning.

With Charles Amirkhanian.

11:15 Morning Reading
A reading from Elbow Room, a collection

of stories by Pulitzer Prize winning author

James Alan McPherson. At 11:55. The Arts

News Service hosted by Teri Osman.

.12:00 U.C. Noon Concert
Lute/Guitar Recital: Works of Dowland, Bach,

Mompou and Albeniz are played by Randel

Pile, lute and guitar. Ed Cumming is your host

for this live event.

1:00 Folk Music from Near and
Far Out

Music from everywhere and everytime. Present-

ed by Gerda Daly, with the aid of her extensive

record collection and many live musicians.

3:00 The Reggae Experience
Music from Jamaica, with Drepenba.

5:00 Traffic Jam
Host Candice Francis. Headlines on the hour.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Behind The News
7—7:30, Live Wire, a cultural magazine aired

from the studios of the Community Informa-

tion network in East Oakland.

At 7:30, KPFB, 89.3 FM in Berkeley, broad-

casts the Berkeley School Board meeting.

8:00 Music In America
Chris Strachwitz plays more classic and current

sides from his archive of Down Home music.

10:00 Fruit Punch:
Gay Men's Radio

Gay Rights Battle In Santa Clara and San Jose.

June ballot initiatives threaten the civil rights

of gays in Santa Clara and San Jose. This show
will focus on the battle/with a member of the

Santa Clara Valley Coalition for Human Rights.

Also a chance for your comments and questions

with call-ins at 848-4425.

11 :00 KPFA Evening News

11:30 Evening Reading
Readings from the Autobiography of Sean

O'Casey, read by Sylvia O'Brien.

12:00 Night Sky Music
Experimental music with Steve Key.

1:30 am Beedle Urn Bum
Along with the usual mix of most anything,

tonight Larry features the music of Leon Ros-

selson, amazingly creative British topical

songwriter and singer. Complete out-of-print

album at 4 am: Phil Ochs, Gunfight at Carnegie

Hall (1970). an album never released in the

U.S. In this live concert recording, Phil shocks

the audience with some rock and roll, and fights

with the management of the hall.

Thursday,
April 24th

7:00 am AM/FM
Kris grits her teeth, and teethes on some grits.

News at 7 & 8:45; Headlines at 8:00 am.

9:00 Dolby Calibration Tone

9:00 Morning Concert
The Music of John Adams,

j
Charles Amirkhanian 's guest is composer John
Adams, Director of the New Music Ensemble
of the San Francisco Conservatory of Music.

We'll hear his latest pieces including Common
Tones in Simple Time(\979) played by the
Conservatory Orchestra under Adams' direc-

tion; Phrygian Gates for piano (1977) played

by Mack McCray; and Shaker Loops (1978)
for string septet. The latter two pieces were
played at the 1979 Festival d'Automne
(Paris) and the Guggen heim Museum (NY)
and soon will be issued by 1750 Arch Records.

11:15 Morning Reading
When The Tree Sings. Norma Smith reads selec-

tions from the poet Stratis Haviaris' novel, pic-

turing life in a German-occupied Greek town

during World War II. A story of resistance, how
the old people and the youngsters in this un-

imaginably old land struggle together to keep

life alive for the time to come after the war.

How this struggle includes the struggle of the

old people to get the children to grow into hu-

man adults, and the struggle of the children to

grow end to understand. A funny book as well

as a serious one. Simon & Schuster, 1979.

12:00 At The Mercy of the
Wheelchair Barons

A look at Everest and Jennings, Inc., a Los

Angeles based wheelchair manufacturer that

has monopolized Hfoe industryVor years. Dan
Kysor interviews Maryland Holly, from the

Western Law Center, Wh<s«toH(s about anti-trust

suits her organization has filed against Everest

and Jennings. Phone in at 848-4425 as we ex-

plore the wheelchair barons.

'At the Mercy of the Wheelchair Barons,

'

a look at the wheelchair monopoly, on

Thursday April 24th at 12 noon.

Pianist William Masselos, featured on Key-
board Concerts, on 'The Morning Concert of
April 25th at 9:00 am.

1:00 Sing Out!
Urban folk music with Susan Kernes.

3:00 An Earful of Smiles
Most probably live music from the KPFA stu-

dios, or taped concerts, hosted by Stan Lingo-

vation.

5:00 Traffic Jam
Host John Thrasher. Headlines on the hour.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Behind The News
7-7:30, East Bay Beat, produced by Wendell

Harper and Cheryl McDonald.

8:00 World Music
Hosted by Jon Longcore.

10:00 Open Space
Late breaking news, documentaries. An hour

set aside up to the minute events.

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast

11:30 Evening Reading
Readings from the autobiography of Sean

O'Casey. Read by Sylvia O'Brien.

12:00 Music from the Hearts of
Space

With Timitheo and Annamystyq.

3:30 am The Early Late Show
Late night lunacy with John Thrasher.

Friday,
April 25th

6:00 am AM/FM
Kris sticks her finger in a RCA plug hole in the

control board and turns into a .high-speed digi-

tal recording device. KPFA News at 7 & 8:45;

News Headlines at 8:00 am.

9:00 Morning Concert
Keyboard Concerts 1980: William Masselos.

Charles T. Griffes: Sonata for Piano.

Ben Weber: Fantasia.

Aaron Copland: Piano Fantasy.

The noted American pianist and Juilliard instru-

ctor in a concert recorded March 22, 1980 at

8:00 pm at the Northwest Church and spon>

sored by the Fresno Free College Foundation.

Randy Stover at KFCF engineered the record-

ing.

11:15 Morning Reading
Children's Literature. Sonya. Bfackman with

another program of recent literature for child-

ren.

12:00 New Horizons
Light and Sound. Patricia Sun is a teacher of

Psychic development who uses sound, move
ment, breathing, and meditation as healing

forces and methods of unblocking energy.

Emerging from a professional background as

a clinical psychologist, she communicates to

both our rational and intuitive modes of under-

standing. Co-hosts: Will Noffke and Maggie

Kurzman.

;



1:00 Shoutin' Out With
Mama O 'Shea

Shout out and fight back. Call in at 848-4425.

3:00 Pig In a Pen
With Ray Edlund. Traditional and contem-

porary bluegrass and old time music.

5:00 Traffic Jam
Host. Robbie Osman. Headlines on the hour.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Behind The News
Bay Area Arts, hosted by Erik Bauersield and
Padraigin McGillicuddy. Movie reviews by
Michael Goodwin.

N
7:10 The Imaged Word
Adam David Miller and Moon again create a

program from Themes of Poetry.

7:30 Fairy Tales For Men
Robert Bly conducts the second in a series of

ten discussions of the development of the

masculine personality. In this program, Bly

discusses the relationship between Apollo

and the psyche.

8:00 In The American Tree
Norman Fischer, whose Like A rValk Through

A Park will be published by Open Books this

spring, reads from this manuscript and from

other works. Fischer is a Zen Buddhist priest

living at the Tassajara Zen Monastary in Los

Padres National Forest. His new work features

scenes from life there. Produced by Alan Bern-

heimer.

8:30 Live from 1750 Arch Street

Mark Isham, Bill Couglass and Friends.

Bill Douglass, bass and flutes, and Mark Isham,

electronics, will be joined by friends for an even-

ing of original compositions and improvisations

for acoustic and electronic instruments. Both

Douglass and Isham are members of Rubisa

Patrol, a group that is led by former Bay Area

pianist Art Lande. Mark Isham is currently per-

forming with Van Morrison and is featured on

a CBS album soon to be released with "Group
87." Bill Douglass has played bass with such

artists as Jon Hendricks, Woody Shaw, and
Eddie Henderson and flute with the classical

Chinese Orchestra, the Flowing Stream Ensem-

ble. Bob Shumaker, engineer.

10:30 Probabilities

A Reading from the Golden Age of Science

Fiction: Not The First by A.E. Van Vogt, from

Astounding, April 1941, read by Lainie Frankel.

Van Vogt, author of Slan, The War Against the

Rull. The Weapon Shops of Isher and the new

Cosmic Engineers will be on next week's show.

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11 :30 Time of our Time
Or, Not Tonight, I Have Transmitter mainten-

ance.

Saturday,
April 26th

6:00 am The Gospel Experience
Traditional and contemporary gospel music

with Emm it Powell.

9:00 News and Views
East Bay Beat, produced by Wendell Harper

and Cheryl McDonald.

9:30 Younger Than You
Produced by Darcell King.

10:30 Focus On Women In Music
The coming of Spring, season of new life,

sparks this musical tribute to motherhood.

We will feature music from around the world

and from our own country's musical roots,

including folk, blues and jazz, dedicated to

mothers and daughters everywhere. Produced

by Kerri Tegman.

12:00 Women's Magazine

2:00 Ahora
Latin music, news «n the hour, special features,

and information on what's happening in the

Raza community in the Bay Area.

5:00 Enfoque Nacional
Spanish language news magazine.

5:30 Consumers Corner
With Lemon/Aid hosted by Ken McEldowney.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

6:30 Freedom Is A Constant
Struggle

Voices of people in struggle. Produced by

Barbara Lubinski and Heber.

7:00 Iranian Students Assoc.
News and analysis of the Persian Gulf region,

presented in English.

7:30 The Secret's Out
Sittin' down for some jazz with Bari Scott.

11:00 Midnight Special LIVE
Live music from the KPFA studios.

1:00 am Nite Owls On Patrol

The best in music from funk to jazz — with

Julian and Portia.

Attention Subscribers in the KFCF signal

area: Subscribers who receive KPFA pro-

gramming on KFCF's frequency (88.1 fm)

are KFCF subscribers. By agreement be-

tween the two stations, this includes zip

codes from 93200 through 93799. Pay-

ment of subscriptions should be made to

KFCF, the address of which is vP.O. Box
4364, Fresno, 93744. If there is confu-

sion about this, please call the KFCF of-

fice at (209) 233-2221. Thank you for

your cooperation.

KPFA JOB OPENING:
Interim Program Director (May 1 — Oct 1)

Because of the temporary nature of the
appointment, little time is available for

training. The applicant should have a tho-
rough understanding of KPFA's format &
situation. Resumes must be submitted to

David Salniker

2207 Shattuck Ave.

Berkeley, CA 94704
on or before April 7th, 1 980.

Sunday,
April 27th

You can buy this

-

SPACE

for only $8 (per column inch)

Advertise in the KPFA Folio.

Support KPFA. Contact Maria Gilardin 848-6767

5:00 am A Musical Offering
Music of all kinds, featuring unique recordings,

hosted by Mary Berg.

8:00 Sleepers! Awake
A bit of Sunday tradition with Bill Sokof.

11:00 Jazz, Blues
With Phil Elwood or Chris Strachwitz.

1:00 Across The Great Divide
Folk and popular music with Robbie Osman.

2:30 Sunday Opera
Mozart: Die Entfuhrung Aus Dem Serail.

A rare 1936 German broadcast (in excellent

sound) with Karl Erb and the phenomenal

Finnish coloratura Lea Piltti. Produced by

Bob Rose.

5:30 Occupational Health and

Safety
With Dr. Phil Polakoff.

6:00 KPFA Weekend News

6:30 World Press Review
The European Press. A look at politics in

Europe and its effect on U.S. foreign policy.

Call ins 848-4425. With Helga LohrBailey.

7:00 In Your Ear
Once again Ray and Jay will present "great"

keyboard players from near and far. Including

Thelonius Monk - Oscar Peterson, Roger Kel-

laway, McCoy Tyner and Keith Jarrett among
many. Produced by Ray Holbert & John Henry.

KFCF 8:00 Fresno Live
Keyboard Concerts. Pianist Daniela Ballek
from Germany performs works by Beethoven,
Suchon, Friedrich Wanek, Smetana and
Schubert. Recorded in Fresno on April 12 by
KFCF. For listeners in the KFCF signal area

ONLY.

10:00 State ov Emergency/
Prison Poetry

Prisoner programming: With Max Schwartz and

th Freedom Collective. Call ins at 848-4425.

L.

In addition to our Regular and French

Roast Caffeine Free Coffees, we are,

introducing a new Caffeine Free Special

"It is the finest we have ever tasted.

"

BERKELEY, 2124 Vine St., 841-0564

MEIMLO PARK, 899 Santa Cruz Ave., 325-8989

NAPA (Witter's), 1202 Main St., 226-2044
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KFCF 10:00 Just Playin' Folk
Evo Bluestein hosts. For listeners in the KFCF
signal area ONLY.

KFCF 11:00 Valley Pirate Radio
More absurd stuff from bazork-Zorko and
Great Auk productions. For listeners in the

KFCF signal area ONLY.

12:00 Late Night Cafe
Songs and melodies with Phil Allen.

2:00 am Blues In The Night
Susan Elquist blends a unique combination of

blues, soul and jazz. Dedications and requests

at 848-4425.

Monday,
April 28th

7:00 am AM/FM
Another month ends for Denny, and in celebra-

tion, he toasts the memory of Anna Sten, mo-
vie star of the thirties. News at 7 & 8:45;

News Headlines at 8:00 am.

9:00 Morning Concert
Beethoven: The String Trio, Op. 9, No. 3 in

C minor. Rostropovich Trio.

Beethoven: the Piano sonata in E major. Op.

109. Alfred Brendel.

Schubert: the Trio for piano and strings in

E flat major. Op. 100. Rudolf Serkin, with

Adolph & Herman Busch.

Host for all of the above: Matt Holdreith.

11:15 Morning Reading
Not After Midnight (1) by Daphne du Maurier.

From her collection. Echoes from the Macabre,

the popular author of Rebecca, Jamaica Inn,

The Birds, etc., a mystery set at a vacation re-

sort on the island of Crete, in which a visiting

schoolmaster has an inevitable, albeit unexpec-
ted encounter with a god of antiquity. Read
in three parts by Peter MacConald.

At 11:55, The Arts News Service hosted by
Teri Osman.

12:00 Early Music Perspectives
A new series of programs on early music broad-

cast this spring on alternate Mondays by James
Mitchell. Today's program features Venetian

music of Andrea and Giovanni Gabrieli.

1:00 A World Wind
Music from Asia, Africa, the Americas. Empha-
sis on wimmin. With Chana Vilson.

3:00 Music from Alkebulan
Music from the mother continent of Africa,

with Candice and Crepenba.

5:00 Traffic Jam
Host Philip MaldarL Headlines on the hour.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Behind The News
7—7:45, The Soviet Union: A Closer Look.
Interviews, readings, question-answer period,

etc. Call ins 848-4425. Hosted by William
Mandel.

8:00 Dolby Calibration Tone

8:00 Evening Concert
Stand By Please: A Producer's Look at the

International Recording Scene. Tonight,

Harold Lawrence asks the question, "how
many microphones do you need? Comparisons

between straightforward three-microphone

set-ups and multi-microphone sessions, with

examples from the Mercury /Philips catalog

and others.

10:00 Women's News

10:30 There Is A Woman In This

Town

^^N
A MUSICAL CELEBRATION
OF GAY SPIRIT

FAGGOT BROTHERS
OF THE MOON
'Faggot Brothers of the Moon' on 'Fruit

Punch ' Wednesday April 30, 10:00 pm.

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Evening Reading
Readings from the Autobiography of Sean
C Casey, read by Sylvia O'Brien.

12:00 Small Craft Warnings
Owen Maercks with any music you wouldn't

expect.

1:30 am Black Coffee
Music and features hosted by Con Foster.

Tuesday,
April 29th

6:00 am Face The Day

6:30 AM/FM
Another call from Marion Wylie, the "con-

science of KPFA" and long time subscriber,

to Kris, and the world will never be the same.

News at 7 & 8:45; Headlines at 8:00 am.

9:00 Morning Concert
Today's program, the third of four Tuesday
morning concerts devoted to the music of

Darius Milhaud features a selection of his sym-
phonies:

Symphony No. 1 (1940)m\baud. CBS Sym-
phony, Columbia ML 2082 (28).

Symphony No. 2 (1944) Tzipine, Conserva-

toire Orchestra. Angel 351 5B (25 min).

Symphony No. 6 (1955) Mester, Louisville

Orchestra. Mst Edition LS 744 (29 min).

Symphony No. 10 (1960) "Oregon" Fournier,

Versailles Radio Orchestra, *Aries LP 1623.

With your host, Steve Wolfe.

11:15 Morning Reading
Not After Midnight (2) by Daphne DuMaurier.

Reading in three parts by Peter Mac Donald

12:00 Lunch Box
An opportunity for programmers to experi-

ment with radio sounds and sensibilities.

1:00 A Terrible Pie In The Sky
Wherein Padraigin McGiflicuddy of "A Terrible

Beauty" and David Dunaway of "Pie In The
Sky" join forces to produce a gala extravaganza

on political song in Ireland. From their archives

they are bringing new anti-nucfear songs, selec-

ted live and concert performances and a bit of

Celtic mystery to explore one of the oldest

political minorities in history. Ire in Eire.

At 2:00, KFCF in Fresno broadcasts the Fres-

no County Board of Supervisors.

3:00 Sounds
The wide range of Black music, in all styles,

past and present, with Craig Street

5:00 Traffic Jam
Host Kevin Vance. Headlines on the hour.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Behind The News
At 7:30, KPFB, 89.3 FM in Berkeley broad-

casts the Berkeley City Council.

8:00 Maximum Rock and Roll
With Tim and the Gang of Four.

10:00 Living On Indian Time
Find out what's going on in the Indian world
on a program that is For Native Americans and
by a Native American. Produced by Tiger.

11:00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Evening Reading
Readings from the Autobiography of Sean
OCasey, read by Sylvia O'Brien. .

12:00 Red Crystal
Alot of different kinds of music, put together

with taste — to please your aural aesthetics.

Especially Jazz and Blues, spiced by rock, and
brought to you by Susan Sailow.

1:30 am Night Express
Gorman Lee takes you on a journey from
one end of the musical spectrum to infinity.

Wednesday,
April 30th

7:00 am AM/FM
Kris ends yet another month without knowing

exactly why April is only 30 days and not 31

.

And not caring. News at 7 8< 8:45; Headlines at

8:00 am.

9:00 Morning Concert
Werner Durand: Ariel, for synthesizer and tenor

saxophone. Durand, saxophone; Dietz, synthe-

sizer *KPFA tape (recorded summer 1978).

Philip Perkins: Tool's Paint, and other selected

tape works (1975-79). electronic music 'KPFA
tape (30 min).

Audio Players: Toward the Future (1979)

works by Italian futurist poets 'Audio Players

Cassette C-36 (18349 Neely Rd., Guerneville,

California 95446).

Cobalt: Astral Travels (1979) Cobalt, Key-

boards; Campbell, percussion; Moreve, bass

Cobalt Cassette (1906 Hillcrest Rd., Holly-

wood. California 90068).

More composer-submitted cassettes with

Charles Amirkhanian. Werner Durand, a young

saxophonist living in Berlin, plays Indian clas-

sical music on the tenor.-Chip Cobalt, former-

ly known for his music from the Felicity

Facility has gone Hollywood.

11:15 Morning Reading
hlot Before Midnight (3) by Daphne du Maurier
The conclusion to this intrigue about ancient

gods and underwater exploits in the blue Gulf
of Mirabello, read by Peter McDonald.

12:00 U.C. Noon Concert
Javanese Gamelan: Music from Indonesia direc-

ted by K.R.T. Wasitodipuro, assisted by Jody
Diamond and Joan Suyenaga. Ed Cumming an-

nounces this live event from Hertz Hall.

1:00 Folk Music from Near and
Far Out

Music from everytime and everywhere. Pre-

sented by Gerda Daly, with the aid of her exten-

sive record collection and live musicians.

3:00 The Reggae Experience
Music from Jamaica, with Drepenba.

5:00 Traffic Jam
Host Candice Francis. Headlines at 5 pm.

6:00 KPFA Evening News

7:00 Behind The News
7—7:30, Live Wire, a cultural magazine aired

from the studios of the Community Informa-

tion Network in East Oakland.

8:00 Music In America
The Minstrel Men: two of American's premier

ragtime and pop music composers are heard on
this program, hosted by Joel Sachs. Percy Wen-
rich, the " Joplin Kid" of pioneer ragtime, also

wrote such standards as "Moonlight Bay" and
"When You and I Were Young, Maggie." J.

Russell Robinson, composer of the rag classic

"The Minstrel Man," also wrote the Dixieland

favorite, "Eccentric," and pop hits like "Margie"

as well as 'being* a member of the Original

Dixieland Jazz Band. We'll hear their compo-
sitions performed by the ODJB. Bix Beider-

becke, Tony Parenti's Ragtimers and other

pianists, jazz and ragtime bands and vocalists,

as well as some surprises.

At 7:30, KPFB. 89.3 FM in Berkeley broadcasts

the Berkeley School Board meeting.

10:00 Fruit Punch:
Gay Men's Radio

Faggot Brothers of the Moon.
This music celebration of gay spirit is our re-

broadcast of the concert Charlie Murphy and
Chris Tanner gave in San Francisco, June,

1979. Featured are ten songs.of these singing

activists/songwriters, including their "Gay
Spirit" and "Sensitive Little Boy" hits from
the Folkways Walls to Roses album.

11 :00 KPFA Evening News
Rebroadcast.

11:30 Evening Reading
Readings from the six-volume Autobiography
of Sean O'Casey read by Sylvia O'Brien. Con-

clusion of this month-long celebration of

O'Casey's centenary.

12:00 Night Sky Music
New wave experimental music with Steve Key
and his guest Al Ennis.
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Percy Wenrich, the Joplin Kid' of pioneer ragtime, is featured along with J. Russell, classic rag com-

poser, onJJMusic In America, ' Wednesday April 30th at 8:00pm. ^
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Legal Briefs:

Children's
Rights

By Mark Soler

Do parents own their children? Can they

subject their children to whatever practices

they wish, in the name of "control," "disci-

pline," or "treatment"? And can they delegate

their authority over their children to other

people, or to public or private agencies?

Some have argued that in the recent case of

Parham v. J.R. the United States Supreme

Court answered all of these questions in the

affirmative. Defendant James Parham is the

Commisioner of the Georgia Department of

Human Resources. "J.R." is a minor who was

declared a "neglected" child and removed

from his natural parents when he was three

months old. As he grew, he was considered

"disruptive" and "incorrigible." He lived with

seven sets of foster parents in his first seven

years. Finally, the Georgia Department of

Family and Children Services had him admit-

ted to the Central State Regional Hospital in

Milledgeville, Georgia, the largest children's

facility in the state, built to house 80 children

and adolescents. There J.R. was diagnosed as

being "borderline retarded" and suffering an

"unsocialized, aggressive reaction to childhood.'

His condition was reviewed periodically by

hospital staff, and several further attempts

were made to place him with foster parents,

but they were unsuccessful. In 1975, he asked

the court to place him in a less restrictive en-

vironment suitable to his needs.

After a trial at which the Governor of

Georgia and the chairmen of the two Appro-

priations Committees of the Legislature testi-

fied in support of the state mental health pro-

gram, the trial court ruled that the state pro-

gram contained inadequate procedural protec-

tions and insufficient treatment facilities for

juveniles committed to state institutions. The
trial court found, for example, that many in-

stitutionalized children could be cared for in

less restrictive, non-hospital settings.

On appeal, the Supreme Court focused on

the issue of the adequacy of the commitment
procedures in the Georgia system, and specifi-

cally whether an adversary hearing was re-

quired prior to or after the commitment Un-

der the Georgia statute, upon application by

a child's parent or guardian, the superinten-

dent of a hospital can temporarily admit any

child for "observation and diagnosis." If, af-

ter observation, the superintendent Finds "evi-

dence of mental illness" and that the child is

"suitable for treatment," he may authorize

commitment. At Central State Hospital, dur-

ing the first week of temporary admission,

children were tested and a treatment plan de-

veloped. At the end of trie-week, members of

the hospital staff reviewed the available infor-

mation "to determine the need for continued

hospitalization." Thereafter, there were in-

formal reviews approximately every 60 days.

The average length of stay of children at Cen-

tral State was substantially longer than at

any other Georgia facility. Five or six times

as long as at some facilities.

The trial court found that these procedures

were inadequate to protect the child and to

guarantee placement in an appropriate treat-

ment setting. It held that the commitment
process involves a "massive curtailment of

liberty" and therefore must include prior no-

tice and the right to an adversary-type hear-

ing before an impartial judicial or quasi-judi-

cial tribunal. The Supreme Court disagreed.

It held that the child was adequately protec-

ted if a "neutral fact Finder" "carefully

probes" the child's background, using all avail-

able sources of information, including parents,

schools and other social agencies, and also

conducts an interview with the child (the ad-

mitting physician at the hospital qualifies as a

"neutral fact Finder"). In addition, the child's

continuing need for treatment must be re-

viewed periodically by a similarly independent

procedure.

Every year, thousands of children across

the nation are labeled "disruptive," "incorrigi-

ble," "retarded," "unsocialized," or "delin-

quent," and confined by parents, public agen-

cies or courts in 'youth development centers,'

'child treatment facilities,' 'state industrial

schools,' and similar institutions. They are of-

ten subjected to barbaric conditions of con-

finement and gross mistreatment by institution-

al personnel. Children kept in jails are brutal-

ized by adult criminals incarcerated with them,

or "educated" by adults kept within sight and

sound. A private, rigidly controlled school in

Utah has given "children lie detector tests to

learn if they have thought about running away,

and made them stand for hundreds of hours as

punishment if they had such thoughts.

In Washington, children are forced to go
around without shoes, even in winter, in the

name of "security."

Those who run such institutions and who be-

lieve that the answer to problems of children

can be reduced to 'spare-the-rod-and-spoil-the-

child' procedurs have lauded Parham as sanction-

ing whatever practices and procedures imposed
on institutionalized juveniles. They have particu-

larly seized upon lofty generalizations in the

Court's opinion, such as "Our jurisprudence his-

torically has reflected Western Civilization con-

cepts of the family as a unit with broad parent-

al authority over minor children. . .more impor-

COCOLAT
French pastrq & chocolate specialty shop

3324 Steiner Street

San Francisco 94123

567-9957

3945 Piedmont Avenue
Oakland 94611

653-3676

1481 Snattuck Avenue
Berkeley 94709

843-3265

tant, historically it has recognized that natural

bonds of affection lead parents to act in the

best interests of their children." Thus, goes the

argument, if parents can spank their children,

such institutions, acting in loco parentis, can

administer corporal punishment. If parents

can send children to their rooms for misbe-

having, such institutions can banish children

to isolation cells for hours or days at a time.

If parents can read their children's mail, such

institutions can censor all children's correspon-

dence. If homes can be small and untidy, child-

ren in such institutions can be forced to live in

dark and squalid surroundings.

To be sure, questions over the extent of

children's constitutional rights, and rights of

children in conflict with their parents, are ex-

tremely difFicult, not least because everyone

fits into at least one of the categories of com-
batants. Nevertheless, it is clear that Parham
does not authorize jrristrcatment of children

by parents, or by anyone else. Indeed, the de-

cision specifically affirms that children are en-

titled to the protections of the Constitution in

the commitment process: only by complying
with the procedural safeguards mandated by
the Court can the Georgia procedure survive.

Moreover, the decision says nothing about op-

pressive conditions in juvenile instituions, and

there is no reason .to believe that children

subjected to brutality, isolation, mail censor-

ship or similar practices would not assert their

civil rights. On the contrary - the Supreme
Court has speciFically protected the constitu-

tional rights of children, including the right to

abortion services, even when parents strongly
disapprove, and many state courts have also
issued opinions protecting the civil rights of
minors. Finally, the decision does not in any
way abrogate state child abuse laws, which
protect children from mistreatment by their

parents, public or private agencies or by
anyone else.

Far from resolving issues about the respec-
tive rights of children and parents, Parham
raises many disturbing questions which the
Supreme Court saw fit to ignorcln terms of
the specific focus ori commitment procedures^,
who if anyone can act as advocates for child-

ren when their parents give up and simply
want to dump them onto public or private

agencies? Can these agencies rely of such
vague labels as 'disruptive,' ' incorrigible, ' or
'unsocialized' to justify conFming children
for months or years at a time? In private in-

stitutions, when the admitting physician has
a financial interest in taking as many patients
as possible into the facility, is he still the "neu-
tral fact Finder" required by the Court? More
generally, should children be entitled to con-
finement in less restrictive settings, the better
to grow and learn, or can they be warehoused
in large institutions, with little individual atten-

tion and less hope for the future? Finally, when
serious conflicts arise between children and
parents, how should the rights of the parties be

weighed, and who has the training, authority or

experience to make such decisions? It will likely

be many years before the courts or anyone else

can come up with real answers to these problems.

BERKELEY BUILDERS
- CUSTOM HOMES -

KPFA needs a person with some book-
keeping knowledge.

15-20 hours per month at your conven-
ience. $5.75 per hour.

Call 848-6767. Ask for Michael Butler

or Bill Blum. An affirmative action em-
ployer.

FAWN FURNITURE
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848-3084
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KPFA FOLIO Classified Ad rates:

$1.50 per line (6 words on each line

approx.) Minimum 3 lines. Deadline:

the fifteenth of the preceding month.
Write 'Folio Classifieds' KPFA,
2207 Shattuck Ave., Berkeley 94704.

Slide Show and Multi-Image Production/

Consultation. Commercial photography.

Bruce Gowens, co-producer of the Paci-

fica Slide Show, "Playing In the FM
Band" is now fully free-lance and availa-

ble. (408)244-2265.

Joan Vinge, author of "The Snow Queen"
wfll be at Dark Carnival Bookstore in

Berkeley, Sat. April 19, 2 - 5 pm.

WRITE TO PRISONERS

Michael Thomas
P.O. Box C 00248
Represa, CA 95671

Muhammad Nizam
Box B47398
Represa, CA 95671

Ronald D. Leach
P.O. Box 26973
San Quentin, CA 94973

Reuben Sullivan

P.O. Box B-41906
Tamal, CA 94964

Charles McDaniels

P.O. Box X98051
San Quentin Prison, Tamal, CA 94964

Osbun Walton, Jr.

P.O. Box B22803, S.H.U:12
Represa, CA 95671

Rashad D. Deneane Carr

P.O. Box-B-52539
San Quentin, CA 94964

Christopher Brown
Box B-35515C.T.F.C.
Soledad, CA 93960

Richard Gordon
No. 080902; Men's Reformatory, Box B
Anamosa, Iowa 52205

Germaine A. Ojeras G04226
P.O. Box 2000 A-269
Vacaville, CA 95688

Collin Fearon II

No. 74-B-395
Attica Prison, Attica NY 14011

German, Latin or Ancient Greek Lessons

offered by German woman, experienced

teacher; grammar, conversation, literature

Call Adelheid, 841-5941.

Mountain Temple style JuJitsu for adults

and juniors, plus psychic development
class. Call Stephen Cooley, Instructor De-
gree black belt, 668-8800. Mountain Tem-
ple Studio, California & 24th Ave., S.F.

Specializing in the unusual. Why not list

with an active interracial office that be-

lieves in integrated neighborhoods? Call

and let's talk. Central Realty Sefvice -

Arlene Slaughter, realtor, 6436 Telegraph

Ave., (Oakland/Berkeley line) 658-2177,
849-2976 evenings.

FOLGER SOUND SERVICE-
Serving the community since 1968. High

quality sound reinforcement for concerts,

remote recordings (Dolby, DBX), custom

equipment design, audio consultation by
KPFA engineer Doug MaiseL 848-4395

days, 549-1403 evenings.

We specialize in acoustic music.

Home and Investments - KPFA spoken
here. To buy or sell (a home, lot or in-

come property), tune in with us. Tepping

Realty Co., Berkeley, 843-5353*

Marathon Phone Volunteers needed once
again for KPFA Fund Raiser March 1-
April 1 5. Learn about how listener-spon-

sored radio survives and become involved.

Some marathon volunteers wind up staying

for years. Call 848-6767 and ask for Deb-

orah.

April is the cruellest month. That's why I

love it so. Le Comte de Masoch.

Excellent ex p. Math tutor. 881-1 354

An amaranthine KPFA listener desires to

rent in the East Bay environs with the

option of buying. Ralph Elias, 731-2406, SF

UNBLOCKING CREATIVITY- a group

for women to open up channels & expres-

sion of creative energy. Eclectic approach.

Sliding scale. Sara Sunstein, 653-8711.

Wanted: Easter bunnies for major film

production. Contact Alejandro Jodorowski,

El Topo Productions, The Holy Mtn.

Personal Video Service. Portable color vi-

deo for every individual need. 566-7223.

Derald Carlson PO Box 14486, SF 941 14.

Turning Point Collective. Offering

women's groups, men's groups, mixed
groups, mediations and private coun-

seling (using Radical Therapy cooper-

ative problem-solving, T.A., Gestalt

and bodywork). Anne Robbins (M.A.)

482-4969. Bruce Gridlev 527-5798.

©The Society of Evangelical Agnostics.

Logo and information: SEA, Box
. 61 2F, Fresno, CA 93709

Norman Henry 535-0709
Piano & Harpsichord
Tuning & Repair

PAINT IN YOUR EYE.
Women painting Co., Interiors, exteriors,

spraying, experienced! For est. 526-4097.

Job Opening: Business Manager/F.C.

Bookkeeper for nonprofit org,

3/4 time. Versatile, Organized
Individual. Send Resume to:

Women's History Research Center,

2325 Oak Street, Berkeley, CA 94708.

FREE. House-sitting. Care of pets,

garden. References. Evenings.

(209) 229-8239.

Fluent French Tutoring by French-fluent

tutorer for non-French-fluent tutorees.

Call: 548-6879.

EID S T.V. 1702 GROVE STREET, BERKELEY 848-6552

Free Estimates on T.V. repair * Work guaranteed six months ' Quality work

at popular prices * We buy T.V.'s working or not * OPEN 1 1 am — 6 pm

KPFA Staff
ADMINISTRATION: David Salniker/Manager. Michael Butler/Assistant Manager.
Eve Buckner/Program Director. Jerry Sager/Development Director. Robin Steinhardt/
Subscriptions & Publicity. Bill Blum /Accountant Warren Van Orden /Special Projects.

Joanna Brouk/Acting Program Director. Deborah Kingsbury/Reception. Volunteers:
Kevin Berwin, Nancy Gendel, Dan Kysor, Matt Liebman, Mack, Duke Masters, George
Neumann, Barbara Petterson, Geoff Meredith, Suellen Stringer, Gretchen Smurr, Ellen
Shatter, Jeff Schiller, Cindy Huback, Cheri Pierce, Bahman, Bandhan Bellows, Denise
Word, Alan Ehrlich, Dana Nussbaum, Zeke Stone, Carla Reissman, Jennifer Taylor.

ENGINEERING: Steve Hawes, Doug Maisel, Tony Ferro, Larry Wood, Mark Aikele
Erik Wood, Lotte Lieb, Bob Lyons.

PRODUCTION: John Rieger/Director. Karla Tonella/Assistant Susan Elisabeth, Pad
Hammond, Scott McAllister, Mario Sedeita, Phil Alien, John Thrasher.

DRAMA & LITERATURE: Erik Bauersfeld/Director. Padraigin McGillicuddy/
Associate Director. Joanna Brouk, Sonya Blackman, Gail Chugg, Fred Cody, Alan Bern-
heimer, Norma Smith, Lawrence Davidson, John FitzGibbon, May Gardner, Adam David
Miller, Louise Lacey, Irene Oppenheim, Tom Parkinson, Ishmael Reed, Max Schwartz,
Bill Shields, Alan Soldofsky, Michael Goodwin, Maggie Kurzman, Win Noffke, Dorothy
Gilbert, Eleanor Sully, Karen Hurley, Betty Rozak.

MUSIC: Charles Amirkhanian/Director. Steve Key/Associate. Betty Smith/Record Lib-
rarian. Tom Buckner, Gerda Daly, the black shadow, Tom Diamant, David Dunaway, Ray
Edlund, John Lumsdaine, James Mitchell, Tom Mazzolini, Jon Longcore, Larry McCombs,
Robbie Osman, Chris Potter, Susan Elquist, Emmit Powell, Bob Rose, Eva Soltes, Carl
Stolz, George Sams, Chris Strachwitz, Phil Elwood, Bill Sokol, G.S. Sachdev, Harold Law-
rence, Joel Sachs, Bob Shumaker, Allan Ulrich, Steve Wolfe, Tim Yohannon & the gang,
Darcell King, Tina Naccach, Richard Friedman, Frank Scott, Mary Berg, Bill Collins, Stephen
Dickman, Matt Hpldreith,

"

Phil Allen.

Focus On Women in Music: Marina LaPalma, Susan Kernes, Susan Sailow, April McMahon,
Keni Tegman, Kori Kody, Jolie PearL

iPUBLJC AFFAIRS: Don Foster/Director. Kris Welch, Denny Smithson/AM/FM. John

Bn'rke, Adi Gevins, Helga Lohr-Bailey, Richard (Buster) Gonzalez, Bernie Kraner, Walter

Turner, Philip Maldari, Ken Russell, William Mandel, Ken McEldowney, Mama O'Shea, Phil

Polakoff, Heber, Barbara Lubinski, Kathy McAnally, Sue DonarL Fruit Punch Collective,

Community Information Network, Congressional Record, Media Alliance of Northern Cal-

ifornia, Peoples Media Collective, East Bay Beat (Wendell Harper & Cheryl McDonald),

Iranian Students Association. Living On Indian Time: Ron Licker, Ken Tiger. Women's

Programming: Karla Tonella/Director. Carole Bennett, Shel Arochas, Jasmine Telfair, Peggy

Bray, Helen Keller, Leslie Lombre, Sara Haber, Chana Wilson, Rina Harai, Joanna Griffin,

Denise Wagner, Crystal Williams, Patti Yano, Lesbian Task Force of the SFComm. on the

Status of Women.

THIRD WORLD PROGRAMMERS: Bari Scott/Director. Drepenba Manzira, Candice
Francis, Amina Hassan, John Henry, Ray Holbert, Gorman Lee, David Henderson, Craig

Street, Paris Williams, Robert Christman, Brenda Grayson, Chris Lewis, Julian and Portia,

Face the Day; Jose Castellar, Wilfred Cartey, Julio Ramirez.

NEWS: Alan Snitow, Aileen Alfandary/Co-Directors. Wendell Harper/Staff Reporter.

Louis Freedberg/Youth News. Laurie Garrett, Kris Welch, Sue Bardollini, Brian Bashin,

Larry Bensky, James Bond, John Clements, Michael Curtin, Don Davis, Ann Gonski,
Toni Gray, Maria Gilardin, Michael Hanvey, Peggy Hughes, Ellen Kalmuk, Jaime Riker,

Miriam Kaminsky, Clyde Leland, George Leddy, Doug Levy, Cheryl McDonald, Mike
McGrath, Scott McAllister, Bob Manning, Helen Mickiewicz, John Ogulnik, Alan Ramo,
Julia Randall, Roland Schembari, Andy Seal, Bob Stern, Ed Treuting, Stu Wasserman.
Sheila Osorio, Rob Waters, Michael Yoshida, Patty Weisman. Pacifica National News
Bureau: Rachael Brown, Patricia Neighmond, Patricia Brett, Richard Chimburg, Mary
Kasamatsu, Brenda Wilson. U.N. Correspondent: Michael Shuster.

KPFA LOCAL ADVISORY BOARD: Steve Budde, Bill Sokol, Larry Bensky,

Steve Blumenkrantz, Peter Franck, Ying Lee Kelley, Bert McGuire, Sharron 'Mama'

O'Shea, Robbie Osman, Sally Pincus, Mike Wilbur. Victor Honig/ex officio. David SaF

niker/ex officio.

PACIFICA NATIONAL BOARD: Doreen Aberson, R. Gordon Agnew, Richard

Asche Ron Clark, Gabriel Edgecomb, Peter Franck, Thomas Hardy, Margaret Glaser,

Oscar Hanisberg, Jack O'Dell/Chairperson, David Lampel, Ying Lee Kelley, Robbie

Osman, Julius (Mel) Reich, William Swenson, Bill Sokol. Sandra Rattley, Alex Vavouhs.

Delphino Varella, Milton Zisman.

PACIFICA OFFICERS: Peter Franck/President. David Lampel/First Vice President.

Vice Presidents: Jim Berland, David Salniker, Loine Love, Bob Schwartz.

Milton Zisman/Treasurer. Eric Shapiro/ Assistant Treasurer. Delphino Varella/Secretary

.

Ron Clark/ Assistant Secretary.

PACIFICA NATIONAL OFFICE STAFF: Joel Kugelmass/Executive Director.

Ron Stone/Administrative Assistant. Mari Simon/Controller. Mariana Berkovich/

Bookkepper. Historian: Vera Hopkins. Pacifica Program Service Director: Helen

Kennedy. Louis Freedberg/Youth News Service.
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Editor: Richard Wolinsky

Art Director: Daniel Ziegler

Art Department: Alan Goldsworthy, Pamela Meyer.

Editorial Staff: John Thrasher, Robin Steinhardt

Ad Sales: Tre Arenz, Bill Blum

Ad Graphics: Marin Gazette Typesetting (Sue Bannon)

Typesetting: Damon Rook
Staff Contributors: Ken McEldowney, Mark Soler,

Peter Franck, Laurie Garrett, Bob Steiner, etc.
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KPFA Local
Board Elections

In a re-organization move by the KPFA Lo-

cal Advisory Board, three members of the new

Board are to be elected by KPFA subscribers.

As reported in the January 1980 Folio, sub-

scribers were invited to send in a statement and

a petition containing the signatures of 1 5 other

subscribers in order to become candidates.

The following are those subscribers who
qualified for the election. All interested KPFA
subscribers are invited to send in their ballots

(making sure their labels are on the reverse side)

with the names of those three candidates they

wish to vote for. . . any candidate receiving a

majority of votes will be elected to the Board.

There will be. a run-off election for any of the

three seats not filled (two candidates per re-

maining seat).

All ballots must be received by April 25th

in order to be counted. Vote - - it's your shot

at a direct hand in the decision-making process

at KPFA.

JUDY CLAVIR ALBERT

1 first discovered KPFA when I came to

Berkeley in the sixties. The station functioned

as a unique cultural and political alternative to

commercial radio, providing the entire commu-
nity with pluralistic programming allowing for

the expression of differing lifestyles and points

of view. Upon my return to the Bay Area last

summer it was my pleasant discovery to find

the station still playing that important role,

free from advertisers control and responsible

to its listeners.

In December 1 applied for the position of

KPFA station manager and became one of two
final candidates, receiving 32% of the total

staff vote. Larry Bensky, Chairperson of the

Manager Selection Committee wrote:

"All of us who dealt with you were im-

pressed by your energy, ideas and enthusiasm

for KPFA's traditional role in this community.

It is the wish of the Local Advisory Board that

you maintain the contact now initiated with

KPFA." (January 25, 1980)

Applying for station manager was a remark-

able experience, in which I learned quickly of

the complexities involved in the day-to-day

operation of the station, of monetary crises,

and creative solutions to them, and of broad*

casting in general and Pacifica in particular. I

have also covered the trial of the assailant of

Berkeley attorney Fay Stender for KPFA
News.

I want to continue working with the sta-

tion. Women are currently underrepresented

on the Board, and my participation would

serve in part to remedy this imbalance. Be-

cause I now have an understanding of the

«»oals and visions existing within KPFA and

Pacifica, I believe I could contribute to making

those visions an actuality.

I have had a great deal of journalistic exper-

ience in alternative media. In 1969 I managed

the Chicago Conspiracy Trial office, and sub-

sequently visited the Democratic Republic of

Vietnam as part of a women's delegation. I was

a national organizer for the anti-war, anti-racist

and women's movements, working to bring

people together on the basis of their common
commitment In 1975 I received a doctorate

and have been teaching sociology and Women's
Studies for the past five years. I am married to

Stew Albert, we have a V/i year old daughter,

Jessica Pearl. Currently I am west coast admini-

strator for Survival Summer, a nationwide grass-

roots educational project on the draft, disarma-

ment, energy and human needs.

ALICE J. WOLFSON

I have been an active part of the progressive

movement for many years. I have participated

in many aspects of the Civil Riths, anti-war,

and anti-imperialist movements. As a Feminist,

I have been active in the Women's Health

movement for the past eleven years. In 1969,

I worked with other women from D.C. Wo-

men's Liberation to bring the Birth Control

Pill issue into national prominence through

a series of demonstrations protesting the sex-

ist nature of Congressional hearings on the

subject and the obvious effort to keep infor-

mation about the pill's die effects from wo-

men. As a result of these actions, the first

drug package informational insert for con-

sumers was approved by the FDA. While

working on the Pill issue I was also involved

in the struggle to legalize abortion. Struggling

for informed consent with regard to the Pill

brought me into direct conflict with the pop-

ulation control establishment and helped me
to develop a profound understanding about

the connection between sterilization abuse

and abortion rights. In 1970 I became a found-

ing member of the National Women's Health

Network and am presently serving on the

Board of Directors of that group. Since 1977

I have been active in the Coalition for the

Medical Rights of Women. The Coalition is an

organization of activists, consumers and pro-

viders, working together to make the health

care sysfem more responsive to the needs of

women. Working first as a volunteer, I later be-

came the Staff Coordinator for the Committee

to Defend Reproductive Rights of the Coali-

tion. I have appeared on KPFA and other local

media to discuss abortion, reproductive rights,

and women's health concerns in general. As a

political person, I have been both a long time

listener and long time supporter of KPFA. As

a member of the Board I believe that I would

be in a excellent position to represent the in-

terests and needs of a large constituency.

DANSCHARLIN

For the past five years 1 have been a mem-
ber of the finance committee (the only non-

Board member). Pacifica Foundation and

KPFA are and must remain an important link

to the community we serve. We are amongst

the leading sources of radical political, social

and economic information in the country.

(Pacifica's combined signals can be heard by

over 50 million people.) I believe that I will

bring a needed sense of organization and lead-

ership to the board. (I have worked in the busi-

ness community and the radical political com-
munity in Berkeley for the last 15 years.) I

believe it to be of primary importance to the

staff of KPFA, both paid and volunteer, that

the Board have a sound financial policy. This

policy must be formulated and structured in

such a way to eliminate the vast peaks and

valleys of income that the station continually

experiences.

Such a policy is needed in order to elimi-

nate layoffs, which sometimes have been made
in order to meet budget requirements. I also

want to see monthly income increased in order

to raise the number of paid staff, to make ne-

cessary repairs and to purchase necessary

equipment. By moving beyond the continual

budgetary problems we have had in the past,

we can get on with the more important work
of expanding KPFA's sphere of influence.

ARLENE MAYERSON

I work as an attorney at the Disability Cen-

ter of the Center for Independent Living, a civ-

il rights organization for disabled persons. CIL

recognizes the importance of forming coali-

tions with other progressive community and

national organizations. As a feminist I am also

involved in the women's community and ad-

vocating for women's issues.

I believe that KPFA is an important re-

source which the community should support

and have an impact on. I am excited about the

prospect of forming a community advisory

council so that the community can have input

into programming and political decisions. Sub-

scriber representation on the board gives sub-

scribers the opportunity to influence KPFA's

direction.

As a subscriber and listener to KPFA, I

care about the continued vitality of the sta-

tion. With the rise of the right and the attack

on personal privacy and first amendment

rights, the survival of free speech radio is

threatened. The need for KPFA as a voice is

greater than ever.

I have lived in Berkeley since October 1 966

and I have been around KPFA quite literally

since I arrived. I did volunteer work while I

was a student. After I quit school I managed to

get a 1-0 from the draft and then convinced

them to approve working as a volunteer at

KPFA for alternative service. In those years

I spent much time learning about the realms

of the spiritual and metaphysical. An out-

growth of that was my next few years study-

ing psychology and gestalt I spent one year

(1974) on the staff of a "growth center" in

the Santa Cruz mountains, the Bridge Moun-

tain Foundation. In what* seems to me a natu-

ral evolution of social consciousness to poli-

tical consciousness, after I returned to Berke- •

ley I worked with the ILWU and began volun-

teering at La Pena in 1976. La Pena is a non-

profit, community cultural center with its

base very much in the progressive Bay Area

community and its focus on Latin American

culture and politics. It has grown from that

time when there were 3 paid staff members
and 80-90 volunteers to support 25 paid

workers and well over 100 volunteers. It is

run collectively and democratically which, of

course, means endless meetings. I have taken

responsibility for many aspects of the opera-

tion of La Pena; fund raising, programming,

publicity and a mailing list of 7500.

With this varied history, and especially

with my work at La Pena, I feel very qualified

to serve on the Local Advisory Board. I am
not only very familiar with KPFA and its his-

tory and problems, I am also skilled at an or-

ganizational level and acquainted with a large

number of organizations from every sector of

the Bay Area population both political and

cultural.
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We don't boycott the issues.
Not since the '30s have
Americans experienced such
severe social and economic
problems. Yet our major
newspapers and periodicals

have made it their business

to avoid serious discussion

of corporate responsibility

for this situation.

(/"you're tired of this <

boycott of the underlying

causes of inflation, the energy
crisis and unemployment,

(/"you're stubborn enough to
want sensible coverage of
government subservience to

corporate priorities,

//you aren't satisfied merely
knowing what's wrong and
want to know what people
are doing about it.

If you want to choose from
a variety of views; and care
enough to take sides—then
subscribe to In These Times.
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"In These Times is afresh
and badly needed voice in

independent left

journalism.

"

I.F. Stone

We're the independent
socialist newsweekly with a
commitment to innovative,

reliable journalism, to

diversity of opinion, and to

democratic social change.

Break the Boycott. Subscribe
to In These Times.

"In These Times is one of
.
the most fair, reasoned,

balanced and accurate

newspapers I have read in

quite a while. My
congratulations on your
outstanding publication and
its contributions to the

community.

"

Rep. Ron Dellums

"In These Times fills an
urgent needfor facts and
ideas that can help the

people of the U.S. learn how
to govern their own future.

"

Barry Commoner
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